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What is LARP? 

LARP (or LARPing) is an acronym for Live-Action Role Playing.  To play, you create a character 

or persona that you will act out, like a game of pretend.  You will experience the things that your 

character will experience throughout the course of an event.  An event is a set amount of time 

that the LARPing experience will last – it can be an afternoon, a weekend – or even an entire 

week!  The event producers will run the Logistics of the event, including check-in, check-out and 

the overall plot or continuing story lines for the event. When you attend an event, you will 

receive game day credits which can be used to build your character in skill points as well as 

collect wealth and items that your character can use.  The only limit to your character is the limit 

of your imagination!  

 

What is Castle LARP?  

Castle LARP offers a variety of services for our players, including not only the actual running of 

LARP events, but also free database Management for all your Castle LARP character sheets.  

Castle LARP also provides rules forums to ask questions and receive answers about your 

LARPing experience. Rulebooks and Compendiums are available online, and a download is 

free of charge. You can read more about what we do, what we offer and who we are at our 

website: http://www.Castlelarp.com 

 

Your First LARP Experience – What to Expect, What to Bring?  

Attending your first LARP event can be a bit intimidating 

if you do not know what to expect, what to bring, or how 

to be prepared.  Preparing for a LARP event is about the 

same as preparing for a camping trip.  For a weekend 

event, you’ll be sleeping in either tents or cabins, so 

prepare accordingly with sleeping gear including pillows, 

blankets, and toiletries (including bug spray and 

sunscreen).  Don’t forget to bring your costume, armor, 

weapons, racial makeup and makeup remover, spell 

packets, and other props such as locks/tools and duct 

tape necessary to play your character. It is almost a 

certainty the local Plot Team will not be able to loan 

these basic items you will need to be effective. In 

reference to costuming, be aware that your character’s 

costume should be decent and tasteful - if you can’t wear 

it to the beach, then you can’t wear it to attend a Castle 

LARP event.  

Footwear is all-important!  Bring shoes in which you will 

be able to run and hike.  Waterproof is a real bonus.  

Plan to bring extra socks: figure out how many you think 

you will need for the weekend and then bring twice as 

many. If it’s rainy, toss in a few more for good measure. 

http://www.castlelarp.com/
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Nothing kills an adventuring spirit like soggy feet. Plastic grocery store bags make great 

storage items, and these can be used for everything from wrapping up wet and/or dirty clothes, 

to trash bags at the end of the event, to protecting your feet (over your socks, inside your 

boots) in cold or rainy weather.  

Medications, if you require them. For prescription medications, you will need to inform the 

medics and the local Plot Team of what you are taking and where you keep it.  A special note 

for those with asthma or have severe allergies: have your inhaler and/or EpiPen on you at all 

times. Make sure that the people who you are adventuring with know where you keep it, in case 

you have trouble getting to it when you need it.  

Pouches and/or a backpack: They don’t need to be fancy or in-period starting out - a scrap of 

fabric sewn up and fitted with a drawstring does fine, and decent leather backpacks, purses, 

and other such items can be found inexpensively at most thrift stores. Slightly more expensive, 

but more versatile and rugged, will be gear from military surplus stores.  

A moderately-sized box is helpful to store game-related items you are leaving at or near your 

bunk. (Extra coin, spare tags/items, plot-related items you may find, etc...). A lock for the box is 

also highly recommended as you never know what other characters may be interested in your 

character’s stuff.  

Non-game-related personal items, such as car keys, phone, and money, are commonly stowed 

with your clothes in a container or a duffel bag marked as out-of-game (OOG) so that there is 

no confusion to which is yours and what belongs to your character.  This should be stored 

under your bed or cot.  

A small amount of cash for purchasing food at the tavern. Do not stint yourself on food or 

liquids. It is easy to become dehydrated with all the adventure and activity going on!  

Watch the weather report as well.  If it’s going to be hot, remember to bring a fan — if your 

campsite has electricity.  If not, battery powered fans work well!  Candles, torches and the like 

need to be always attended .  If you are in doubt with these items, check with your local branch 

to see what they allow.  

When arriving on site, you will be required to check in with the local Logistics team. They will 

provide your character sheet and coin and may direct you to your sleeping accommodations.  

Once settled in and unpacked, it is time to get into costume and attend Opening Ceremonies. 

This is where the local Plot Team will brief you on the campsite and its boundaries, safe and 

unsafe areas, and the rules for everyone to have a fun, exciting, and safe game.  Afterwards, it 

is time for the game to begin!  

After a fun-filled weekend of roleplaying, monster slaying and being the hero (or villain!), the 

event will come to a close.  Each player is required to clean up his or her personal area and one 

extra area of the campsite (assigned by Logistics) before they can check out. When we rent 

campsites, Castle LARP wants to leave the site cleaner than when we arrived. 

You will need to bring your character sheet with all your character’s coin to the Logistics check 

out.  Giving your sheet back to the Logistics person with your coin will ensure you get the game 

day credits for your character that you deserve!  Also, turning in your coin allows the Logistics 
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team to preserve the coin in your Adventurer Stash, a vault you will be able to access at any 

Castle LARP game.  All game-related tagged items are yours to keep, with the exception of 

temporary tag, so don’t lose them!  

 

The Learning Curve Rule  

A new player can use this rule until they have played (PC’d or NPC’d) 10 total game days. 

When the new player encounters an effect or attack in a combat situation that is unknown to 

them, they may use the combat call, “LC” and take the Dazed condition. This functions as the 

normal Dazed condition and can be removed via in-game means (i.e. a Remove Ailment 

spell/item or with a Short Rest). 

 

The Seven Mantras of Castle LARP 

1. The Pause Rule  

This is the most important rule in the game.  There are times in the game when things need 

to be “paused” — safety issues, something happens that the Plot Team must explain to the 

players, and so on.  This can be done by shouting the word “PAUSE!” to indicate all game play 

is to stop.  This is the most important word in Castle LARP. When you hear this word, you will 

immediately stop all game play and lower your head, close your eyes, stop talking, and then 

listen for further instruction.  Under no circumstances is this word to be ignored.  When the 

situation has been resolved by a Plot member or an Arbiter, and game play is ready to resume, 

the person who called the Pause will say, “Is everyone ready?”  To which the players will 

respond “Yes!”, if ready, or “No!” if there is reason for the Pause to continue.  If all players are 

ready to continue, the Arbiter or Plot Team member will resume gameplay by calling out, 

“3...2...1... Game On!” Players should echo this call with “Game On!” and game play will 

resume. 

2. The Contact Rule  

We run a fun, physical, and safe game. Castle LARP prohibits all forms of body contact 

during combat.  There is no shield bashing, pinning of limbs, and so on.  Castle LARP runs a 

fun and physical, but safe, form of boffer combat.  Under no circumstances is body contact 

allowed in a combat situation.  Outside of combat, do not touch others in any way without their 

consent. Public displays of affection, even between consenting adults is not allowed. This 

includes sleeping arrangements: one person per bed or sleeping bag. In some cases, players 

may ask for permission to “Physically Roleplay” to better represent or roleplay an action. Body 

contact is permitted in these situations as long as both parties agree and all actions remain 

safe. Do not assume permission to physically roleplay unless that player has given their explicit 

consent. Physical Roleplay should never be used in combat.  

3. The Illegal Substance Rule  

All illegal substances are prohibited at Castle sponsored events. Castle LARP prohibits the 

use of illegal substances and alcohol during Castle LARP sponsored events. This includes 
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cigarettes for those who are legally minors. Many events are held on campsites that prohibit 

these substances and we will follow the law in all respects.  Additionally, it is prohibited to come 

to any Castle LARP sponsored event while under the influence.  Any person caught breaking 

this rule will be asked to leave and will be punished to the full extent of the law.  

4. The Thieving Rule  

Thievery in-game requires an Arbiter; Thievery out-of-game is not tolerated by Castle 

LARP. Many players like to see whether they can steal another character’s goods in-game.  If 

you are ready to try your luck, know that you must have an Arbiter with you at all times if you are 

invading someone else’s personal area (Cabin, Tent, etc).  This is meant to protect our players’ 

privacy and prevent any accidental searching through any out-of-game belongings. The Arbiter 

will check Arbiter notes, if any are present and determine where you may search and steal.  

Players are not to check Arbiter notes at any time.  If you are lucky enough or good enough to 

steal in-game items, the Arbiter will then note the cabin was burglarized and collect any tags or 

physical representations from the victimized players.   See page 86 for further explanation of 

How to be a “Proper” Thief. Thievery Out-of-game is not tolerated by Castle LARP. 

5. The Sportsmanship Rule  

Play the game with respect; worry about yourself and not others. Castle LARP is a game 

of honesty. All players should be concerned with how something is affecting their character and 

not how their character is affecting another.  Players play the game to the best of their ability – 

taking their hits (damage to Health Points) and spell effects, and simply playing the game as it 

was intended to be played.  No matter the situation, please remember that this is still a game. 

While your characters are fictitious, the players are real and should be treated with real respect. 

At times there can be competitive atmosphere – especially when combat is involved – but all 

players should strive to stay in-game as much as possible, even if others are not showing the 

same sportsmanship.  Honesty, respect, and sportsmanship in Castle LARP is paramount to 

everyone’s enjoyment of the game.  

6. The Exploit Rule  

Finding a loophole in the rules to benefit your character needs to be reported to 

Castle LARP. As mentioned above in Mantra five, Castle LARP is a game of honesty.  

Players want to play the game as it was intended to be played. Castle LARP is a live action 

game and thus can be hard to patch or fix rules. The game requires a large amount of 

testing and time to rework mechanics or descriptions that do not properly reflect their intent. 

All feedback from players is accepted and considered for the improvement of the game as a 

whole. It is expected that no player exploits any rules. If you find a rule or a passage in the 

rulebook that may be exploited, please contact Castle LARP so that we can evaluate that 

rule and fix it for the enjoyment of all players.  Castle LARP wishes to provide the best set 

of rules and the best experience possible.  Exploiting the rules takes the fun out of the 

game for everyone involved and falls under the scope of the Castle LARP Cheating Policy 

and any player caught exploiting the rules will be subject to any and all consequences 

deemed appropriate by Castle LARP Staff. A good rule of thumb is always interpreting the 

rules for the greater good of the game, not for the benefit of a character. If a player has any 

question regarding the intent of a rule, they should immediately approach a member of 

Castle LARP Staff for clarification.  
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7. Community  

The Castle LARP Community drives our ultimate enjoyment of the game. Castle LARP is 

heavily influenced by its player base and promotes a healthy community by applying all seven 

mantras. Players should always be on the lookout for ways to improve their experience as well 

as the experience of other players in a positive manner. By attending Castle LARP sponsored 

events, players acknowledge that they are contributing to the game and to the story being told 

by the Plot Team. Everyone’s experience at Castle LARP sponsored events will be different 

based on their character choices and the roleplay and stories they engage in, but everyone 

should always strive to be a positive influence within the Castle LARP Community.  

The World You Play In 

 

Excerpts from “A History of Valara and Its Cultures” by Nel’eard Valeth, Esq.  

Chaos and the Birth of a Utopia  

Life itself is comprised of six major elements: Fire, Water, Earth, Air, Life and Death. Each 

element is born from a single focus, both connected and separate from the world you now know. 

Eons before your time, the Paragons of each of these elements labored together to create a 

utopia – a balance of elements manifested into a single realm of existence. This realm is known 

to you as Valara.   
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At first, Valara was devoid of all elements – a mere husk of a world yet to be born. Before the 

creation of this utopia, these six elements were in continual flux, each vying for power over 

another and dominion of the cosmos, and each falling to another’s assault. Ra’tol, Paragon of 

Fire…Undinae, Paragon of Water…Cragmathe, Paragon of Earth…Elyssinu, Paragon of 

Air...Ga’lar and Ge’lina, twin Paragons of Life...and Seneroth, Paragon of Death…constantly 

reborn after death, again and again and again…  

After a millennium of war, with no clear victor, the Elemental Paragons accepted their 

differences, and a truce was forged. Dividing the cosmos equally, each claimed a place of their 

own. Instead of forcing elements in their purest form upon one another, the Paragons allowed 

the elements to integrate naturally and in turn, cultivate life. Valara was chosen as the epicenter 

for this new beginning, and each of the Paragons bestowed a piece of themselves to her, 

transforming the husk of a world into a living, breathing, and ever-changing elemental utopia. 

Water flowed, plants flourished, magma boiled, and the sky cried out in strikes of victory. Valara 

had been born, and she was now young and beautiful. A guardian was chosen from the ranks of 

the elementals and given the powers of each to continue the Paragons’ labors. Known as 

“Anima the Creator”, this guardian helped to shape Valara into the world you see today.  

 

Mortals  

With the creation of a new world, the dawn of mortal beings inevitably followed.  

Over time, Valara birthed children to roam her lands and swim in her oceans. The first of these 

creatures were small in form, but great in number. Centuries passed, and Anima grew lonely. 

Though an eternal bond was shared with Valara herself, the Guardian yearned for something 

more. Using the gifts bestowed by the Paragons, Anima shaped and sculpted raw materials 

collected from Valara, and gave life to Valaran creatures who shared a similar form to the 

Elemental Paragons.   

The first of these mortals were Ancient Elves – known as  the Anturi. With memories of Ga’lar 

and Ge’lina in mind, Anima shaped saplings into this graceful and slender race with long 

physical features and deep mental abilities. The second mortals were sculpted from volcanic 

rock and ash, just as the children of Cragmathe himself. These stout people became known as 

Dwarvenfolk. Taking great pride in strong and beautiful natural structures, they made their 

homes in mountains and caves, isolating themselves from the rest of Valara. The third mortals 

were created by mixing handfuls of earth, plants, water, sand, salt, and a myriad of other 

ingredients. When Anima breathed life into them, they grew both quickly and varied – no two 

were alike. Humans were born, and in each a glimmer of the elemental paragons was found. 

The Humans spread across Valara, growing and changing to adapt to their homes.  

 

Economy  

Coins on Valara are separated into four distinctive currencies:  Caps, Marks, Crowns, and 

Dragons.  Caps are the smallest denomination, while Dragons are the largest.  Caps are 

distinctive coins represented by stars. Marks have the fleur-de-lis symbol on one side with 

crossed scimitars on the other.  Crowns are ordained with crowns on both sides, and dragons 

are still a mystery. The Goblinfolk keep a close eye on them. It’s rumored they are marked with 
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the bust of a king from a long-forgotten time one on side, and the visage of the fabled dragons 

on the other. Perhaps you will be one of the first adventurers to lay eyes on this rare coin!  

Another important aspect of Valara’s economy is Valara Crystals. These crystals are naturally 

occurring stones that can be found in the body of any Valaran creature. It has only been 

recently discovered that, due to the shift in the cosmos of Valara, these stones can be used by 

High Magic Ritualists to fuel their rituals and Crafters can break them down to use in their 

crafting trade. 

The Blue Crystal Bank has branches all throughout Valara. The Goblinfolk have learned over 

time the value of banking, storing, and bartering. Based in their home city of ZeeZak, the Blue 

Crystal Bank is the only global bank throughout the world. 

 

Adventurer Stash 

Castle LARP employs a unique idea known as the Adventurer Stash. The Adventurer Stash is a 

character’s hiding place where all coin and Valara Crystals are kept. This place is secret – from 

an in-game perspective no coin or Valara Crystals can be stolen between games.  

When a player completes an event, all coin and Valara Crystals must be returned to Logistics 

during the checkout process. This ensures proper record-keeping and helps to keep our coin 

cost low. These items will be recorded onto the players character sheet, and thus placed into 

their vault, or Adventurer’s Stash. Before any game, a player can withdraw as much coin or 

Valara Crystals as they desire from Logistics but cannot access their Adventurer Stash during 

games. 
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Section 2: Building a 

Character 
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Creating a Character  

A player may have up to five different characters at any given time but can play only one 

character at an event. These characters can be the same race and even the skillset, but each 

must be obviously unique so other players will immediately know they are entirely different 

characters.  For example, two of your characters can be Feralkyn, but they must be different 

sub-types of the race to avoid confusion.  Your characters may never directly interact with each 

other at any time, nor can they interact through another player. Every new character begins with 

30 skill points.   

 

Health Points, Resource Pools, and Armor Deflections  

Health Points represent the amount of damage a character can sustain before bleeding to 

death.  Resource Pools represent abilities that a character can call upon to perform skills during 

a certain period of time. Mana, Finesse, Tenacity, Expertise and Health Points are all Resource 

Pools.  Mana is the pool of energy from which magic users draw to cast their spells.  Finesse is 

the pool used by nimble characters to perform Shadow Skills. Tenacity is the pool used by 

Martial characters to perform strikes and feats. Expertise is used by crafters to enhance their 

work.  

Armor Deflections are used to deflect even the deadliest of blows.  

New characters start with 10 Health Points, 0 Mana, 0 Finesse, 0 Tenacity, 0 Expertise, and a 

maximum of 12 Armor Deflections (depending on the amount of armor physically worn).   

  

Choosing a Race  

One of the first steps to building a character is to choose a race.  In Castle LARP, there are five 

racial categories: Mankind, Elf, Hillfolk, Kindred and Warling.  Each category contains 

subcategories, giving you 16 races from which to choose.  Each race is unique!    

There are only five basic racial categories in Castle LARP; however, there are many races 

which make up these categories.  Each of these races has its own unique traits and history.  

These cultures are laid out in detail in the Valaran Culture Compendium. The cultures described 

in this Players Rulebook and the details laid out in the Culture Compendium are guidelines for 

character building.  This does not mean that you must play your character exactly as described 

in the compendium!    

The more thought and creativity you place into your character’s background and history, the 

more you can bring that character to life.  

It is not permitted for a character to disguise himself or herself as another race using make-up 

and/or prosthetics. In-game, characters would be able to tell the difference between the black 

skin of a Dark Elf and the black make-up of a Mankind trying to look like a Dark Elf. We, as 

players, are all humans using make-up, prosthetics and costuming to appear as other races. 

Because there is no way to distinguish between makeup used to appear as a chosen race and 

make-up used as a disguise, using this method to disguise your character is not allowed.  
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Elf – Dark Elf 

 

Long ago, a settlement of Valaran 

Elves fell victim to intense magical 

burns which blackened their skin 

and bleached their hair white. On 

this day, the Dark Elf was born. 

The majority of these Elves 

moved underground and since 

lived in caves and very dark 

forests. Dark Elves take pride in 

their honor and mental abilities, 

claiming to be superior among all 

other races. They are a cunning 

and calculating race, honoring 

and yielding to those of equal or 

greater status in the hopes of 

ultimately gaining the upper hand. 

A Dark Elf’s word is their bond, 

and they will never break it –  a 

dishonorable Dark Elf is branded 

with the symbol of death, marking 

this elf as anathema.  

Dark Elves are led by a powerful 

warrior king. Warring among the 

Dark Elven Houses is not only common, it is also encouraged.  Dark Elves have developed 

different fighting styles and training regimens when compared to their Elven brethren. This 

upbringing has led to a penchant for the blade, and they are most adept at wielding edged 

weapons. Houses constantly strive against one another to achieve the highest standing in the 

eyes of their king.  Dark Elves will only strike when the time is right; their long lives give them 

patience to wait decades for a chance to increase their prominence within the Dark Elven 

society.  

Costume Requirements:  The makeup and costuming requirements are all visible skin must be 

black, using either makeup or clothing. Prosthetic ear tips, painted black, must be worn. It is not 

appropriate to wear headbands, scarves, hats, or earmuffs, if the appropriate prosthetics are not 

present underneath the costuming. Hair may be of any color, but white is preferred.  
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Elf – Moon Elf 

 

They call themselves the Elah’lune (EE-la 

LOO-nay). To the rest of Valara, they are 

known as Moon Elves. They are a long-lived 

people, with life spans between two and three 

hundred years. They are a peaceful and 

thoughtful race preferring the way of 

knowledge and wisdom through meditation, 

instead of the path of strength and destruction 

through war.  

The Elah’lune regard themselves to be the 

elder race among all elven cultures. Supported 

by their white skin, light-colored hair and 

pointed ears, their cultural myths include 

stories about how they were created by the 

pairing of Mother Moon and Father Elf. Other 

races describe them as a frail, pale race of 

Elves who prefer the dark of night to the light 

of day and who are almost statuesque in their 

flowing robes of vibrant colors. Though their 

speech and movements may seem slow at times, they are always graceful and purposeful in 

every way.  

Throughout their history, they have learned to fortify their minds with intense mental exercises 

and therefore can control their emotions. This is not to say Moon Elves never show emotion, 

they are simply reserved and have much greater control than other races. They believe that 

emotions should be kept only for family and close friends.   

Only a few Moon Elf cities are known to exist.  These Elves prefer to live isolated from the other 

races in the 9 highest of mountains. They have built extravagant cities in these natural peaks, 

making sure to strengthen the mountain’s core with mundane and magical means.    

For decisions that affect all Elah’lune, a council of twelve elders meets each month by the grace 

and light of the full moon. They always meet outside, in a circle of stones called Dua’lunulae 

(DOO-ah loon-ooh-LAY), built on an Elven-made plateau high in the mountains. Moon Elves 

always have been against war; however, if pressed to fight, they will wield powerful magic to 

protect their families, friends, and allies.  

Costume Requirements:  The makeup and costume requirements are all visible skin must be 

white, using either makeup or clothing. Prosthetic ear tips, painted white, must be worn. It is not 

appropriate to wear headbands, scarves, hats, or earmuffs, if the appropriate prosthetics are not 

present underneath the costuming. Hair is commonly lighter in color. Blond or light brown are 

dominant, though darker shades do occur. Unusual colors are also allowable for dyed look. 

These guidelines apply to facial hair as well. Using gray as highlighting is acceptable.  
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Elf – Valaran Elf 

 

Valaran Elves are the most common 

of the Elven races. They believe 

themselves to be the direct 

descendants of the ancient Anturi and 

thus value their intelligence and 

wisdom above all else. In the eyes of 

a Valaran Elf, the younger races are 

inferior to those of Elven blood. This 

connection to the Anturi is the primary 

reason behind their conservative 

beliefs, especially concerning the art 

of magic. To a Valaran Elf, the use of 

magical knowledge must be a serious 

and deliberate endeavor – those who 

wield magic in wanton disregard for its 

power are dangerous at best.  

The largest Valaran Elven city was 

first settled in the ruins of the Anturi 

capital. It was renamed Ria Al’eni, 

marking the birth of the second era in 

Valaran history. It was here that the 

first college of magic was created, so 

that Valara could learn from the 

mistakes of the past and continue to 

learn for the sake of the future. 

Included in its halls is the largest, 

most comprehensive library in the 

world. High in its towers, a council of 

eight elders designs the future for all 

Valaran cultures. Those from every 

race are invited here to research and 

train in magic so Elven eyes can keep 

a close watch and allow the Valaran 

Elves to fulfill the responsibility to their 

ancestors and Valara herself.  

Costume Requirements:  The makeup and costuming requirement are prosthetic ear tips. It is 

not appropriate to wear headbands, scarves, hats, or earmuffs, if the appropriate prosthetics are 

not present underneath the costuming.  
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Hillfolk – Briarfolk 

 

The origin of the Briarfolk is often in 

question, as each one tells a 

different and equally fantastic story 

of their history, but each will agree 

every other story is true as well. 

What can be agreed on is Briarfolk 

are a youthful, cheerful people. 

Their hair is usually thick and bushy 

and even covers the tops of their 

feet and hands. Most have 

sideburns that lead into other facial 

hair. They are an inquisitive people, 

and prone to think and speak very 

quickly, especially when excited. 

Because of this, they have a very 

round about thought process, which 

many other races find baffling.   

Community and comfort are the 

major focuses of a town of Briarfolk. 

Each Briarfolk spends most of his 

time seeking to improve his or her 

village, for the sake of a more 

comfortable style of living. To this 

end, Briarfolk have become very 

industrious in the realms of home 

building and farming. Most spend 

their entire lives focusing on improving one single community, never leaving their home town. 

Though a friendly people, the defense of a threatened Briarfolk town is quick and fierce. Like a 

thicket of briars, attackers soon find themselves overwhelmed by hidden dangers and piercing 

attacks.  

Though not known for travel as a whole, some Briarfolk undergo a condition called the 

“Wanderlust”; they begin to see the whole world as a community to travel and improve. When – 

or if – the Briarfolk in question returns they often retire to their original town, becoming wise 

town elders for all the stories they have to tell.  

Costume Requirements:  The costume and makeup requirements are dense sideburns and 

dense hair on the back of their hands.  
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Hillfolk – Dwarvenfolk 

 

Dwarvenfolk are a short-statured, long-lived 

race known for an affinity toward smithing, 

stonemasonry, and brewing strong ale. They 

typically make their homes in mountainous 

regions where soil is rich and ore is plentiful. 

While no Dwarvenfolk is comfortable living 

outside of these mountain homes for a 

lifetime, many will travel to see the world and 

gain new experiences.  

Those who keep the company of 

Dwarvenfolk should be warned – they have 

quick tempers and are easily angered for the 

slightest offense. Century-long grudges have 

been made overnight by those careless 

enough to cross one of the Dwarvenfolk. In 

contrast, those who are friends with 

Dwarvenfolk will attest to their great loyalty 

in friendship. They do not discriminate in any way, and most will not support any form of slavery.  

One of the greatest known grudges in the history of the Dwarvenfolk occurred over the issue of 

slavery. As a result, a splinter group of Dwarvenfolk broke away and retreated to the deepest 

levels of the mountains, with many vowing never to return to the surface and holding fast to their 

belief that slavery serves a purpose. This splinter group became known as the Rock 

Dwarvenfolk. As the centuries passed their physical appearance began to change as they went 

without sunlight. The Rock Dwarvenfolk gained a grey to black skin tone and their hair turned 

black and red. Those Dwarvenfolk who remained closer to the surface called themselves  

Stone Dwarvenfolk.  

Stone Dwarvenfolk are represented by the Stone Council, a gathering of Dwarvenfolk elders. 

The Council is made up of one elected leader from each of the clans. The Council oversees 

matters of law and passes judgments on civil matters among Dwarvenfolk. Rock Dwarvenfolk 

are represented by a similar Council known as the Deep Assembly.  

Costume Requirements:  

The costume and makeup requirement for Male dwarves is a beard that is braided in some way.  

The costume and makeup requirement for Female dwarves is “five o’ clock” shadow (can be 

done via makeup) and a braid in their hair. 

Stone Dwarvenfolk can have any color hair and beard, though they should match. Rock 

Dwarvenfolk must have red or black hair and beard, and all visible skin must be dark grey to 

black, using either makeup or clothing.   
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Hillfolk – Goblinfolk 

 

Unlike the uncivilized goblins 

that live in the forest, Goblinfolk 

are a cross between humans 

and goblins. They are bigger 

and more intelligent than their 

feral cousins. Goblinfolk have a 

strong horde mentality and will 

stick together following an 

Alpha.  If two Alphas meet, a 

duel is often the result as 

Goblinfolk will fight for rule in the 

horde hierarchy.  While 

Goblinfolk can speak the 

common tongue, they prefer 

their own guttural language of 

squeaks, grunts and physical 

smacks when speaking to one 

another. Goblinfolk are 

distinguished by their pointed 

ears and green or blue skin. For 

thousands of years the 

Goblinfolk were enslaved by 

very powerful undead.  These 

vile creatures used the 

Goblinfolk as workers, guards, 

sacrifices, and even made them 

meals for their decaying army.  

Even in death the Goblinfolk 

were not free, for when they 

died the undead raised them to continue to toil away.  Eventually the Goblinfolk rebelled and 

were able to free themselves from their undead captors.  They still hold a great hatred for any 

undead.   

Costume Requirements:  The makeup and costuming requirements are all visible skin must be 

green or blue, using makeup or clothing, and pointed prosthetic ears. 
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Kindred – Dragonkyn 

 

Dragonkyn are a long-lived race 

believed to be descended from the 

great elemental dragons of legend. 

They are extremely well attuned to 

Prime Magic and don’t usually wield 

Essence magic. They are hatched 

with an affinity for a single element 

(flame, ice, stone, or lightning). 

Dragonkyn are extremely 

possessive and feel the need to 

hoard their wealth which often 

includes coin, jewelry, gems, and 

other things that sparkle which are 

unusual or rare. They routinely 

know exactly how much treasure 

they have and where everything is. 

It is rumored that Dragonkyn sleep 

on piles of wealth, and those that 

don’t are usually very moody the 

following day.    

A Dragonkyn’s mood is often 

related to the elemental affinities they possess. For example, those with an affinity for fire may 

be short-tempered and quick to anger; those with an affinity for stone may be slower to anger 

but are known to hold grudges. Dragonkyn of opposing elements may have personalities which 

are very different, and this can cause infighting; however, those who share affinities or like 

personalities often group together. Dragonkyn who choose not to live in caves can often be 

found living in elaborate tree houses or homes built into a hillside. They try to fit their homes into 

the natural terrain of the area and work with their environment rather than build against it.  

Costume Requirements:  The costume and makeup requirements are all visible skin must have 

markings indicating scales, using either makeup or clothing and must wear horns. Appropriate 

colors for Dragonkyn are red, yellow, blue, green, purple, black, silver, grey, and white. 

Elongated snout and scale-covered tail prosthetics are encouraged but not required. Tails 

should be at least 12 inches long, if used.  
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Kindred – Faekyn 

 

Faekyn are the descendants 

of off spring born from long 

ago liaisons between the Fey 

of Ereholme and Valaran 

mortals. Fey, by their very 

nature, are capricious, 

innately magical beings and 

as such the blending of two 

distinct bloodlines has 

resulted in the wide variety of 

physical features found 

among the Faekyn. It is quite 

common to see horns, long 

animalistic tails, pointed ears, 

hooves or sparkling skin 

colors of any shade. All 

Faekyn are born with purple 

hued eyes.  The color 

eventually extends like a mask 

across their eyes from ear to 

ear. The shape varies with some masks being thicker or thinner than others.   

Being descended from immortal Fey and mortal races, Faekyn have a lifespan that averages 

double that of their mortal ancestry.  Due to their Fey nature, Faekyn do not burden themselves 

with mortal concerns and are driven by a need for fun and amusement, with their own fun being 

paramount. Upon reaching adulthood, Faekyn often leave their homes and travel the world 

seeking such diversion as they may find.  Commonly they return home at intervals to boast of 

their adventures and spread tales of the world they have seen.  

Costume Requirements:  The costume and makeup requirement are a purple band or mask 

across their eyes and face which stretches from ear to ear, and at least one of the following: 

Nonhuman ears, horns or vestigial wings. Whether makeup or a physical mask, it must be 

purple. The design of this mask is up to the player. If a player chooses he or she may also have 

a green, silver or orange outline around the purple mask to denote loyalty and servitude to one 

of the Coteries.  
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Kindred – Feralkyn 

 

Feralkyn are a race of animalistic humanoids 

on Valara. They are as varied as the animal 

types from which they evolved and include 

rats, bats, birds, lizards, amphibians, equines, 

cats, dogs, wolves, aquatic life forms, insects 

and primates. Feralkyn are not descended 

from magical or mythological creatures. In 

general, they are a short-lived race with an 

average lifespan around forty years. Many 

Feralkyn consider their race to be a collection 

of separate Tribes, segregated by their 

heritage. There are several prominent Tribes: 

Rodent, Avian, Feline, and Canine. While 

there are others, these are the largest and 

most successful Feralkyn Tribes on Valara.  

The origins behind Feralkyn are a variety of 

myths, legends and creation stories. No 

Feralkyn is certain about the true history of 

their evolution on Valara. Some believe their 

creation was the work of an ancient Fey known 

only as the Sculptor. This Fey created 

anthropomorphic clay figurines which were 

part animal and part human — and then 

brought them to life. Others believe they are 

simply a more enlightened version of their 

animal nature and a natural evolution in time. 

Feralkyn are not necessarily drawn to any 

particular path in life. There is an equal mix of 

those with magic, combat prowess, or crafting knowledge found among them. They have a wide 

range of physical characteristics, strengths, and weaknesses.  

Costume Requirements:  The costume and makeup requirements are prosthetics (including but 

not limited to ears, tails, whiskers, fins, scales, feathers, antennae and mandibles) to 

appropriately distinguish which species of animal the player has chosen to portray. All visible 

skin must match the animal patterning as much as possible, using either makeup or clothing.  
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Kindred – Florakyn 

 

There are countless tales of how 

Florakyn came to be, but the most 

probable is the coupling of Valaran 

Nature Spirits with mortals. The resultant 

offspring were said to be born deep in 

the forests like a flower matures from a 

seed. Regardless of their origins, 

Florakyn are magical beings who have 

an affinity with Wild Magic. Florakyn feel 

that the beliefs surrounding their true 

beginning are private and they do not 

share or discuss them.  

Due to their plant-like nature, Florakyn 

shun edged weapons, preferring blunt 

weapons instead. They also have a 

slight distrust for Prime Magic. Florakyn 

have developed their own communities 

around their forests, are generally 

friendly, yet prefer to keep to 

themselves. Many act as guardians of 

the forest while others adventure out into 

the world to explore. They are not 

distrusting of other races but fear them 

because many races are destructive 

towards nature and thus may pose a threat to the Florakyn as a whole. Florakyn prefer living in 

nature and small communities over city life and while they often will visit, they find large 

settlements uncomfortable.   

Costume Requirements:  The costume and makeup requirements are all visible skin must be 

light green or dark brown, using either makeup or clothing to resemble a plant color and they 

must have vegetation visible on the skin and/or in their hair.  
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Mankind – Barbarian 
 

The Barbarian culture is one that has 

adapted to a life without industry. These 

Mankind live in primitive clans and rarely 

move far from their homelands. They 

can survive harsh climates in which 

others would perish; some living in the 

frigid Winterlands while others live in the 

scorching Aesner Desert. War often 

erupts between tribes that wish to 

expand their territory and exert their 

might to prove that one has greater 

strength over the other. Barbarian clans 

are attuned to the land and the spirit, 

and have become masters of Wild and 

Essence Magic. As a very primitive 

culture they are superstitious of things 

unknown to their clans and have 

developed a deep hatred and distrust for 

all Prime Magic.  

Barbarian clans are usually named after 

a highly respected animal.  This animal 

is seen as sacred and can only be 

hunted during a Barbarian’s adulthood 

quest. Upon completion of this sacred 

quest, every Barbarian is marked by 

tattooing the clan’s symbol or animal. 

Barbarians are led by a group of 

chieftains who weigh decisions that 

affect the entire clan.  Four Chieftains 

divide the various responsibilities of the 

Clan: War Chief, Peace Chief, 

Landsinger and Spirit Guide.  

Barbarians are often seen by other races as less civilized, primarily because of their war-like 

nature and primitive style of dress and speech. Barbarians are easily confused by complicated 

social situations due to their unfamiliarity with the social conventions practiced among other 

races. This does not mean Barbarians are less intelligent than other races; however, they are 

less refined and cultured than many of the races of Valara.   

Costume Requirements: The makeup and costume requirements are a tattoo or tattoos of 

animal totems or geometric shapes or lines. It is strongly recommended to wear furs or primitive 

clothing.  
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Mankind – Human 
 

Humans are a strong, but short-lived 

race that strives to achieve great 

heights. Most only live to see fifty or 

sixty years, but these Mankind develop 

an intense willpower and determination 

towards their goals and passions in an 

attempt to make their mark on the 

world. Humans are very diverse and 

multicultural. Living in different parts of 

the world, they adapt better than other 

races. Humans range from short to tall, 

light skin to dark skin, and have a 

variety of hair color, including blonde, 

black, and brown — no two Humans 

are alike. It is known across the world 

that these Humans are just as likely to 

be virtuous and true as they are to be 

selfish and cruel.  

The largest cities of Humans are built 

near bodies of water and these cities 

are where the busiest ports of Valara 

can be found. Leadership is commonly 

determined by the population of these 

municipalities. The largest of these 

cities are ruled by kings; others by a 

council of merchants, and some are run 

by counts, dukes, barons, governors or 

mayors.  

Costume Requirements:  There are no 

specific makeup or costume 

requirements for this race.  
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Mankind – Wanderer 

 

Wanderers are distinguished from 

Humans by their unusual accents and 

cultural beliefs. These nomads are 

more comfortable traveling the world 

in clan wagons rather than settling in 

one place for too long. It is rare to 

see a Wanderer alone, as they are 

deeply loyal to their families. All 

Wanderers must wear their primary 

(birth) clan symbol openly. The clan 

symbol may be worn as a patch or 

other embellishment on the clothing, 

a distinctive piece of jewelry, or any 

other clearly visible decoration. 

Symbols of clan affiliation gained by 

marriage are often added to the birth 

clan symbol, but this is not a required 

practice.  

Wanderers have been known to exile 

deviants from a family clan for any 

crime that could be perceived as a 

betrayal of trust or direct harm 

against another Wanderer. Those 

who have been exiled will be forced to take an inked black line or burn across family symbols to 

show they are “dead” to those family clans.  

Clan leaders known as Vanem Tevas are chosen by direct popular vote at the Tevas Festival. 

After drinking ridiculous amounts of ale, each contender for Vanem Tevas stands before the 

gathered clan and makes the case for why he or she should be elected. An empty drink barrel 

with the contender’s name and mark is placed side by side with all the others. Each adult clan 

member is then given a clay token to place in the barrel of their choice. After the winner is 

determined, the revelries continue for several days where coin and other small personal items 

are exchanged as prizes for wagers on various contests of skill. The greatest warriors from the 

clan are put to the test by running a gauntlet of magic and steel. Those who are left standing 

test their mettle in a no rules, free-for-all wrestling match – to the victor go the spoils!  

Wanderers believe in living life to the absolute fullest, and while this may appear to the casual 

observer as nothing more than partying every day; it also speaks to the fierce devotion with 

which Wanderers lead their lives. They love passionately and will always have a smile and a 

song for a friend. Conversely their hatred, once earned, is likely earned for life. Woe to the 

adventurer who scorns a Wanderer’s family, for their thirst for revenge can be as strong as their 

thirst for drink.  

Costume Requirements: The makeup and costume requirement is an openly worn clan symbol.  
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Warling – Gearling 

 

 Gearlings were once lifeless golems built to 

serve the ancient races of Valara. They were 

constructs created from metal and fueled by 

the magic of the Anturi. After the fall of the 

Anturi civilization, the Paragon Ge’lina 

smiled upon them and gave them a life to 

call their own. Gearlings have since evolved 

into the race as it is known today. Their 

bodies are bound together by pure Essence 

or Prime Magic, which can be seen as a 

glowing light between their metal plates and 

gears.   

Their cities are formed of metal and magic, 

similar to the Gearlings themselves and their 

leadership is determined by a group of 

elders. Their culture is built on the 

supportive structures of community. They 

are never selfish – their actions are always 

purposeful and usually for the greater good 

of society. A Gearling will always yield to 

another who is clearly better suited for the 

task at hand.  

As a whole, Gearlings appear to be slower 

and more considering than other races. 

They are hesitant to choose a side in a 

dispute or come to a conclusion, but once a 

decision is reached they will see their plans through to the end. When they plan, they create 

both a primary and several contingent strategies for expected and unexpected but foreseeable 

difficulties.   

A Gearling will simply say it is better to be prepared for any situation.  

Gearlings are known for their steadfastness and resoluteness. They stand by whatever has 

been decided through thick and thin, no matter if fortunes turn well or ill. If a Gearling calls you 

friend, you have gained an ally who will look past your faults and will defend you. If one calls 

you enemy, you have gained a foe who will patiently and efficiently plot your destruction.   

Costume Requirements:  The costume and make up requirements are all visible skin must be 

made to look like metal plates of any metallic color or black, using either makeup or clothing and 

the underlying magic should be a bright contrasting color. It is acceptable to have plates of 

different colors.  
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Warling – Ogreling 

 

While they share an ancient relation with 

the monstrous Ogres, Ogrelings are 

more civilized.  

They have yellow or red skin and tusks 

protruding from their lower jaw. Their 

thick leathery skin makes them tough 

fighters and fearless in combat. They are 

the first to charge onto the battlefield and 

will almost never flee from an enemy. 

There is one exception to their fearless 

nature: Ogrelings are deathly afraid of all 

Fey and they find these creatures 

completely unnatural and terrifying. Each 

Ogreling handles this fear differently. 

While most would just run away from the 

Fey creature, some become very hostile 

and try to destroy these bizarre 

abominations. It is important to note this 

fear does not carry over to Faekyn; 

instead, most Ogrelings are simply very 

distrustful of them.  

Ogrelings see the world in a very 

primitive way. They are a strong people, 

but tend to be less intelligent and have 

difficulty in understanding complicated 

subjects. They would rather spend their 

coin on anything that would make them a 

better fighter. Ogrelings live in groups called Caves. An Ogreling Cave is led by a Cave Master, 

who is the most talented and strongest fighter in the Cave. The Cave Master chooses a Sword 

Hand and Shield Hand to assist him or her in administration of duties.  

Their society is based around the Cave and survival. This makes Ogrelings slightly more 

cautious and they will consider personal and group survival before engaging in any action. 

However, if danger looms, the Ogreling is a fierce and unwavering opponent. They demonstrate 

a high degree of loyalty to those who have earned their trust, and will make great friends and 

adventuring companions to those they keep close.  

Costume Requirements:  The costume and makeup requirements are all visible skin must be 

yellow or red, using either makeup or clothing. 
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Warling – Orkling 

 

Orklings are very similar to 

their green skinned brethren, 

the Orcs.  They have green or 

black skin, raised snout and 

usually have tusks protruding 

from their lower jaw. Orklings 

have a very primitive society 

ruled by a War Leader and a 

High Shaman. The war leader 

is the strongest and must show 

his or her dominance daily lest 

another take the war leader 

role. When fighting to 

determine the war leader, 

strength is the only factor. 

These shows of dominance 

are so brutal that they can lead 

to death. The high shaman is 

second only to the war leader, 

and it is the high shaman alone that will provide council. All shamans are adept in magical skill, 

mostly studying the path of Essence. While a Prime Magic shaman is not unheard of, it is a 

rarity.  

Since war leaders rule by strength many Orklings believe might makes right. They will always 

welcome a fight and would rather die on the battlefield. There isn’t much that will deter a 

charging Orkling.  

An Orkling is a survivor who will beg, borrow, steal, cajole, threaten, or kill to get what he or she 

needs. Their society is brutal to those who cannot take care of themselves. An Orkling will start 

an interaction with a show of force and expect that others do the same.  

Costume Requirements:  The costume and makeup requirement is all visible skin must be black 

or green, using either makeup or clothing.  Additionally, the player must have a “Tribal Marking” 

on their face. This can be simple, insanely detailed, or somewhere in-between. The “Tribal 

Marking” can be applied via makeup and should represent warpaint/a tattoo. If a player wishes 

one can add tusks, a pig nose, or pointed ears.  
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Choosing a Birth Sign  

The next step in creating your character is choosing a Birth Sign. On Valara, the Birth Sign is 

determined by the month your character was born. Once your character’s Birth Sign is chosen, 

it can never be changed. A character’s birth month does not need to be the same as the 

player’s birth month; it can be completely random.  

A character’s Birth Sign grants one Resist <Condition or Element> at no Skill Points cost upon 

character creation. Additional Birth Sign resists can be purchased for four (4) Skill Points. There 

is no limit to how many of these you can purchase. Each buy can be used once per Long Rest.  

The list of specific Resists associated with each Birth Sign are listed below. 

 

Birth Sign Month Resist 

Sign of the Knight January Berserk 

Sign of the Soldier February Vulnerable 

Sign of the Storm March Lightning 

Sign of the Nomad April Rooted 

Sign of the Hero May Frail 

Sign of the Sun June Fire 

Sign of the Bard July Silence 

Sign of the Serpent August Paralyzed 

Sign of the Mountain September Stone 

Sign of the Totem October Fear 

Sign of the Cleric November Curse 

Sign of the Moon December Ice 

Table 2-1 

 

Choosing a Concept  

An important part of creating your character is coming up with a concept for the kind of 

Adventurer you would like to be. Castle LARP’s skill system has no classes, so each of your 

characters can be built however you would like. Maybe your character is a stalwart knight who 

cannot use magic, a spellsword who mixes both devastating magic and deadly sword skills, or 

maybe a stealthy magus who uses both the guile of shadow arts and healing to survive? 

Every character idea is viable and the Castle LARP system tries to give every idea a set of skills 

to help realize that vision. When you are looking at the skills, keep in mind the character you 

would like to be and fit your skills appropriately instead of trying to create a character around 

whatever skills are considered “best”. A good character requires both skill and roleplay.  
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Character History Creation  

While not mandatory for playing and enjoying Castle LARP, character history writing is an 

important part of character creation. It allows you to establish your character’s personality, 

document the life experiences that have shaped your character into the person they have 

become, and allows local Plot Teams to interact with you and your character on a more 

personal level. Remember, you are writing what your character has already experienced, and 

what has led them to start a life of adventuring.  Don’t write the future!  Your character will be 

living in the stories that the Plot Teams will write and the outcome will be determined by you as 

you play your character. Here are a few rules for writing a character history:  

• There is no minimum or maximum required length for a character history and it may be 

submitted in just about any format (story, timeline, journal, letters, etc), but keep in mind 

that the more detail you provide, the more easily the Plot Teams will be able to work with 

you. Be sure to include your character’s name and race. Character histories can be 

submitted to the World Plot Team: valara@castlelarp.com. 

• When writing your character history, think about how your own life has shaped who you 

are as a person. Where you have lived, who you have known, and what you have done.  

Apply these things to your character and you’ll be able to watch him or her come alive 

right before your very eyes. 

• You may not write your character history to provide yourself with an artifact item, 

sentient or otherwise, lots of coin or a noble title. 

• Try to avoid “borrowing” character histories from other sources. You aren’t the only 

Castle LARP player who also plays video games, watches epic movies, or reads fantasy 

novels.  

• Try to choose an original name for your character. Avoid direct literary, movie, or comic 

book references. 

• If you wish to play a half-breed character (half elf/half kindred, or half human/half Hillfolk, 

etc.), keep in mind that your character must be one race or the other, no matter what 

your character’s heritage. Only one race can be physically represented and will be 

recorded on your character sheet. 

• Keep your skill points in mind. If your character history is filled with great and glorious 

deeds, powerful magical ability, and combat skills beyond compare, how will you explain 

you’ve only achieved 30 skill points? Surely, you didn’t just forget all those abilities when 

you started adventuring? 

 

Be mindful of these things and you’ll be able to create a wonderful character that you can play 

for years to come. 

 

  

mailto:valara@castlelarp.com
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Gaining Skill Points 

In Castle LARP when you attend an event or spend Castle Coins (Page 168), you get Game 

Day experience in the form of Skill Points which can be used for purchasing abilities for your 

character.  

The amount of Game Day experience you receive is dependent on how many Skill Points you 

have currently and how many Game Days you have attended. All Castle Coin-game Days 

(CCGD) purchased are equal to one Game Day per month, per character. The table below 

shows how many Skill Points you will earn per Game Day you attend! 

 

Skill Point Range SP Awarded Per Game Day 

30-99 3.0 

100-199 2.0 

200-299 1.0 

300-399 0.75 

400-499 0.50 

500+ 0.25 

Table 2-2 
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Section 3:  The Castle 

LARP Skill System 
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The Castle LARP Skill System 

The skill system allows players to simulate actions and abilities which affect the game world. 

Keep in mind that personal skill does not equate to character skill in this fantasy game setting.   

For example, in order to deal more damage with a sword in one of their hands, a character must 

purchase the skill Hand Proficiency (Right or Left). It doesn’t mean the character cannot pick up 

a weapon and use it without the skill, in fact all adventurers can deal at least some damage with 

any weapon, the skill enables the character to do more damage than they otherwise could with 

weapons in that hand.  This rule applies to all weapons. 

As characters gain more Skill Points, they will also unlock skills to specialize their character. 

When they reach certain Skill Point milestones, they will also have the option to choose from 

multiple archetypes (Table 3-8). These archetypes will grant characters extraordinary skills in 

addition to their normal abilities. 

Players will purchase abilities using Skill Points (SP). All skills, as well as their costs, are 

outlined in the tables below (Tables 3-1 through 3-7). Most skills do not have pre-requisites, 

although some may. Full descriptions of these skills are listed beneath each table. Any skills 

purchased from these tables are considered in-game-skills. 

Most skills only need to be purchased once to be used. Some can be purchased multiple times 

to increase their effectiveness. Skills with an * may only be purchased once. 

A player may purchase skills using Skill Points, although to use some skills, a player must use a 

resource pool. When a player activates these skills, the associated amount of resource pool is 

expended. 

The resource pools are as follows: Tenacity, Finesse, Mana, and Expertise. To purchase 

resource pools, a player must first purchase the corresponding aptitude. A short rest will restore 

one purchase of Tenacity, Finesse, Mana, or Expertise. A long rest will restore all resource 

pools, including health and archetype abilities. 

Crafting Recipes and High Magic Rituals use either caps or Valara Crystals. Please see the 

sections on Crafting and High Magic for a more detailed explanation. 

Skill Pool SP Costs Table – Tenacity / Finesse / Mana / Expertise 

ALL purchases of Mana, Finesse, Tenacity, and Expertise Pools add increments of 10 to the 

chosen respective resource pool. 

 

Skill Pools Tenacity (SP) Finesse (SP) Mana (SP) Expertise (SP) 

+10 (1st-3rd purchase) 10 10 10 10 

+10 (4th-9th purchase) 15 15 15 15 

+10 (10+ purchase) 25 25 25 25 

Table 3-1 
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General Skills SP Cost Table 

 

Skill SP Cost Pre-Requisites 

Diagnosis* 3 None 

First Aid* 2 None 

Pick Locks* 2 None 

Health Points +2 (1st-15th) Purchase 1 None 

Health Points +2 (16th-45th) Purchase 2 Health Points +2 15th Purchase 

Health Points +2 (46th+) Purchase 5 Health Points +2 45th Purchase 

Birth Sign Resist <Condition / Element> 4 Birth Sign 

Martial Aptitude* 5 None 

Shadow Aptitude* 5 None 

Arcane Aptitude* 5 None 

Crafting Aptitude* 5 None 

High Magic Aptitude* 5 None 

Tradeskill <Specialization> 2 None 

Loreskill <Specialization> 2 None 

Weapon/Shield Aptitude* 0 None 

Hand Proficiency (Right or Left) (1st-3rd) Purchase 10 None 

Hand Proficiency (Right or Left) (4th-9th) Purchase 15 Hand Proficiency 3rd Purchase 

Hand Proficiency (Right or Left) (10th+) Purchase 25 Hand Proficiency 9th Purchase 

Table 3-2 
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General Skills Description 

 

Arcane Aptitude 
Pre-requisite: None 
This skill may be purchased once ever. 

This skill represents a character’s basic knowledge and skills with the arcane arts. This skill 
allows a character to purchase skills from the Arcane Skills list and increases that character’s 
maximum Mana pool by five (5). 

 

Birth Sign Resist <Condition / Element> 
Pre-requisite: Birth Sign 
This skill allows a character to resist a condition or element once per Long Rest for each time 
the skill is purchased, regardless of delivery type or method. This skill will also allow the 
character to resist a condition applied by a Hex. 
The character may call “Resist <Condition / Element>” and the attack will have no effect. 

 

Crafting Aptitude 
Pre-requisite: None 
This skill may be purchased once ever. 

This skill represents a character’s basic knowledge and skill with crafting items. This skill allows 
a character to purchase skills from the Crafting Skill list and increases the character’s maximum 
Expertise pool by five (5). Additionally, this skill allows the character to use the Create Generic 
Recipe skill for no additional Skill Point cost. 

 

Diagnosis 
Pre-requisite: None 
This skill may be purchased once ever. 

This skill represents basic medical knowledge. A character with Diagnosis can determine 
whether someone is afflicted with a condition, wounded, or is merely faking injury. In order to 
use this skill, the character must touch the subject and state “Diagnosis: What is your 
ailment?” to which the subject must respond.  The subject must state the conditions affecting 
them, including any Health Points below the character’s maximum. If Dead or Dying is one of 
the states of the target, then the questions “How long until you resurrect?” or “How long 
until you die?” can be asked, respectively. These questions and the answers are out-of-game 
statements but represent the in-game medical knowledge that the character possesses. 

A conscious recipient knows that the “medical examination” is being performed. Diagnosis 
cannot be used on a conscious person without their knowledge. Unless under the conditions 
Sleep or Paralyzed, a person can prevent Diagnosis from being performed on them. 
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First Aid 
Pre-requisite: None 
This skill may be purchased once ever. 

This skill allows a character to stabilize a living creature who is in the Dying State, bringing the 
recipient to Alive and at one (1) Health Point. Creatures that are not in the Dying State or are in 
the Dead State are immune to First Aid. Stabilizing a creature in the Dying State requires a full, 
uninterrupted, sixty (60) second count. 

To begin the stabilization process, the player will state, “Starting First Aid.” and begin 
counting out the sixty (60) second count. The character can perform no other in-game skills 
while using First Aid and must have a bandage rep and roleplay using it on the recipient the 
entire count. After the count has finished, the character will state “First Aid Complete” 
signifying the stabilization is complete. 

First Aid halts the Dying State for the entire sixty (60) second count. If the stabilization is 
interrupted, the count continues where it was left off. A character cannot use First Aid on more 
than one person at a time. 

 

Hand Proficiency 
Pre-requisite: None 
This skill represents a character’s training with weapons and knowledge on how to fight more 
effectively. This skill allows a character to inflict one (1) extra point of damage with any weapon 
the character wields. The character must specify to which hand the skill is applied at the time of 
purchase and the effects are cumulative. Hand Proficiencies in both hands stack for two-handed 
weapons (Melee & Ranged). 
 

Health Points 
Pre-requisite: None 
 
This skill represents a character’s ability to take damage and survive. This skill increases a 
character’s maximum Health Points by two (2) points per purchase. 
 

High Magic Aptitude 
Pre-requisite: None 
This skill may be purchased once ever. 

This skill represents a character’s basic knowledge and skill with rituals and High Magic. This 
skill allows a character to purchase skills from the High Magic Skill list. Additionally, this skill 
allows the character to use the Generic Ritual skill for no additional Skill Point cost. 

 

Loreskill <Specialization> 
Pre-requisite: None 
This skill represents the knowledge a character can acquire in a particular field of study. This 
knowledge also earns a character extra income for each Castle Game Day the character 
attends. See page 152 for more information on lore skills. 
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Martial Aptitude 
Pre-requisite: None 
This skill may be purchased once ever. 

This skill represents a character’s basic knowledge and skills with the martial arts. This skill 
allows a character to purchase skills from the Martial Skill list and increases the character’s 
maximum Tenacity pool by five (5) 

 

Pick Locks 
Pre-requisite: None 
This skill may be purchased once ever. 

This skill allows a character to make an attempt at picking a lock. To pick a lock, a character 
must have the following: Pick Locks skill, a set of crafted lock picks, and an Arbiter. 

To use this skill, a character must spend sixty (60) seconds of uninterrupted role-play attempting 
to “pick” the lock. During this time, the Arbiter will determine the quality of the lock picks crafted 
(and if necessary, the lock) to establish the stone allotment for the lock pick draw bag. The draw 
bag will contain 10 white and black stones, with the number of white stones determined by the 
quality of the crafted lock picks. There will never be more than 10 stones in the bag at any time. 

After the character has spent the sixty (60) seconds “picking the lock”, they will draw a stone 
from the bag. If a white stone is drawn, the lock was picked. If a black stone is drawn, the 
attempt has failed. The character may make as many attempts as they can as long as they have 
the tools and spend the time role-playing. Each time the character makes a subsequent attempt; 
one black stone is automatically removed from the draw bag. 

 

Shadow Aptitude 
Pre-requisite: None 
This skill may be purchased once ever. 

This skill represents a character’s basic knowledge and skills with the shadow arts. This skill 
allows a character to purchase skills from the Shadow Skill list and increases the character’s 
maximum Finesse pool by five (5)  

 

 

Tradeskill <Specialization> 
Pre-requisite: None 
This skill represents the trade or professions a character may possess. This knowledge also 
earns a character extra income for each Castle Game Day the character attends. See page 
152 for more information on trade skills. 
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Weapon/Shield Aptitude 
Pre-requisite: None 
This skill may be purchased once ever. 

This skill represents a character’s basic knowledge and skills with weapons and shields. This 
skill is granted to every character upon character creation. If for any reason a player does not 
wish to have this skill, its absence can be noted on the player’s character sheet. This skill 
makes a character proficient in and able to use any Castle LARP approved weapons and 
shields. See Construction Guidelines on page 154. 

 

Martial Skills SP Cost Table 

Some Martial Skills have two costs. The first cost is Skill Points, the second is in Tenacity. The 

specific skill is purchased and unlocked with Skill Points. After purchasing the skill, you may use 

the chosen skill as many times as your Tenacity Pool allows. The Tenacity is expended when a 

creature or character activates the skill. 

 

Skill SP Cost Tenacity Cost Pre-Requisites 

Tenacity +10 (1st-3rd) Purchase 10 ------------ Martial Aptitude 

Tenacity +10 (4th-9th) Purchase 15 ------------ Martial Aptitude, Tenacity 3rd 

Tenacity +10 (10th+) Purchase 25 ------------ Martial Aptitude, Tenacity 9th 

Physical <Maim>* 5 1 Martial Aptitude 

Second Wind* 5 2 Martial Aptitude 

Parry <Physical>* 5 3 Martial Aptitude 

Physical <Weakness>* 10 1 Martial Aptitude 

Physical <Vulnerable>* 10 2 Martial Aptitude 

Physical <30>* 10 2 Martial Aptitude 

Augmented Physical Strike* 10 3 Martial Aptitude 

Physical <Berserk>* 15 3 Martial Aptitude 

Physical <Frail>* 15 3 Martial Aptitude 

Adrenaline* 15 3 Martial Aptitude 

Table 3-3 
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Martial Skills Description 

 

Adrenaline 
Pre-requisite: Martial Aptitude 
Cost: 3 Tenacity 
This skill may be purchased once ever. 

This skill allows a character to remove all Body Conditions currently affecting them. The 
character must spend three (3) seconds of concentration and roleplay to remove the conditions. 
This skill does not work while the character is under the Frail condition.  

 

Augmented Physical Strike 
Pre-requisite: Martial Aptitude 
Cost: 3 Tenacity 
This skill may be purchased once ever. 

This skill allows a character to apply the subtype “Strike” (pg. 75) to their next weapon-delivered 
attack. This skill can “stack” with other skills. 

 

Parry <Physical> 
Pre-requisite: Martial Aptitude 
Cost: 3 Tenacity 
This skill may be purchased once ever. 

This skill allows a character to defend against any one weapon or packet delivered attack that 
has the delivery type Physical in the combat call.  

Parry Physical may be used with any weapon or shield. A character may only use this skill when 
the weapon or shield is in their hand and if the weapon or shield is free to be used. 

A character may use this skill to block an attack meant for another, but only if the character can 
physically touch the character or creature with their shield or weapon within three (3) seconds. 
For Ranged weapons, the actual weapon may be used to parry, not the ammunition. The 
combat call for this skill is “Parry”. 

 
Physical <30> 
Pre-requisite: Martial Aptitude 
Cost: 2 Tenacity 
This skill may be purchased once ever. 

This skill allows a character to augment the damage of their weapon-delivered attack to thirty 
(30) damage. The character’s base damage does not stack with this augmentation. In order to 
use this ability, the weapon must make contact with any part of the target. The combat call for 
this skill is “Physical 30”. 
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Physical <Berserk> 
Pre-requisite: Martial Aptitude 
Cost: 3 Tenacity 
This skill may be purchased once ever. 

This skill allows the character to apply the Berserk (pg. 79) condition to a target with a single 
weapon-delivered attack. The weapon must make contact with any part of the target for the 
Berserk condition to be applied. The combat call for this skill is “Physical Berserk”. 

 

Physical <Frail> 
Pre-requisite: Martial Aptitude 
Cost: 3 Tenacity 
This skill may be purchased once ever. 

This skill allows the character to apply the Frail (pg. 79) condition to a target with a single 
weapon-delivered attack. The weapon must make contact with any part of the target for the Frail 
condition to be applied. The combat call for this skill is “Physical Frail”. 

 

Physical <Maim> 
Pre-requisite: Martial Aptitude 
Cost: 1 Tenacity 
This skill may be purchased once ever. 

This skill allows the character to apply the Maimed (pg. 79) condition to a target with a single 
weapon-delivered attack. The weapon must make contact with any part of the target for the 
Maimed condition to be applied. The combat call for this skill is “Physical Maim <Target>”. 

 

Physical <Vulnerable> 
Pre-requisite: Martial Aptitude 
Cost: 2 Tenacity 
This skill may be purchased once ever. 

This skill allows the character to apply the Vulnerable (pg. 79) condition to a target with a single 
weapon-delivered attack. The weapon must make contact with any part of the target for the 
Vulnerable condition to be applied. The combat call for this skill is “Physical Vulnerable”. 

 

Physical <Weakness> 
Pre-requisite: Martial Aptitude 
Cost: 1 Tenacity 
This skill may be purchased once ever. 

This skill allows the character to apply the Weakness (pg. 79) condition to a target with a single 
weapon-delivered attack. The weapon must make contact with any part of the target for the 
Weakness condition to be applied. The combat call for this skill is “Physical Weakness”. 
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Second Wind 
Pre-requisite: Martial Aptitude 
Cost: 2 Tenacity 
This skill may be purchased once ever. 

This skill applies the effects of a Healing Touch 10 spell after three (3) seconds of concentration 
and roleplay. This skill is self-only and may not be used on another character or creature. This 
skill does not require Mana or the ability to read magic, nor does it need a packet to be 
delivered. A character cannot use this ability in the Dying or Dead State. The combat call is 
“Second Wind” and the effect is applied instantaneously upon completing three (3) seconds of 
concentration. 

 

Tenacity 
Pre-requisite: Martial Aptitude 
Cost: None 
This skill represents a character’s ability to perform feats of martial skill. This skill adds ten (10) 
Tenacity to the character’s maximum Tenacity pool per purchase.  
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Shadow Skills SP Cost Table 

Some Shadow Skills have two costs. The first cost is Skill Points, the second is in Finesse. The 

specific skill is purchased and unlocked with Skill Points. After purchasing the skill, you may use 

the chosen skill as many times as your Finesse Pool allows. The Finesse is expended when a 

creature or character activates the skill. 

 

Skill SP Cost Finesse Cost Pre-Requisites 

Finesse +10 (1st-3rd) Purchase 10 ------------------ Shadow Aptitude 

Finesse +10 (4th-9th) Purchase 15 ------------------ Shadow Aptitude, Finesse 3rd 

Finesse +10 (10th+) Purchase 25 ------------------ Shadow Aptitude, Finesse 9th 

Shadow <Hobble>* 5 1 Shadow Aptitude 

Shadow <Weakness>* 5 1 Shadow Aptitude 

Shadow Shield* 5 2 Shadow Aptitude 

Assassinate* 10 2 Shadow Aptitude 

Shadow <Curse>* 10 2 Shadow Aptitude 

Shadow <Vulnerable>* 10 2 Shadow Aptitude 

Snap Out of It* 10 3 Shadow Aptitude 

Shadow <Silence>* 15 2 Shadow Aptitude 

Shadow <Corrupt>* 15 3 Shadow Aptitude 

Shadow Step* 15 5 Shadow Aptitude 

Table 3-4 
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Shadow Skills Description 

 

Assassinate 
Pre-requisite: Shadow Aptitude 
Cost: 2 Finesse 
This skill may be purchased once ever. 

This skill allows a character to augment the damage of their weapon delivered attack to twenty 
(20) damage and change the delivery type from Physical to Poison. The character’s base 
damage does not stack with this augmentation. In order to use this ability, the weapon must 
make contact with any part of the target. The combat call for this skill is “Poison 20”. 

 

Finesse 
Pre-requisite: Shadow Aptitude 
Cost: None 
This skill represents a character’s ability to perform shadow arts. This skill adds ten (10) Finesse 
to the character’s maximum Finesse pool per purchase. 
 

Shadow <Corrupt> 
Pre-requisite: Shadow Aptitude 
Cost: 3 Finesse 
This skill may be purchased once ever. 

This skill allows the character to apply the Corrupt (pg. 79) condition to a target with a single 
weapon-delivered attack and change the delivery type from Physical to Poison. The weapon 
must make contact with any part of the target for the Corrupt condition to be applied. The 
combat call for this skill is “Poison Corrupt”. 

 

Shadow <Curse> 
Pre-requisite: Shadow Aptitude 
Cost: 2 Finesse 
This skill may be purchased once ever. 

This skill allows the character to apply the Curse (pg. 79) condition to a target with a single 
weapon-delivered attack and change the delivery type from Physical to Poison. The weapon 
must make contact with any part of the target for the Curse condition to be applied. The combat 
call for this skill is “Poison Curse”. 

 

Shadow <Hobble> 
Pre-requisite: Shadow Aptitude 
Cost: 1 Finesse 
This skill may be purchased once ever. 

This skill allows the character to apply the Hobble (pg. 79) condition to a target with a single 
weapon-delivered attack and change the delivery type from Physical to Poison. The weapon 
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must make contact with any part of the target for the Hobble condition to be applied. The 
combat call for this skill is “Poison Hobble”. 

 

Shadow Shield 
Pre-requisite: Shadow Aptitude 
Cost: 2 Finesse 
This skill may be purchased once ever. 

This skill cloaks the character in shadow, allowing them to avoid the next successful attack that 
hits them, regardless of the delivery type. This “shield” always activates before all other 
“shields”. This skill is self-only. A character may only have one Shadow Shield active at a time. 
A character must concentrate and roleplay for three (3) seconds and then state the combat call 
“Shadow Shield”. After, when hit with an appropriate attack, the defense call for this skill is 
“Avoid”. This skill does not work against Hexes or Mana Break. See Order of Operations for 
using Shield Defenses below. 

For reference, the following order of operations is used for “shield” defenses 

Shadow Shield (first) - > Shield Clone (second) -> Shield <Delivery Type> (third) 

 

Shadow <Silence> 
Pre-requisite: Shadow Aptitude 
Cost: 2 Finesse 
This skill may be purchased once ever. 

This skill allows the character to apply the Silence (pg. 79) condition to a target with a single 
weapon-delivered attack and change the delivery type from Physical to Poison. The weapon 
must make contact with any part of the target for the Silence condition to be applied. The 
combat call for this skill is “Poison Silence”. 

 

Shadow Step 
Pre-requisite: Shadow Aptitude 
Cost: 5 Finesse 
This skill may be purchased once ever. 

This skill allows the character to move through magical barriers created via the Barrier High 
Magic Ritual or the spell Phantasmal Lock once per use. This skill cannot be used to bypass the 
spell Ethereal Lock or any other barriers, walls, structures, etc. than what is listed in this 
description. The combat call for this skill is “Shadow Step”. 

 

Shadow <Vulnerable> 
Pre-requisite: Shadow Aptitude 
Cost: 2 Finesse 
This skill may be purchased once ever. 

This skill allows the character to apply the Vulnerable (pg. 79) condition to a target with a single 
weapon-delivered attack and change the delivery type from Physical to Poison. The weapon 
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must make contact with any part of the target for the Vulnerable condition to be applied. The 
combat call for this skill is “Poison Vulnerable”. 

 

Shadow <Weakness> 
Pre-requisite: Shadow Aptitude 
Cost: 1 Finesse 
This skill may be purchased once ever. 

This skill allows the character to apply the Weakness (pg. 79) condition to a target with a single 
weapon-delivered attack and change the delivery type from Physical to Poison. The weapon 
must make contact with any part of the target for the Weakness condition to be applied. The 
combat call for this skill is “Poison Weakness”. 

 

Snap Out of It 
Pre-requisite: Shadow Aptitude 
Cost: 3 Finesse 
This skill may be purchased once ever. 

This skill allows the character to remove one (1) condition that is currently affecting the 
character. The character must roleplay and concentrate for three (3) seconds trying to remove 
the condition. This skill cannot remove conditions that prevent a character from using this skill 
such as: Daze, Frail, Paralyze, or Sleep. 
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Arcane Skills SP Cost Table 

Some Arcane Skills have two costs. The first cost is Skill Points, the second is in Mana. The 

specific skill is purchased and unlocked with Skill Points. After purchasing the skill, you may use 

the chosen skill as many times as your Mana Pool allows. The Mana is expended when a 

creature or character activates the skill. 

 

Skill SP Cost Mana Cost Pre-Requisites 

Mana +10 (1st-3rd) Purchase 10 ------------ Arcane Aptitude 

Mana +10 (4th-9th) Purchase 15 ------------ Arcane Aptitude, Mana 3rd 

Mana +10 (10th+) Purchase 25 ------------ Arcane Aptitude, Mana 9th 

Read Basic Magic (Primary School)* 3 ------------ Arcane Aptitude 

Read Intermediate Magic (Primary School)* 3 ------------ 
Arcane Aptitude, Read Basic 

Magic (Primary) 

Read Advanced Magic (Primary School)* 3 ------------ 
Arcane Aptitude, Read 

Intermediate Magic (Primary) 

Read Basic Magic (Secondary School)* 9 ------------ 
Arcane Aptitude, Read Basic 

Magic (Primary) 

Read Intermediate Magic (Secondary School)* 9 ------------ 
Arcane Aptitude, Read Basic 

Magic (Secondary) 

Read Basic Magic (Tertiary School)* 15 ------------ 
Arcane Aptitude, Read Basic 

Magic (Secondary) 

Intrinsic Spell <Magic Radiance>* 5 1 Arcane Aptitude 

Intrinsic Spell <Mana Break>* 5 3 Arcane Aptitude 

Intrinsic Spell <Magic Daze>* 10 5 Arcane Aptitude 

Intrinsic Spell <Magic Dispel>* 10 5 Arcane Aptitude 

Intrinsic Spell <Magic Crumble>* 10 5 Arcane Aptitude 

Intrinsic Spell <Absolute Focus>* 15 5 Arcane Aptitude 

Table 3-5 
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Arcane Skills Description 

 

Mana 
Pre-requisite: Arcane Aptitude 
Cost: None 
 
This skill represents a character’s ability to perform arcane abilities. This skill adds ten (10) 
Mana to the character’s maximum Mana pool per purchase. 
 
 

Read Advanced Magic <Primary School> 
Pre-requisite: Arcane Aptitude, Read Intermediate Magic <Primary School> 
Cost: None 
This skill may be purchased once ever. 

This skill allows the character to cast Tier 3 Magic Spells from the Spell List of their chosen 
Primary School of Magic. 

 

Read Basic Magic <Primary School> 
Pre-requisite: Arcane Aptitude 
Cost: None 
This skill may be purchased once ever. 

This skill allows the character to cast Tier 1 Magic Spells from the Spell List of their chosen 
Primary School of Magic. 

 

Read Basic Magic <Secondary School> 
Pre-requisite: Arcane Aptitude, Read Basic Magic <Primary School> 
Cost: None 
This skill may be purchased once ever. 

This skill allows the character to cast Tier 1 Magic Spells from the Spell List of their chosen 
Secondary School of Magic. 

 

Read Basic Magic <Tertiary School> 
Pre-requisite: Arcane Aptitude, Read Basic Magic <Secondary School> 
Cost: None 
This skill may be purchased once ever. 

This skill allows the character to cast Tier 1 Magic Spells from the Spell List of their chosen 
Tertiary School of Magic. 
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Read Intermediate Magic <Primary School> 
Pre-requisite: Arcane Aptitude, Read Basic Magic <Primary School> 
Cost: None 
This skill may be purchased once ever. 

This skill allows the character to cast Tier 2 Magic Spells from the Spell List of their chosen 
Primary School of Magic. 

 

Read Intermediate Magic <Secondary School> 
Pre-requisite: Arcane Aptitude, Read Basic Magic <Secondary School> 
Cost: None 
This skill may be purchased once ever. 

This skill allows the character to cast Tier 2 Magic Spells from the Spell List of their chosen 
Secondary School of Magic. 

 

Intrinsic Spell <Absolute Focus> 
Pre-requisite: Arcane Aptitude 
Cost: 5 Mana 
This skill may be purchased once ever. 
 

Upon successfully casting this spell, the character may cast spells without the need for an 
incantation and may also cast while under the Silence condition. When choosing to forgo an 
incantation while under this effect, any spell will cost double the amount of Mana that it normally 
does. This spell is self-only and lasts until the character calls a valid defense, enters the Dead 
or Dying State, or takes a Short or Long Rest.  

If this spell is used in conjunction with the crafted item Magical Amplifier the caster chooses 
from the following options:  forgo an incantation to cast, even while Silenced, for double the 
Mana cost OR use an incantation, and spells only cost 1 Mana. All other effects of this spell and 
Magical Amplifier remain in effect.  

This spell cannot be enchanted into an item per the High Magic ability Enchant Skill.  

The combat call for this spell is “Magic Absolute Focus”. Unlike traditional spells, Intrinsic 
Spells do not need an incantation to cast. See Spells section on page 87 for further details 
about spells and how to cast them. 

 

Intrinsic Spell <Magic Crumble> 
Pre-requisite: Arcane Aptitude 
Cost: 5 Mana 
This skill may be purchased once ever. 

This spell allows a character to destroy a target. This spell can only target tagged items as well 
as items that are checked in at game on such as Foci, Grimoires, Weapons, Armor, Shields, 
etc. Some creatures or characters may take effect from Crumble to their form as well. 
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Armor that is affected by the Crumble spell will lose one (1) Armor Deflection. This spell does 
not work on Invocations or the Haven Spell. This spell cannot be enchanted into an item per the 
High Magic ability Enchant Skill.  

The combat call for this spell is “Magic Crumble <Target>”. Unlike traditional spells, Intrinsic 
Spells do not need an incantation to cast. See Spells section on page 87 for further details 
about spells and how to cast. 

 

Intrinsic Spell <Magic Daze> 
Pre-requisite: Arcane Aptitude 
Cost: 5 Mana 
This skill may be purchased once ever. 

This spell applies the Dazed condition (pg. 79) to the target. This spell cannot be enchanted into 
an item per the High Magic ability Enchant Skill.  

The combat call for this spell is “Magic Daze”. Unlike traditional spells, Intrinsic Spells do not 
need an incantation to cast. See Spells section on page 87 for further details about spells and 
how to cast. 

 

Intrinsic Spell <Magic Dispel> 
Pre-requisite: Arcane Aptitude 
Cost: 5 Mana 
This skill may be purchased once ever. 

This spell will remove any Active Defenses on the target, unless specifically stated in the spell 
description that Dispel is ineffective. This spell will also remove the spells Haven, Ethereal Lock, 
Phantasmal Lock, Healing, Chaos, and Elemental Storm, and the archetype ability Shadow 
Refuge. This spell cannot be defended by Arcane Defenses (Shield <Delivery>, Shield Clone, or 
Rebound <Delivery>). This spell will also remove the monster ability Control. 

This spell cannot be enchanted into an item per the High Magic ability Enchant Skill. The 
combat call for this spell is “Magic Dispel”. Unlike traditional spells, Intrinsic Spells do not need 
an incantation to cast. See Spells section on page 87 for further details about spells and how to 
cast. 

 

Intrinsic Spell <Magic Radiance> 
Pre-requisite: Arcane Aptitude 
Cost: 1 Mana 
This skill may be purchased once ever. 

This spell will cause an inanimate object to generate light equivalent to a dull candle-like glow. 
This spell can be thrown at a creature or character but they will not be illuminated. The spell 
cannot be applied to a weapon and cannot be used as a Composition. The Physical 
Representation of the spell can be a glow stick, candle bright LED, or a dim flashlight. This spell 
should not be represented by high-powered flashlights or lanterns unless covered by a cloth or 
paper to diffuse the light. 
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This spell cannot be enchanted into an item per the High Magic ability Enchant Skill. The 
combat call for this spell is “Magic Radiance”. Unlike traditional spells, Intrinsic Spells do not 
need an incantation to cast. Spells section on page 87 for further details about spells and how to 
cast. 

 

Intrinsic Spell <Mana Break> 
Pre-requisite: Arcane Aptitude 
Cost: 3 Mana 
This skill may be purchased once ever. 

This spell will disrupt the flow of Mana within the target. If the target of this spell is casting a 
spell that requires Mana, the spell is interrupted (See Page 87). This spell is then lost and the 
Mana that would have been used is consumed. 

This spell cannot be enchanted into an item per the High Magic ability Enchant Skill. The 
combat call for this spell is “Mana Break”. The spell packet must then be thrown and strike the 
target.  

This spell, specifically, does not have a delivery type and the only valid defense call is “Dodge”. 

Unlike traditional spells, Intrinsic Spells do not need an incantation to cast. Spells section on 
page 87 for further details about spells and how to cast. 
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Crafting Skills SP Cost Table 

Some Crafting Skills have two costs. The first cost is Skill Points, the second is in Expertise. 

The specific skill is purchased and unlocked with Skill Points. After purchasing the skill, you may 

use the chosen skill as many times as your Expertise Pool allows (if applicable). The Expertise 

is expended when a creature or character activates the skill. 

Only one skill that uses Expertise may be used per charge of an item. Example: A crafter 

applying a whetstone may not use Hasten and With Gusto at the same time for that one charge 

of application. Please see the Crafting Section for recipe costs and descriptions. 

 

Skill SP Cost Expertise Cost Pre-Requisites 

Expertise +10 (1st-3rd) Purchase 10 ------------------ Crafting Aptitude 

Expertise +10 (4th-9th) Purchase 15 ------------------ Crafting Aptitude, Expertise 3rd 

Expertise +10 (10th+) Purchase 25 ------------------ Crafting Aptitude, Expertise 9th 

Specialization <Primary> 0 ------------------ Crafting Aptitude 

Specialization <Secondary 0 ------------------ Crafting Aptitude 

Specialization <Tertiary> 0 ------------------ Crafting Aptitude 

Learn Recipe <Tier 1> 4 ------------------ 
Crafting Aptitude, Specialization <Primary, 

Secondary, Tertiary> 

Learn Recipe <Tier 2> 6 ------------------ 
Crafting Aptitude, Specialization <Primary, 

Secondary>, Learn Recipe <Tier 1> 

Learn Recipe <Tier 3> 10 ------------------ 

Crafting Aptitude, Specialization <Primary>, 

Learn Recipe <Tier 1>, Learn Recipe <Tier 

2> 

Hasten* 5 5 Crafting Aptitude 

Identify* 5 5 Crafting Aptitude 

With Gusto* 5 10 Crafting Aptitude 

Conserve* 5 10 Crafting Aptitude 

Table 3-6 
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Crafting Skills Description 

 

Conserve 
Pre-requisite: Crafting Aptitude 
Cost: 10 Expertise 
This skill may be purchased once ever. 

This skill must be used simultaneously when activating a charge of a crafted item. This skill 
allows the character to use a crafted item without expending one (1) charge of the crafted item. 
This skill can be used once per crafted item. After using this skill, the character must add 
“Conserved” to the item tag. 

 

Expertise 
Pre-requisite: Crafting Aptitude 
Cost: None 
This skill represents a character’s ability to optimize crafted items. This skill adds ten (10) 
Expertise to the character’s maximum Expertise pool per purchase. Expertise may also be used 
to replace up to half the cost of caps for a recipe. 
 

Hasten 
Pre-requisite: Crafting Aptitude 
Cost: 5 Expertise 
This skill may be purchased once ever. 

This skill allows the character to do one of the following abilities: Reduce the amount of time 
needed to craft a recipe by half OR Reduce the application time of a recipe to three (3) seconds. 
This skill can be used once per charge of a crafted item. 

 

Identify 
Pre-requisite: Crafting Aptitude 
Cost: 5 Expertise 
This skill may be purchased once ever. 

This skill allows the character to ascertain certain properties of a crafted item. This includes 
materials used in crafting, any type of maker’s marks, exceptional craftsmanship and crafting 
techniques. Identify will also tell the character if the item is magical and will reveal the specifics 
of the magical properties. This skill takes ten (10) seconds of roleplay looking over and 
inspecting the item carefully. 

 

Learn Recipe <Tier 1> 
Pre-requisite: Crafting Aptitude, Specialization <Primary, Secondary, Tertiary> 
Cost: None 
This skill allows the character to craft a specific Tier 1 Crafting Recipe that is from the 
character’s Primary, Secondary, or Tertiary specialization. Each time this ability is taken, the 
character may choose a new recipe to learn as long as they meet the requirements. 
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Learn Recipe <Tier 2> 
Pre-requisite: Crafting Aptitude, Learn Recipe Tier 1, Specialization <Primary, 
Secondary> 
Cost: None 
This skill allows the character to craft a specific Tier 2 Crafting Recipe that is from the 
character’s Primary or Secondary specialization. The character must have learned the 
applicable Tier 1 Recipe in order to learn a tier 2 Recipe. This does not replace the Tier 1 
version of the Recipe, but allows access to craft the Tier 2 version of the Recipe. Each time this 
ability is taken, the character may choose a new recipe to learn as long as they meet the 
requirements. 

 

Learn Recipe <Tier 3> 
Pre-requisite: Crafting Aptitude, Learn Recipe Tier 2, Specialization <Primary> 
Cost: None 
This skill allows the character to craft a specific Tier 3 Crafting Recipe that is from the 
character’s Primary specialization. The character must have learned the applicable Tier 1 and 
Tier 2 version of the Recipe in order to learn a Tier 3 Recipe. This does not replace the Tier 1 or 
2 versions of the Recipe, but allows access to craft the Tier 3 version of the Recipe. Each time 
this ability is taken, the character may choose a new recipe to learn as long as they meet the 
requirements. 

 

Specialization <Primary> 
Pre-requisite: Crafting Aptitude 
Cost: None 
This skill may be purchased once ever. 

This skill represents a character’s specialization in crafting; whether it’s Smithing, Apothecary, 
or Artisan. The character must choose a Primary, Secondary, and Tertiary Specialization as 
soon as they have purchased their first Recipe. This skill allows a character to craft Tier 1, Tier 
2, and Tier 3 recipes of that specialization. 

 

Specialization <Secondary> 
Pre-requisite: Crafting Aptitude 
Cost: None 
This skill may be purchased once ever. 

This skill represents a character’s specialization in crafting; whether it’s Smithing, Apothecary, 
or Artisan. The character must choose a Primary, Secondary, and Tertiary specialization as 
soon as they have purchased their first Recipe. This skill allows a character to craft Tier 1 and 
Tier 2 recipes of that specialization. 
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Specialization <Tertiary> 
Pre-requisite: Crafting Aptitude 
Cost: None 
This skill may be purchased once ever. 

This skill represents a character’s specialization in crafting; whether it’s Smithing, Apothecary, 
or Artisan. The character must choose a Primary, Secondary, and Tertiary Specialization as 
soon as they have purchased their first Recipe. This skill allows a character to craft Tier 1 
recipes of that specialization. 

 

With Gusto 
Pre-requisite: Crafting Aptitude 
Cost: 10 Expertise 
This skill may be purchased once ever. 

This skill must be used simultaneously when activating a charge of a crafted item. This skill 
allows a character to double the static damage or healing effect of any crafted item. This skill 
can be used once per charge of a crafted item. That item must have a static damage or healing 
amount in the recipe description for this ability to work on it. 
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High Magic Skills SP Cost Table 

High Magic Skills have two costs. The first cost is Skill Points, and the second is Valara 

Crystals. The specific skill is purchased and unlocked with Skill Points. After purchasing the 

skill, you may use the chosen skill as many times as you want as long as you have the Valara 

Crystals to spend. Please see the High Magic section for more information on how High Magic 

works and Rituals available. 

Skill SP Cost Pre-Requisites 

Learn Ritual <Tier 1> 4 High Magic Aptitude 

Learn Ritual <Tier 2> 6 High Magic Aptitude, Learn Ritual <Tier 1> 

Learn Ritual <Tier 3> 10 High Magic Aptitude, Learn Ritual <Tier 2> 

Table 3-7 

High Magic Skills Description 

 

Learn Ritual <Tier 1> 
Pre-requisite: High Magic Aptitude 
Cost: None 
This skill allows the character to cast a specific Tier 1 High Magic Ritual. Each time this ability is 
taken, the character may choose a new ritual to learn as long as they meet the requirements. 

 

Learn Ritual <Tier 2> 
Pre-requisite: High Magic Aptitude, Learn Ritual Tier 1 
Cost: None 
This skill allows the character to cast a specific Tier 2 High Magic Ritual. This Ritual must be 
one the character already has the Tier 1 version of. This does not replace the Tier 1; it merely 
adds more powerful options to that ritual. Each time this ability is taken, the character may 
choose a new ritual to learn as long as they meet the requirements. 

 

Learn Ritual <Tier 3> 
Pre-requisite: High Magic Aptitude, Learn Ritual Tier 2 
Cost: NoneThis skill allows the character to cast a specific Tier 3 High Magic Ritual. This Ritual 
must be one the character already has the Tier 2 version of. This does not replace the Tier 2; it 
merely adds more powerful options to that ritual. Each time this ability is taken, the character 
may choose a new ritual to learn as long as they meet the requirements. 
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Archetypes SP Cost Table 

When your character reaches specific Skill Point milestones, they gain access to additional 

abilities that help define them. These skills have no additional Skill Point or resource costs, 

instead granting a number of uses that recharge when your character takes a Long Rest. You 

earn an Archetype when you reach fifty (50) SP, one hundred (100) SP, and two hundred (200) 

SP. Each Archetype may only be selected once. Archetype abilities are considered in-game 

skills. There are no pre-requisite skills needed for Archetypes, and any Archetype may be 

selected at each of the SP Milestones for a total of three (3) Archetypes. Archetypes are divided 

into two categories:  Passive and Active. Activated archetype abilities can only be regained by a 

Long Rest. 
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Archetype Active / Passive Description 

Acrobat Active Gain the Dodge Defense Once per Purchase of Finesse 

Adept Passive Use Mana & Finesse Interchangeably at 2x Cost 

Apothecary Passive Gain the Cure All Tonic Recipe 

Ardent Active Gain the Misdirection Defense Once per Purchase of Mana 

Artificer Passive Gain the Magical Amplifier Recipe 

Artisan Active Regain 5 Expertise Once per Purchase of Expertise 

Backstabber Passive +2 Damage from Behind per Purchase of Finesse 

Battlemage Passive Use Mana & Tenacity Interchangeably at 2x Cost 

Champion Active Regain 5 Tenacity Once per Purchase of Tenacity 

Disruptor Active Gain the Resist Magic Defense Once per Purchase of Mana 

Duelist Passive Gain 2 Rebound Physical Defenses per Purchase of Tenacity 

Enchanter Passive Double the Duration of Enchanted Items for +3 VCs 

Guardian Active Gain the Ability to Transfer Conditions to Self 

Invoker Passive Cast an Invocation for Free Once per Game Day 

Loremaster/ 

Master Tradesman 
Passive 

Double the Ranks of Tradeskills & Loreskills, (Not the Caps 

Gained per Game Day) 

Marksman Active Gain the Barrage Ability Once per Purchase of Tenacity 

Paladin Active Gain 2 Deflections per Purchase of (1) Mana & (1) Tenacity 

Primalist Active Gain the Surge Ability Once per Purchase of Mana 

Sage Active Regain 5 Mana per Purchase of Mana 

Scout Active Remove All Conditions Once per Purchase of Finesse 

Shadow Weaver Active Gain the Shadow Refuge Ability Once per Purchase of Finesse 

Slayer Active Gain the Bladestorm Ability Once per Purchase of Tenacity 

Master Smith Passive Gain the Armor Kit of Indomitable Recipe 

Spellsword Active 
Gain 2 Magic Strike <50> per Purchase of (1) Mana & (1) 

Tenacity 

Survivor Active Gain the Endurance ability Once per Purchase of Tenacity 

Swashbuckler Active Regain 5 Finesse per Purchase of Finesse 

Templar Passive Touch Cast While Holding Weapons 

Thaumaturge Passive Cast 1 Thaumaturgy for Free Once per Event 

Trickster Active Gain the Redirect Poison Ability Once per Purchase of Finesse 

Vanguard Passive Gain 2 Parry Magic Defenses per Purchase of Tenacity 

Warden Passive Use Finesse & Tenacity Interchangeably at 2x Cost 

 

Table 3-8 
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Archetype Descriptions 

 

Acrobat 
You have trained your body to react to any threat immediately 
 
Allows the character to use one (1) Dodge per purchase of Finesse. Dodge allows the character 
to avoid any single weapon or packet-delivered attack regardless of delivery type. Dodge does 
not protect against Death Blows and cannot be used if a character is affected with Paralyzed, 
Sleep or Rooted conditions. 
The combat call for this defense is, “Dodge”.  

 

Adept 
You see the connection between Shadow and Arcane 
 
Allows a character to use Mana for Finesse or Finesse for Mana at a 2:1 ratio. 

 

Apothecary 
You have discovered a complex recipe 
 
Grants the character access to the Cure-All Tonic recipe for no Skill Point Cost.  

Note:  The character will still have to pay the Recipe Costs to craft the recipe. 

 

Ardent 
You have learned how to alter the flow of magic 
 
This Archetype allows the character to redirect a spell that hits them to a different target once 
(1) per Purchase of Mana. The spell must affect the character and then the character will use 
the combat call “Misdirection – Magic <Finishing Statement>” and throw a spell packet 
within three (3) seconds. The character using this ability will take no effect from the spell, unless 
otherwise specifically stated. (i.e. wild spells) 

 

Artificer 
You have discovered a complex recipe 
 
Grants the character access to the Magical Amplifier recipe for no Skill Point Cost.  

Note:  The character will still have to pay the Recipe Costs to craft the recipe. 
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Artisan 
You have learned to focus on the small details of crafting 
 
Allows a character to restore five (5) Expertise to their Expertise pool. To use this ability, a 
character must concentrate and roleplay for ten (10) seconds. A character cannot restore more 
Expertise than the maximum their pool allows. A character can use this ability once (1) per 
Purchase of Expertise. 

 

Backstabber 
You have learned to take advantage of certain weak points 
 
Adds two (2) additional points of damage to a character’s base weapon delivered attack per 
purchase of Finesse. This is a “flat” damage boost, applies to both hands, but does not stack 
when using a two-handed weapon or bow. This damage boost only applies while behind the 
target and the character must attempt to hit the intended target. 

 

Battlemage 
You see the connection between Martial and the Arcane 
 
Allows a character to use Tenacity for Mana or Mana for Tenacity at a 2:1 ratio. 

 

Champion 
You have learned how to focus your training via meditation 
 
Allows the character to concentrate for ten (10) seconds and restore five (5) Tenacity to their 
Tenacity pool. A character cannot restore more Tenacity than their maximum Tenacity pool 
allows. A character can use this ability once (1) per purchase of Tenacity. 
 

Disruptor 
You have learned how to disrupt the flow of magic 
 
This ability allows the character to use one (1) Resist Magic per purchase of Mana. This allows 
the character to deflect any single weapon or packet-delivered attack that has the delivery type 
Magic. The combat call is “Resist Magic”. 
 

Duelist 
You have trained in using your opponent’s attacks against them 
 
Allows the character to rebound any single weapon or packet-delivered attack that has the 
delivery type Physical back at the attacker twice (2) per Purchase of Tenacity. The attacker 
takes the effects of the attack instead of the character. The combat call for this ability is, 
“Rebound Physical” 
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Enchanter 
You have learned to extend your enchantments to last longer than normal 
 

This Archetype allows a character to spend three (3) extra Valara Crystals when enchanting an 
item to double the duration of the item from six (6) events to twelve (12) events. The character 
can choose any tier of an Enchantment that they have learned, but must choose it upon 
activating this ability. The character must still follow all rules of casting the Enchantment. 

 

Guardian 
You have learned how to intercept effects for your allies 
 
This ability allows a character to transfer a condition from another character to themselves 
within three (3) seconds of the time of impact. A character must state “Guard” and tap the 
intended target with their hand or melee weapon within three seconds of the condition being 
applied to the target. A character may not use any spell defenses or combat abilities to negate 
the condition being transferred; however, Birth Sign Resist <condition or element> may be 
called as normal. 
 
If the condition cannot be inflicted upon the character using the Guard skill because of immunity 
to the condition, a high magic defense, or a magical item, then the Guard attempt fails. The 
character must take the condition or use a Resist <condition or element> to use the Guard skill 
successfully. 
 

Invoker 
You have mastered the art of Invocation 
 
This ability allows the character to cast one (1) Invocation per game day at no resource cost. 
The character can choose any tier of a Ritual that they have learned, but must choose it upon 
activating this ability. The character must still follow all rules of casting the invocation. This 
ability only affects the resource cost. 

 

Loremaster / Master Tradesman 
You have a wealth of knowledge and skill at your fingertips 
 
This ability allows the character to double the amount of ranks in all of their “Loreskill 
<specialization>” and Tradeskill <Specialization> skills.  These added ranks do not count 
towards the additional caps granted per game day calculation (page152). 

 

Marksman 
You have trained extensively in using your range to your advantage 
 
This ability allows the character to use one (1) “Barrage” per purchase of Tenacity. When 
activating this ability, the character must state “Barrage” and plant their feet. While the 
Character’s feet are planted, the Character may use ranged weapon attacks of “Physical Strike 
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Delay” at no additional resource pool cost. This ability can only be de-activated by the character 
moving their feet, or by entering the dying or dead state. The combat call is “Physical Strike 
Delay.” 
 

Paladin 
You have learned to replicate armor by using your Arcane and Martial knowledge 
 
Grants the character two (2) Deflections per one (1) purchase of Mana and one (1) purchase of 
Tenacity. Players do not receive the benefit of this archetype unless they purchase both Mana 
and Tenacity.  
 
Example:  a player has three (3) purchases of Mana and two (2) purchases of Tenacity. The 
player would have four (4) deflections granted from this archetype.  
 
This Deflection follows all the same rules as armor deflections, except you can use it when 
Paralyzed or Asleep and these additional deflections may exceed the maximum of twelve (12) 
deflections granted through armor. 
 

Primalist 
You have learned how to overload your Arcane ability, allowing you to send a burst of 
magical energy through your spells 
 
This ability allows a character to cast one (1) spell and throw two (2) spell packets OR touch-
cast two (2) identical spells for the Mana cost of the single spell. Magical Surge may only be 
used on spells that consume Mana. Each spell packet will count as an individual spell and 
require an individual defense. This ability may be used one (1) time per purchase of Mana and 
does not require an incant. The combat call is “Surge <Finishing Statement>.”  
 

Note:  When used in conjunction with Storm spells, Magical Surge can be used once upon 
activating the Storm. If done so, each spell with Storm in the combat call, for the duration of the 
Surged Storm, benefits from this archetype and functions as described above at no additional 
resource pool cost. 
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Sage 
You have learned to replenish your Arcane energy through meditation 
 
This ability allows the character to concentrate for ten (10) seconds and restore five (5) Mana to 
their Mana pool. A character cannot restore more Mana than their maximum Mana pool allows. 
A character can use this ability once (1) per purchase of Mana. 
 

Scout 
You have trained to recover from even the worst situation 
 
Allows the character to remove all Conditions after three (3) seconds of concentration that are 
currently affecting the character once per purchase of Finesse. (This includes Daze, Paralyze 
and Sleep). 

 
Shadow Weaver 
You use your knowledge of Shadow to protect yourself in a sheathe of darkness 
 
Allows a character to become Invulnerable to all effects. The character must cross their arms in 
front of them and state the combat call “Shadow Refuge.” The character’s arms must stay 
crossed. This ability lasts until deactivated by the character, it is dispelled by the intrinsic spell 
Dispel, or one (1) hour has passed.  

While this ability is active, the character is under the Hobble condition, may not use any other in 
game skills, and the character or creature must attempt to stay outside of charging distance 
(Page 72) of any and all other creatures or characters. Also, the character cannot gain the 
benefits from a Short or Long Rest.  

The Hobble condition cannot be removed by anything other than dropping the Refuge. If 
something asks the character if they are using this ability, the character must respond truthfully 
yes or no. This ability can be used while under the Dazed condition. The character may use this 
ability once (1) per Purchase of Finesse. 

 
Slayer 
You have trained to stand your ground and make every strike count 
 
This ability allows the character to use one (1) “Blade Storm” per purchase of Tenacity. When 
activating this ability, the character must state “Blade Storm” and plant their feet. While the 
Character’s feet are planted, the Character may add the subtype Strike to melee-weapon 
delivered Martial abilities or base weapon damage at no additional resource pool cost. This spell 
can only be de-activated by the caster moving their feet, or by entering the Dying or Dead state. 
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Smith 
You have learned a complex recipe 
 
This Archetype grants the character access to the Armor Kit of the Indomitable recipe for no 
Skill Point Cost.  

Note:  The character will still have to pay the Recipe Costs to craft the recipe. 

 

Spellsword 
You can send a rush of Arcane energy through your weapon 
 
This Archetype allows the character to augment the damage of a single weapon delivered basic 
attack to fifty (50) damage. The character’s base damage does not stack with this 
augmentation. In addition, this ability will also change the delivery type to Magic and add the 
subtype Strike to the attack. In order to use this ability the weapon must make contact with any 
part of the target or their equipment. The combat call for this skill is “Magic Strike 50”. This 
ability may be used twice (2) per one (1) Purchase of Mana and Tenacity. 

 

Survivor 
You do not give up easily 
 
This ability allows the character to remain standing at one (1) Health Point when the character 
would be sent to the Dying state from taking damage. The character must use this ability as 
soon as damage would send them to the Dying state to instead remain at one (1) Health Point. 
The combat call is “Endurance”. A character can use this ability once (1) per purchase of 
Tenacity. This ability can be used while under the Daze condition. 
 

Swashbuckler 
You have learned to tap into the Shadow by centering yourself 
 
Allows the character to concentrate for ten (10) seconds and restore five (5) Finesse to their 
Finesse pool. A character cannot restore more Finesse than their maximum Finesse pool 
allows. A character can use this ability once (1) per purchase of Finesse. 

 
Templar 
You have trained to not let a weapon get in the way of your Arcane ability, to an extent 
 
Allows the character to be able to Touch-Cast spells while holding a weapon in hand. A packet 
must be held in the character’s hand and the packet must touch the target for spell to take 
effect. 
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Thaumaturge 
You have mastered the art of Thaumaturgy 
 
This Archetype allows a character to cast one (1) 100% successful Thaumaturgy per event at 
no resource cost. The character may cast any Tier of a Ritual the character has learned, but 
must choose it upon activating this ability. The caster must still follow all rules of casting the 
Thaumaturgy. This ability only affects the resource cost. 

Note:  If the character chooses Metamorphosis, that Ritual can only be used once with this 
ability regardless of how many times the character Metamorphs throughout the event. 

 

Trickster 
You have learned to coat your weapon in the poison of your attacker 
 
This ability allows the character to redirect an attack with the delivery type of Poison aimed at 
them to a different direction or target once (1) per purchase of Finesse. The attack must affect 
the character – who must then use the combat call “Redirect – Poison <Combat Call>” and 
make a weapon attack within three (3) seconds. The character using this ability will take no 
effect from the original attack, unless otherwise specifically stated. 
 

Vanguard 
You have learned to deflect Arcane energy with your weapon. 
 
This ability allows the character to use the skill Parry Magic. This allows the character to Parry 
any single weapon or packet delivered attack that has the delivery type of Magic.  The character 
may use this ability twice (2) per purchase of Tenacity. 

 
Warden 
You see the connection between Shadow and Martial 
 
Allows a character to use Tenacity for Finesse or Finesse for Tenacity at a 2:1 ratio. 
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Section 4: The Castle LARP 

Combat System 
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Combat Rules and Guidelines 

In the Castle LARP Combat system, we try to mimic real combat as closely as possible; however, we 

also want every participant to be able to walk away unhurt! This is a game, and although real combat has 

no rules, Castle LARP must have rules in place to govern combat for fairness and the enjoyment for all 

players involved. 

 

Swinging a Weapon 

When using a weapon in combat the character must pull back his or her arm to a 45 degree angle, state 

the damage call, and then swing the weapon. When thrusting with a weapon, a similar rule applies — the 

character must pull his or her arm back at least six inches and call weapon damage before thrusting 

again.  

These rules help simulate real world weapons and allow for characters to call weapon damage clearly 

and consistently each time. 

 

Strike Force 
. 
Weapon combat in Castle LARP is a “lightest-touch” system. Combatants should use the lightest swing 
possible while still striking with sufficient force for the target to reasonably feel the impact. Characters 
may have to swing proportionately harder to strike with sufficient force against someone wearing heavier 
armor. 

The goal of Castle LARP weapon combat is to avoid injury. Weapon blows should either cause no pain 

or a light and brief stinging sensation if on bare skin. Weapon blows should not cause: bruising, cuts, 

concussions, broken bones or lingering pain. If you have any doubt that you may be hitting too hard, 

please speak with an Arbiter. 

During combat, players should inform the opponent if he or she is striking too hard.  If the opponent is 

striking so hard that he or she may risk causing serious injury, a Pause should be called — but this is 

only to be used in extreme cases. 

 

Target Locations 

Weapon combat may only target certain locations on the body. You may not aim for the target’s head, 

hands (measured from the wrist joint) or groin. All other locations on the target’s body are legal strike 

zones. 

Striking an illegal location will result in the blow being invalid, causing no damage or effect. In a combat 

situation, the player should let his or her opponent know if a blow landed on an illegal location.  This 

serves to inform the attacker that no damage or effect was taken and weapon swings need to be 

adjusted.  If the attacker continues to strike an illegal area, please inform an Arbiter. 

 

Performing a Weapon Block 

Blocking is performed by interposing a weapon or shield between the target and an incoming attack so 

that the incoming weapon is at least partially deflected or slowed by a weapon or shield.  A block need 

not stop the entire motion of the incoming weapon — an attack that strikes a dagger, slides off, and 
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strikes a legal target location will still count as blocked.  A weapon swing blocked in this manner deals no 

damage. 

 

Using a One-Handed Weapon in Two Hands 

You may use a one-handed weapon in two hands as long as it can be done safely.  This is a style choice 

and provides no in-game benefit to the player. 

 

The Hand Rule 

A player can only have one in-game item in his or her hand at any given time.  If more than one in-game 

item is held in one hand, neither item functions.  For example, if a sword and shield are held in one hand 

and either item is the target of a weapon blow, the character would take the damage or effect.  

 

Pushing Aside Weapons 

Pushing aside weapons is using a weapon or shield to manipulate another combatant’s weapon or shield 

without trapping it. Pushing aside weapons is legal. However, a player may not manipulate an 

opponent’s body, such as tripping him or her with an axe.  

 

Illegal Combat Techniques 

 

Unsafe Combat Practices 

Unsafe combat practices are prohibited in Castle LARP. This includes any combat maneuver undertaken 

by a player which denies the opponent the opportunity to make a safe and legal weapon attack against 

them. This can include using the environment, legal weapons or shields or a player’s body positioning — 

crouching down behind a shield so that no legal targets are showing — or leaning around a structure or 

doorway so that no legal targets are presented.  Actively using a weapon tied to your body in any way 

during a combat situation is prohibited.  These are not the only instances, but just the most common. 

Castle LARP Arbiters have the authority to call out a player for unsafe combat practices at any time when 

they perceive that a player’s out-of-game combat circumstances are unsafe. 

 

Blocking with an Illegal Target 

Interposing an illegal target between an opponent’s weapon swing and the target is not permitted.  The 

most common example is blocking a weapon blow with a free hand.  If this happens, the target will take 

the damage or effect.  Repeated violations should be referred to an Arbiter. 

 

Charging 

Players are to stay at least an arm’s length from his or her opponent while engaging in combat.  This 

distance is measured by the combatant with the shortest arm length (fingers extended) to the opponent’s 
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torso.  Some weapons or shields may extend past this distance, but they are not included in the 

measurement for charging.  

 

Barrage Rule 

Because the weapons used in Castle LARP are generally much lighter than real weapons, a player can 

physically make many more strikes in a short time than realistically possible by “bouncing” the weapon 

off a target, recovering an inch or so, and then striking the same place again.  This is barraging and it is 

not permitted. 

A combatant should strike no faster than he or she can state the combat call (“Physical Two, Physical 

Two”) and enunciate it clearly enough to be easily understood. 

Most players can swing their weapons and clearly enunciate their combat calls twice per second.  If a 

player is swinging more than two times in one second, they are barraging.  The player must slow their 

swings for safety. 

 

Shield-bashing 

Shield-bashing is any movement of the shield that results in body contact with the opponent. This is 

illegal. The wielder of the shield is almost always ultimately responsible for any illegal contact between 

their shield and the target’s body.  A target coming in contact with a player’s shield does not constitute 

shield-bashing if the player’s shield is stationary while the target moves into contact with it. 

Incidental shield-to-shield contact is extremely common and does not necessarily constitute shield-

bashing.  However, using a shield intentionally as a ram against an opponent — even if the opponent’s 

shield is contacted first — does constitute shield-bashing. 

 

Unseen Targets 

Swinging a weapon wildly in an attempt to land a blow on a creature or character that is not visible is 

illegal in Castle LARP. This means that it is not acceptable to swing a weapon blindly around a corner or 

through a door or over any object that is blocking the line of sight of the creature or character in an 

attempt to strike the target.  A player must be able to see the creature or character to land a legal blow.   

 

Trapping 

Trapping is any technique that uses weapons, shields or other objects to prevent an opponent from 

withdrawing their weapon. Trapping is illegal in Castle LARP as many of the counter maneuvers would 

be unsafe to perform. 

Weapons and shields may not be designed to deliberately trap opponent’s weapons.  

 

Disarms 

Any sort of disarming attempt which depends upon twisting the opponent’s wrist or which operates in 

conjunction with trapping is not permitted. 
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Non-Combatant Rules 

A player who is unable to be in a combat situation is a non-combatant player and must at all times wear 

a florescent-colored headband — preferably yellow, pink or orange — with the wording “NON-COM” 

written on the headband.  The “NON-COM” wording should be able to be read from five feet away.  

Once a player is deemed a non-combatant, they may not remove the Non-Combat headband, unless first 

approved by the local Plot Team.  Players may not simply deem themselves a non-combatant without 

first notifying the local Plot Team.  The local Plot Team may then consult with the on-site medic, if 

applicable, to determine a solution to the situation.   

Under no circumstances is this player to be struck with any weapons or any packets; however, the non-

combatant may accept touch-casting of spells.  The noncombatant cannot carry any ranged or melee 

weapons, but may carry packets.  The non-combatant may only touch cast spells onto a willing target, 

and must try to avoid any and all combat situations.  To render this person into their death count, one 

can point their finger at the player and say “Non-Combatant Die”.  This action must be done within five 

feet of the target, is unavoidable to the target, and cannot be defended in any way by anyone.  The non-

combatant will then enter the five minute Dead state and can be given a Vitae Restoration spell which 

uses no Mana by the caster. 

 

Delivery Types 

Castle LARP utilizes three delivery types: Physical, Poison, and Magic.  Attacks with No Delivery Type 

(i.e. Hexes / Mana Break) cannot be defended by any means, except for Dodge, or unless specifically 

stated in the defense. (i.e. High Magic / Birth Sign Resists) 

Physical  — Any melee or packet delivered attack that includes “Physical” in the combat call. See 

Table for defenses against Physical attacks. 

Poison — Any melee or packet attack with the word “Poison” in the combat call. See Table for 

defenses against Poison attacks. 

Magic — Any attack delivered by packet or weapon blow that includes “Magic” in the combat call. See 

below for defenses against Magic attacks. 

 

Delivery Type Melee/ Ranged Defense 

Physical Melee Weapon/Shield/Valid Defense Call 

Physical Ranged Weapon/Shield/Valid Defense Call 

Poison Melee Weapon/Shield/Valid Defense Call 

Poison Ranged Weapon/Shield/Valid Defense Call 

Magic Melee Valid Defense Call 

Magic Ranged Valid Defense Call 

Table 4-1 
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Subtypes 

In addition to the delivery type, there is one subtype which can be applied to an attack.  That subtype is 

“Strike”.  If “Strike” is added to the combat call of an attack, then a valid defense must be used when 

the attack hits the target regardless if the attack is blocked by a shield or weapon.  

 

Compositions 

Weapons can be coated out of numerous materials: Iron, Silver, Flame, Ice, Stone, or Gold to name a 

few.  

Including the composition of a weapon in the damage combat call is optional unless stated otherwise; 

however, some special compositions may do extra damage to specific creatures. 

 

Claws 

The physical representation for this type of attack will be short weapon in size and white in color. The 

white color serves as an immediate indicator that the character is using a claw. Claws can never be 

Crumbled. Claws can be used to block and the character or creature takes no damage when blocking or 

when struck on the claws. The base damage for a claw is 2 (two), since it is considered a one-handed 

weapon. Claws are independently and individually retractable and do not even need to be carried; 

however, a character using claws may never call a Pause in order to pull them out or retrieve them.  The 

Hand Proficiency skill will not affect the damage delivered by claws and claws can never be the target of 

a High Magic Invocation. 

 

Damage Combat Calls 

To inflict damage with a weapon, a character must state the damage combat call and make a successful 

legal attack upon the target.  A weapon’s default delivery type is “physical.”  The amount of damage is 

determined by the base damage of the weapon plus any additional damage added by skills or magic.  

For example: “Physical Two”. This combat call is an out-of-game statement and can be made even if 

the character or creature is under the Silenced condition. 

Additionally, different attacks may include other information in the damage combat call.  The below table 

outlines what is in the typical damage call: 

 

Delivery Type Sub Type  Composition Condition Damage Amount 

Table 4-2 

 

Delivery Type: Physical, Poison or Magic 

Subtype: “Strike” 

Composition:  Weapon construction material, coating or resin.  For example a normal sword is “steel”. 

Condition:  Additional effects which may affect the state of a character. See the list of conditions on 

page 79. 

Damage Amount: Damage inflicted against a target. 
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Examples: 

1. A typical base weapon attack is broken down into these parts: 

Delivery Type – Physical 

Subtype – <none> 

Composition – Steel (optional) 

Condition – <none> 

Damage Amount – 2 

The damage combat call for this attack is “Physical Steel Two” or “Physical Two”. 

 

2. A weapon attack that utilizes the subtype “strike” is broken down as follows:  

Delivery Type – Physical 

Subtype – Strike 

Composition – Steel (optional) 

Condition – <none> 

Damage Amount – 20 

The damage combat call for this attack is “Physical Strike Steel 20” or “Physical Strike 20”. 

 

3. A weapon attack that utilizes the subtype “strike” in conjunction with a condition is broken down as 

follows:   

Delivery Type – Physical 

Subtype – Strike 

Composition – Steel (optional) 

Condition – Weakness 

Damage Amount – <none> 

The damage combat call for this attack is “Physical Strike Steel Weakness” or “Physical Strike 

Weakness”. 

 

Armor 

In Castle LARP our goal is to have armor not only be part of a 

costume and look good, but also provide an in-game benefit.  Rules 

and guidelines must govern the use of armor. 

An Armor Deflection will protect the character from one weapon-

based attack of the Physical or Poison Delivery Type that includes 

a damage amount in the combat call. Deflections can be used while 

Dazed, but not while Paralyzed or Asleep. 

A Suit of Armor is defined as Physical Representations of Armor 

which cover at least 4 locations as defined on page 78 or satisfies the 

definition of “torso armor” on page 78. 
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Light Armor 
Acceptable materials: Actual leather; vinyl or other synthetic leather with a lining or backing to disguise 

the fact that it is synthetic.  Most vinyls or faux leather have an obvious cloth backing; it’s usually white 

and often printed with grid lines and manufacturer’s logos. At the very least, there is a color or textural 

difference that does not resemble natural leather. On looser-fitting garments – such as a vest, spaulders, 

or hanging tassets – this backing will be visible, and quickly break the illusion that the wearer is wearing 

real leather. A well made piece of “costume armor” can pass for real leather by being backed with fur, 

flannel, textured fabrics like suede cloth or moleskin, or even another piece of vinyl with the cloth sides 

facing one another. Such modifications are required for synthetic leather to be counted as armor. Must 

be at least 1/8” thick. 

Unacceptable materials: Suede and suede-like cloth; physical representations that resemble articles of 

mundane clothing more than pieces of armor, such as leather biker pants or modern leather jacket/trench 

coats. 

 

Medium Armor 
Acceptable materials: Metal interlocking rings; Ringmesh; Rubber and plastic-coated rings. 

Unacceptable materials: Pop tabs, knit fabric spraypainted silver, cloth “chain mail” of any type. 

 

Heavy Armor 
Acceptable materials: Any rigid metal; injection-molded latex or polyurethane; hard plastic with a 

minimum thickness of 1/8”; boiled & hardened leather, regardless of color, with a minimum thickness of 

1/4”; EVA Foam with a thickness of at least 1/4” that has been painted or otherwise decorated to 

resemble metal. Latex and plastic must be painted or otherwise decorated to resemble metal. Any sharp 

metal edges must be rolled over onto themselves or covered in leather or other material thick enough to 

keep them from cutting through. Please do not use tape. 

Unacceptable materials: Fabric of any type; any material that does not hold its own shape; metals that 

can easily be permanently dented, bent, shaped, or otherwise deformed by hand; leather that has not 

been boiled & hardened, regardless of thickness or rigidity. 

 

Special Types of Armor 
Scale: Armor composed of small overlapping plates of a given material. Scales must have a minimum 

thickness of 1/8”. Leather, Latex, plastic, or other non-metal Scale counts as Medium Armor. Metal Scale 

counts as Heavy Armor. 

Brigandine: Armor composed of small plates held between 2 layers of fabric or leather.  The material 

used will determine which armor type the physical representation is considered: Leather, Latex, plastic, 

or other non-metal Brigandine counts as Medium Armor. Metal Brigandine counts as Heavy Armor. 

Ring Mail: Armor composed of non-interlocking metal rings attached to a leather or synthetic leather 

base. Ring Mail will count as Medium so long as the following minimum standards are met: The rings 

must cover at least 50% of the surface at a given location, and the base material must follow the 

minimum guidelines for Light armor. 

Sports Equipment: Sports equipment must be modified to make it look like period armor. Any sports 

equipment with a logo showing will not be allowed. 
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Please see the ruling on acceptable heavy armor materials for minimum modification requirements. 

Helmets 

For safety reasons, helmets are not permitted in Castle LARP 

Safety 

Armor will be deemed unsafe by an Arbiter if it has sharp edges or spikes that might be harmful should a 

player or weapons collide with it.  Unsafe armor is not permitted. 

 

Deflection Value 
The Deflection Value of a suit of armor is based upon armor worn in 8 (eight) different locations, as well 

as the type of armor worn on the torso. Armor must cover at least 50% of the applicable locations. For 

torso armor, the front of the torso must be covered. Each location adds 1 (one) Deflection to your suit, 

while torso armor has a scaled Deflection value, dependent on the type of torso armor. The maximum 

Deflection Value a player may benefit from physical armor is 12 

(twelve). Stacking Torso armor does not increase the players 

Deflection Value, the highest value is used. 

Torso – Red  

• Light Torso armor adds 2 (two) Deflections 

• Medium Torso armor adds 3 (three) Deflections 

• Heavy Torso armor adds 4 (four) Deflections 

The 8 locations are: 

• Each shoulder/upper arm (left and/or right) – Blue  

• Each forearm (left and/or right) – Green  

• Each thigh (left and/or right) – Orange  

• Each shin (left and/or right) – Yellow  

When wearing a full suit of armor, (torso and all 8 locations), the 

maximum values are: 

• Light Torso = 10 (ten) Deflection 

• Medium Torso = 11 (eleven) Deflections 

• Heavy Torso = 12 (twelve) Deflections 

 

Armor Repair 
Once the total number of Armor Deflections has been expended, the armor is rendered useless and must 

be repaired. To repair a suit of armor, a character can take a Short Rest and attempt to repair the armor 

without the aid of a smith. This will grant the wearer 1/4 of the original Armor Deflections of the suit of 

armor rounded down with a minimum of one (1) Armor Deflection. A player can only repair up to 1/4 of 

their maximum deflections without the aid of a smith. To fully repair a suit of armor, a character with the 

recipe Repair may spend the appropriate amount of time to repair the suit to its full number of Armor 

Deflections. 

Armor which has expended Armor Deflections can be restored via the High Magic Enchantment 

Regenerating Armor. See High Magic section on page 125 for further information. 
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What’s Wrong with Me? An Explanation of Conditions and States 

Castle LARP has 15 different conditions which can be applied to a character by various means. These 

conditions can only be applied to a character that is in the Alive State.  All conditions remain active until 

removed unless stated otherwise.  When affected by a condition in which the character already is 

afflicted, the “new” application of the condition overrides the previous application of the condition. 

Example:  If a player is currently afflicted with Maimed right arm, and is affected by a Maimed left arm, 

the Maimed left arm overrides the Maimed right arm. 

All conditions may be removed by the Tier 2 Essence Spell Remove Ailment, unless explicitly stated 

otherwise.  Conditions may also be removed upon taking a Short Rest, See page 92 for specifics on 

Remove Ailment.  

 

Conditions are broken into three categories: Mind, Body, and Soul. Abilities that remove or affect a 

category of conditions will only remove or affect the conditions in that category.  The below table gives a 

quick reference chart for all conditions. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 4-3 

 

Berserked — The character or creature is compelled to attack the closest visible character or creature in 

front of them with the intent to kill. 

Cursed — The character or creature is immune per the monster ability Monster Immunity to all healing 

delivered via spells / skills / items / artifices / tonics / etc.   

Corrupted — The character or creature takes five (5) damage every time they use their resource pool 

for skills, spells or abilities. This damage cannot be avoided by any means. 

Dazed — The character or creature cannot use any in-game skills unless specifically stated otherwise. 

The creature or character with the Dazed condition must also display a sense of dizziness and is unable 

to run. 

Delay — The character or creature must wait at least three (3) seconds between every in-game action. 

This includes swinging swords, blocking with a shield, casting spells, etc. 

Feared — The character or creature must attempt to stay outside of charging distance (Page 72) of all 

other creatures or characters. They may still use skills normally. 

Mind Body Soul 

Berserked Delayed Cursed 

Dazed Hobbled Weakness 

Feared Maimed Vulnerable 

Silenced Rooted Paralyzed 

Sleep Frail Corrupted 
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Frail — The character or creature cannot use their Tenacity or Finesse pools for Martial and Shadow 

skills or abilities unless specifically stated otherwise. 

Hobbled  — The character or creature is unable to run.  If a flying creature is affected, it will not be able 

to fly or run. 

Paralyzed — The character or creature is frozen stiff in place and is unable to move their body in any 

way. The character or creature cannot speak and cannot use any in-game skills or actions unless 

specifically stated otherwise. 

Invulnerable — The character or creature is immune to all in-game effects unless specifically stated 

otherwise. 

Maimed — The character or creature cannot use the targeted arm.  If any in-game item is attached to 

the targeted arm, such as a shield, the item is rendered useless until the condition is removed. If you do 

not hear a target as part of the call, the default target is the character or creature’s off-hand. 

Rooted — The character or creature cannot move their feet nor can they be moved by another character 

or creature. 

Sleep — The character or creature is in a state of suspended consciousness. The character or creature 

will fall to the ground with their eyes closed, unable to move their body in any way. They cannot use in-

game skills or abilities unless specifically stated otherwise. The creature or character cannot hear or 

speak and are unaware of their surroundings.   

A sleeping target may be picked up and carried, but he or she will not be able to maintain a grip on 

items held in their hands.  Any weapons or items that are not physically attached to the character must 

be left behind. 

 

Silenced — The character or creature cannot speak. A character under the condition of Silenced may 

still use innate abilities. They cannot use their Mana for Arcane Spells or abilities, unless otherwise 

specified. 

Vulnerable — The creature or character will take damage at double the amount dealt, regardless of 

Delivery Type. 

Weakness — The creature or character will deal reduced damage with any weapon they wield. The 

amount of damage the character or creature deals with a basic weapon attack (including enhancements 

from items and skills such as Whetstones & Divine Strength) will be reduced by half, rounded up.  

States 

In Castle LARP there are four states a character may find their self in: Alive, Dying, Dead or Spirit. Table 

4-4 outlines the states with a brief definition.  

 

 

State Brief Description 

Alive Characters can acquire conditions 

Dying Character is conscious. Can speak but not move. No yelling. 

Dead Characters cannot acquire any conditions 

Spirit Characters cannot acquire any conditions 
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Table 4-4 

Alive 

A character that is alive exists in a state where their Health Points are greater than 0, no matter what 
other conditions have been applied. 

 

Dying 

A character can reach this state via any attack, series of attacks or any other game effect that 
depletes their Health Points to 0. In this state, the character is conscious but cannot speak louder than 
a normal speaking voice. This can be to call for help or groan in pain, but it cannot be louder than a 
normal speaking voice. No yelling or screaming.  The character cannot stand, walk, or run and cannot 
use any in-game skills or items. While in the state of Dying, the character can only be brought out of 
this state by receiving Healing; whether by spell, delivered via packet from Mana, by artifice, or 
channeled by a weapon, by tonic, or by being the recipient of the skill First Aid. 

If a character receives no healing within 1 (one) minute of entering the Dying state, or receives a 
Death Blow, the character then enters the Dead state. 

A Death Blow is a final, fatal strike delivered to an opponent.  This blow will move a creature or 
character immediately into the Dead state.  To perform a Death Blow, a character or creature places 
his or her weapon or hand on the target’s torso and states:  

“Death Blow <Composition (Optional)> 1, Death Blow <Composition (Optional)>  2,  Death 
Blow <Composition (Optional)> 3”.   

The weapon or hand must remain in contact with the target’s torso for the entire duration of the Death 
Blow.  Failure to do so will result in an unsuccessful Death Blow.  A Death Blow, as with any counted 
action, can also be interrupted if the character or creature performing the Death Blow receives 
Health Point damage. 

 

Dead 

A character will enter this state in the following situations:  they have received no healing within 1 
(one) minute upon entering the Dying state, they have received a Death Blow, or they are the recipient 
of the Monster Ability Death. 

While in the state of Dead, a player should roleplay being dead.  No additional conditions are applied; 
however, no conditions are removed.  The character is immune to all game effects except the spells 
Animate Vitae, Prolong Creation, Remove Ailment (Condition), Remove Hex Ritual, Disrupt Vitae and 
Vitae Restoration. See pages 110, 98, 99, 102 and 93 for information on these spells. If a character 
does not receive a Vitae Restoration within 5 (five) minutes after entering this state, the body will fade, 
leaving behind all in-game items and coin, and the character will enter the state of Spirit. 

There is no in-game way to remove or bypass the 5 (five) minutes in which a character is Dead before 
receiving a Vitae Restoration or moving to the state of Spirit, except for the High Magic Invocation 
Tarry which prolongs the Dead state. 
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Spirit 

A character can only reach the state of Spirit if they do not receive a Vitae Restoration within 5 (five) 
minutes of entering the state of Dead and their body dissipates. See page 93 for information on Vitae 
Restoration.    

During this time, the spirit is invisible and unable to interact with the game world in any way. 

 

Death and Resurrection 

Once a character has spent five minutes in the Dead state without receiving a Vitae Restoration, the 
character’s body will fade away and the Soul will seek resurrection. Resurrection is a traumatic 
experience for the Soul and will weaken a character. 

When the character’s body fades, the player must state, “The body fades one, the body fades two, 
the body fades three”.  At this time, the player must leave all in-game items and coin where the body 
faded, put on their out-of-game headband and proceed immediately to the plot shack with character 
sheet in hand.  The player will report the death and roll for Soul Sickness.  While in the Spirit state, a 
Soul is completely invisible to the world around it and may not interact with anything or anyone in any 
way.  A Soul travels only as fast as the player can physically move.   

After the character’s death has been recorded with the Plot Team, the Soul (player) must proceed to 
the designated Resurrection Area for that in-game location OR they may go to a Ring of Energy 
capable of resurrection (See page 116 for more information on Rings of Energy). The soul is not 
capable of sensing Rings of Energy while in the Spirit state and will only know the location of a Ring of 
Energy capable of Resurrection if the character has in-game knowledge of one. 

A Resurrection Area is an in-game location that will be clearly marked in some way. The location and 
method of denotation can vary from location to location, but each Local Town Plot Team will provide 
explicit details during Opening Ceremonies at every event. No matter the location or method of 
marking the area, the Resurrection Area will work the same way. 
 
Only Souls in the Spirit State may enter the Resurrection Area. Once a Soul has entered the area and 
is ready to begin, they may state “Beginning Resurrection.” and concentrate for 60 (sixty) seconds. 
When the Resurrection is complete, the body reforms around the Soul. The player must state, 
“Resurrection Complete” When the Resurrection is completed, the character is under the 
Invulnerable and Dazed conditions for the duration of the time that the character remains in the 
Resurrection Area. A character may stay in the Resurrection Area for a maximum of 15 (fifteen) 
minutes before the area’s magical energy forces the character out. Once the resurrected character 
has left the Resurrection Area, they may not return to it as a living being. 

Newly resurrected characters reform fully clothed and with their maximum Health Points, Mana, 
Finesse, Tenacity, Expertise, and all skills renewed unless otherwise stated by the Plot Team. All 
magical effects that were present upon the character at the time of death disappear upon 
Resurrection, unless otherwise noted by the Plot Team. Memory is retained up to the point of entering 
the Dead State. 

If a Soul chooses to go to a Resurrection Area other than the designated area during an event (For 
example, going to another in-game location’s Resurrection Area or Ring of Energy not in the current 
in-game location), the player must inform the Plot Team of their plan. The player will be required to 
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remain out-of-game for a period of time, up to and including the rest of the event, to simulate the 
amount of time it would take for the Soul to travel to the chosen Resurrection Area or Ring of Energy 
and for the resurrected character to travel back. 

 

Death Draw Bag and Soul Sickness 

Each character receives a once ever “Free” death at character creation that is used the first time they 
must draw from the Death Draw Bag. Characters also may receive a number of extra “Free” deaths 
per event determined by a random die roll performed by a member of Castle LARP staff and one 
witness before Death walks at each event. This number is kept entirely secret and may not be 
revealed to any player under any circumstances. A “Free” death is a death that cannot result in a 
permanent death of the character. 

At the time of a character’s resurrection, the player will roll for Soul Sickness using an eight (8) sided 
die. The Castle LARP staff member notes the result of the die roll and consults the Soul Sickness 
chart to determine what effect the Resurrection has had upon the character. This effect remains with 
the character until the end of the event, or until removed by in-game means. After these draws have 
been made, the player may then advance to a Resurrection Area or Ring of Energy for Resurrection 
and return to game at that time. 

Late in the event, a Denizen of the Realm of Death will appear to walk the area seeking out all of 
those who have resurrected during the event. The Denizen may appear with a Guardian and is always 
under the Invulnerable condition. This being may take many forms, but all players will know 
immediately the purpose of its visit. The Denizen will approach each character who has Resurrected 
and weigh their Vitae, determining if the Soul is strong enough to remain among the living, or if it is 
time to take the Soul to Seneroth. If the Denizen determines that a Soul has been weakened by 
Resurrection, the character will draw out of the Death Draw Bag and then discover if they will 
permanently die. The Death Draw Bag contains twenty (20) stones; 10 Permanent Death Stones and 
10 Survival Stones of contrasting colors. A member of the Castle LARP event Plot Team will verify the 
number and types of stones and will choose the survival color of the stones. 

If the character chooses the Permanent Death Color stone, the Denizen will allow a brief moment (no 
more than ten (10) minutes) for the character to say any final words and goodbyes. At this time, the 
character will be afflicted with the Dazed condition which is both incurable and lasts until the Denizen 
pulls the Soul from the body and sends it to the Realm of Death. 

A character may choose to Permanently Die regardless of their draw if they so choose and leave with 
the Denizen of Death to go to Seneroth. 
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Section 5: The Castle LARP 

Magic System 
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Types of Magic 

Castle LARP utilizes a system which allows players to choose between three schools of magic. These 

schools of magic are defined as Essence, Prime, and Wild. Essence Magic draws its power from the 

opposing planes of Life and Death, allowing those who channel this magic to heal. Prime Magic draws 

from the Prime Elemental realms, allowing the caster to cause great damage. Wild Magic mixes the 

chaos often found in nature and the essence of all beings on Valara. 

 

What is Healing? 

Natural healing still occurs in the realm of Valara, though Essence magic drastically speeds this 

process. Wounds and injuries which are not healed quickly with Essence magic will heal naturally.  If 

First Aid is applied to a broken bone and the bone is set correctly, natural healing will take over and 

the bone will heal properly over several weeks.  Essence magic that is applied to a broken bone will 

heal it immediately. 

Lost eyes, limps, scars, or missing fingers sometimes seen on adventurers are usually the result of 

wounds allowed to heal with time instead of with magic. Some wounds are so dire or delivered so 

brutally that they will leave a mark on the Soul, visible on the living body, even if the wound is healed 

with Essence magic. 

Healing is defined as any skill / item / spell / etc. that restore a character’s Health Points regardless of 

the combat call. In the case of a character in the Dying state, or afflicted by the Curse condition, First 

Aid also counts as Healing. 

 

How to Cast Magic 

Incantations: Primers 

An incantation consists of two parts: the Primer and the Finishing Statement, in that order.  Each spell 

may have its own Primer; however, a single primer may be used for multiple spells of the same 

school. Casters must have at least one different primer for each school of magic from which they can 

cast. Most casters will have a different Primer for each type of spell — for example, one for healing 

spells, one for shielding spells, and one for damaging spells. 

Casters of any school of magic are required to write their own Primers.  A Primer must be at least ten 

(10) syllables in length and should be meaningful and not just a random string of sounds or words. 

Primers containing inappropriate phrases which are offensive, vulgar, against the cosmology, or those 

considered an exploit, can result in the rejection of the Primer. In the case of spells which call upon a 

<Prime Element>, they may have a different Primer for each element, depending on the 

appropriateness of the Primer.  This is the only case in which a caster may have more than one 

Primer per spell. 

Primers must consist of two parts: an invocation of a source of power, and a statement of calling 

forth.  For example, a caster’s Primer for an Elemental Touch spell might be as follows: the invocation 

“By the eternal flames of Ra’Tol” and the statement of calling forth, “I conjure a…” for a full incant 

of “By the eternal flames of Ra’Tol, I conjure a Magic Flame Touch 10.”   
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Incantations: Finishing Statements  
The Finishing Statement for each spell is static and is listed in Tables 5-2 through 5-4.  No caster may 

deviate from the listed Finishing Statements. 

Finishing Statements use Table 5-1 for verbalizing the casting of spells and can be broken down into 

basic components: 

Delivery Type Sub Type  Composition Condition Damage Amount 

Table 5-1 

Delivery Type: Magic 

Subtype: For spells, this is none. 

Composition:  This is the type of magic.  For example: “Flame Touch”, “Blood Breath” or “Healing 

Wave”.  For spell casting, the composition is required in the Finishing Statement. 

Condition:  Additional effects which may affect the state of a character. See the list of conditions on 

page 79. 

Amount: Damage or healing points dealt to a target.  

 

For example a typical, basic flame Finishing Statement is broken down into these components: 

 

Delivery Type – Magic 

Subtype – <none> 

Composition – Flame Touch 

Condition – <none> 

Damage Amount – 10 

 

Thus, the Finishing Statement for this spell would be “Magic Flame Touch 10”. 

 

Grimoires 
A Grimoire is the essential book for all spellcasters. There are 

three different types of grimoires, one for each school of magic.  

These 4” x 6” minimum sized books contain the spells from an 

individual school of magic.  

In order to cast any spells other than those cast from magic 

items, a caster must have a Grimoire of the appropriate school on 

their person. A Grimoire must contain a Primer for each spell the 

character is capable of casting, and must be presented at check-

in before game on.  If a single Primer is used for multiple spells of 

the same school, it is only necessary to write it in the Grimoire 

once, though writing the Primer for each spell individually is 

encouraged. Failure to meet the Primer standards will result in 

the Grimoire being failed in the same manner as an unsafe 

weapon. 
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Casting Spells 
All Arcane Spells require an incantation to cast with the exception of Intrinsic Spells. Intrinsic Spells 

only require the Delivery Type and Finishing Statement of the spell. A Spell is any packet-delivered 

attack with the delivery type of <Magic> that requires the expenditure of Mana from a creature or 

character’s Mana Pool. 

To cast a spell, the character must first state the complete incantation and then throw a spell packet at 

the target within 3 (three) seconds. The incantation must be enunciated correctly and loud enough so 

the target can hear you.  If the spell packet strikes the target on any part of their body — which 

includes weapons or costuming — then the spell is successful. If the caster takes any health point 

damage which is not deflected by armor or negated by a defensive combat call while speaking the 

incantation, the spell is considered interrupted and will fail. Failed spells will still deplete Mana from 

the caster’s Mana Pool. Casters must have at least one arm free and be able to speak in order to cast 

a spell. No spell can stack with itself but recasting of the spell will reset the duration. 

Casters can also cast a spell by touch.  The character must first state the complete incantation and 

then touch a spell packet to the target within 3 (three) seconds. The caster must be within arm’s reach 

of the intended target.  For the purposes of touch-casting, the intended target is defined as the player 

not any character or costume prosthetics.  The target can accept the spell by stating “Accept”, which 

will allow the spell to bypass any magical defenses. The target can refuse the spell by stating 

“Reject”.  Refusing a spell does not trigger any magical defenses and that spell is considered a failed 

spell. A character with the Sleep condition may not accept or reject any touch-casted spells.  Touch-

casting a character under the Sleep condition will trigger magical defenses. 

Spell packets are pieces of cloth filled with birdseed and gathered together with a rubber band.  The 

average size of a spell packet is a 6” x 6” square piece of cloth with approximately one to one and a 

half tablespoons of birdseed.  To avoid injuring players, make sure no large or sharp pieces of seed — 

such as sunflower seeds — are used in the packet. A spell packet should be able to fit into a standard 

shot glass. 

 

Mana System 

Castle LARP uses a Mana Pool system.  There are 3 (three) tiers of spells per school. All Tier 1 spells 

cost 1 (one) Mana, all Tier 2 spells cost 2 (two) Mana and all Tier 3 spells cost 3 (three) Mana.  Mana 

costs are always the same in each Tier for primary, secondary and tertiary schools of magic. 

It may be difficult to keep track of how much Mana you have expended between Short Rests.  Castle 

LARP recommends using a counter (pitch counter, knitting counter, lap counter, etc.).  Every time you 

cast a spell, click the appropriate number of times depending on the Mana cost of the spell. After you 

take a Short or Long Rest, you simply reset the device.  
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Essence Spells Tier Finishing Statement 

Divine Armor 1 “Magic Divine Armor” 

Ethereal Lock 1 “Magic Ethereal Lock” 

Healer’s Essence 1 “Magic Healer’s Essence” 

Healing Touch  1 “Magic Healing Touch 10” 

Divine Strength 2 “Magic Divine Strength” 

Haven 2 “Magic Haven” 

Healing Breath 2 “Magic Healing Breath 30” 

Phantasmal Lock 2 “Magic Phantasmal Lock” 

Remove Ailment 
<Condition> 

2 “Magic Remove Ailment <Condition>” 

Shield <Delivery Type> 2 “Magic Shield <Physical / Poison / Magic>” 

Curse 3 “Magic Curse” 

Divine Light 3 “Magic Divine Light” 

Healing Wave  3 “Magic Healing Wave 40” 

Healing Storm 3 
“Magic Healing Storm” “Magic Healing Storm 5…Magic 
Healing Storm 5…Magic etc...” 

Vitae Regeneration 3 “Magic Vitae Regeneration” 

Vitae Restoration 3 “Magic Vitae Restoration” 

Table 5-2 

 

Prime Spells Tier Finishing Statement 

Elemental Fear 1 “Magic <Prime Element> Fear” 

Elemental Hobble 1 “Magic <Prime Element> Hobble” 

Elemental Touch  1 “Magic <Prime Element> Touch 10” 

Elemental Weakness 1 “Magic <Prime Element> Weakness” 

Mana Bolt  1 “Magic Mana Bolt 20” 

Mana Focus 1 “Magic Mana Focus” 

Elemental Breath 2 “Magic <Prime Element> Breath 30” 

Elemental Delay 2 “Magic <Prime Element> Delay” 

Elemental Weapon 
Infusion 

2 “Magic <Prime Element> Infusion” 

Elemental Vulnerable 2 “Magic <Prime Element> Vulnerable” 

Mana Ray 2 “Magic Mana Ray 40” 

Battle Focus 3 “Magic Battle Focus” 

Elemental Storm 3 
“Magic <Prime Element> Storm” “Magic <Element> Storm 
5…Magic <Element>  Storm 5…Magic etc...” 

Elemental Wave 3 “Magic <Prime Element> Wave 40” 

Mana Beam  3 “Magic Mana Beam 60” 

Primal Exile 3 “Magic Primal Exile” 

Table 5-3 
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Wild Spells Tier Finishing Statement 

Animate Vitae 1 “Magic Animate Vitae” “Command <Insert Command>” 

Blood Touch  1 “Magic Blood Touch 10” 

Consuming Fear 1 “Magic Consuming Fear” “Shield Clone” 

Consuming Touch  1 “Magic Consuming Touch 10” 

Prolong Creation 1 “Magic Prolong Creation” 

Blood Breath  2 “Magic Blood Breath 30” 

Consuming Breath  2 “Magic Consuming Breath 30” 

Consuming Root 2 “Magic Consuming Root” “Shield Clone” 

Consuming Silence 2 “Magic Consuming Silence” “Shield Clone” 

Rebound <Delivery 
Type> 

2 “Magic Rebound <Physical / Poison / Magic>” 

Blood Wave 3 “Magic Blood Wave 40” 

Chaos Storm 3 
“Magic Chaos Storm” “Magic Transfer 
<Condition>…Magic Transfer <Condition>… Magic etc…” 

Consuming Wave  3 “Magic Consuming Wave 40” 

Corruption 3 “Magic Corrupt” 

Disrupt Vitae 3 “Magic Disrupt Vitae” 

Table 5-4 

 

Essence Spell Descriptions 

Tier 1 

Divine Armor 

Tier 1 

School: Essence 

Duration: Instantaneous 

Finishing Statement: Magic Divine Armor 

This spell restores two (2) Armor Deflections to an existing suit of armor as if it had been repaired. A 

suit of armor can only benefit from this spell once per Short Rest.  These restored deflections cannot 

exceed the Armor Deflection maximum of the suit. 

 

Ethereal Lock 

Tier 1 

School: Essence 

Duration: Event 

Finishing Statement: Magic Ethereal Lock 

This spell creates a magical seal that may be applied to any non-living container which is a minimum 

size of 3” x 3” x 3” and a maximum size of 24” x 24” x 24”.  One casting will allow up to three 

characters — including the caster — to be able to circumvent the seal and open and close the 

Ethereal Lock.  These included characters must be present at the time of casting.  This spell will also 

secure the container in place and it cannot be moved for the duration of the spell. The container must 

be placed on an inanimate object for this casting to be successful. Only inanimate objects may be 
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stored inside a container under the effects of an Ethereal Lock. This spell cannot be cast on buildings 

or dwellings.  The Spell Dispel Magic will remove the effects of Ethereal Lock.   

 

A container surrounded by an Ethereal Lock must indicate the presence of the spell by placing an E 

that is at least 2” x 2” on the container. Arbiter Notes should include the name of the caster, those 

included and the date and time cast.  Without Arbiter’s Notes which are filled out completely and 

correctly, this spell will not be active. 

 

Healer’s Essence 

Tier 1 

School: Essence 

Duration: Event 

Finishing Statement: Magic Healer’s Essence 

The use of this spell grants the character ten (10) additional temporary Health Points.  These Health 

Points may exceed the character’s maximum, and they are always used first against the next 

successful attack. These Health Points can never be healed by any means. Only one (1) Healer’s 

Essence can be active on a target at one time. 

 

Healing Touch 

Tier 1 

School: Essence 

Duration: Instantaneous 

Finishing Statement: Magic Healing Touch 10 

This spell will instantly heal ten (10) Health Points to a target or up to their maximum amount of Health 

Points, whichever is lower. 

 

Tier 2 

 

Divine Strength 

Tier 2 

School: Essence 

Duration: Until Short Rest 

Finishing Statement: Magic Divine Strength 

This spell grants the target an additional two (2) points of weapon damage until the target’s next Short 

Rest.   Divine Strength can be used with any weapon and Hand Proficiencies. 

 

Haven 

Tier 2 

School: Essence 

Duration: Event 

Finishing Statement: Magic Haven 

This spell creates a magical barrier around an entire building or dwelling. This barrier will prevent any 

creatures or characters from teleporting inside. The spell Dispel Magic will destroy a Haven.  
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A building or dwelling surrounded by a Haven must indicate the presence of the spell by placing an H 

which is at least 6” x 6” at all entry locations. Arbiter Notes should include the name of the caster and 

the date and time cast. Without Arbiter’s Notes which are filled out completely and correctly, this spell 

will not be active. 

 

Healing Breath 

Tier 2 

School: Essence 

Duration: Instantaneous 

Finishing Statement: Magic Healing Breath 30 

This spell will instantly heal thirty (30) Health Points to a target or up to their maximum amount of 

Health Points, whichever is lower. 

 

Phantasmal Lock 

Tier 2 

School: Essence 

Duration: Event 

Finishing Statement: Magic Phantasmal Lock 

This spell creates a magical lock applied to an entire building or dwelling. This spell will not prevent 

creatures from teleporting inside.  All characters or creatures inside the building or dwelling at time of 

casting are automatically included in the spell, becoming the “keys” needed to fit the “lock”.  They will 

be able to enter and exit at will. Additional targets may not be added and initial targets may not be 

removed unless the Phantasmal Lock is destroyed and the spell is recast. The spell Dispel Magic will 

destroy a Phantasmal Lock.  

 

Phantasmal Lock will allow one entrance and exit only to a protected building or dwelling - all other 

doors or exits must be marked “OOG” and noted on the Arbiter’s Notes.  Multiple castings of 

Phantasmal Lock will not allow for more entrances and exits; one is the maximum. 

 

Any target present during the initial casting may allow another target to pass into the locked entrance 

by stating “<Target’s Name>, Access Granted”.  This allows the target to enter within the next three 

seconds, after which the access will need to be granted again.  At no time will Phantasmal  

Lock prevent anyone from leaving the protected dwelling. 

If a Phantasmal Lock is cast upon a non-stationary dwelling such as a tent, the spell will drop if the 

dwelling is physically moved from its location by the caster. 

 

A building or dwelling surrounded by a Phantasmal Lock must indicate the presence of the spell by 

placing an L that is at least 6” x 6” at all entry locations. Arbiter Notes should include the names of the 

targets present at time of casting and date and time cast.  Without Arbiter’s Notes which are filled out 

completely and correctly, this spell will not be active. 
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Remove Ailment 

Tier 2 

Schools: Essence 

Duration: Instantaneous 

Finishing Statement: Magic Remove Ailment <Condition> 

This spell will remove one condition affecting the target. When cast, the caster must state the 

condition that is being removed. See condition chart on page 79 to learn about conditions. 

 

 

Shield <Delivery Type> 

Tier 2 

Schools: Essence 

Duration: Event 

Finishing Statement: Magic Shield <Physical / Magic / Poison>  

At the time of casting, the caster picks a <Delivery Type> (Physical / Poison / Magic). This spell 

protects the target with a magical barrier which will stop the first successful attack with the chosen 

<Delivery Type>. Characters may only have one Shield <Delivery Type> active per delivery type at 

any given time. This Arcane Defense cannot be used against Dispel. 

• For reference, the following order of operations is used for “shield” defenses 

▪ Shadow Shield (first) - > Shield Clone (second) -> Shield <Delivery Type> (third) 

 

 

Tier 3 

Curse 

Tier 3 

School: Essence 

Duration: Until Cured or Short Rest 

Finishing Statement: Magic Curse 

This spell applies the Cursed condition (see page 79) to the target. 

 

Divine Light 

Tier 3 

School: Essence 

Duration: One Minute 

Finishing Statement: Magic Divine Light 

To cast this spell, the caster must place his or her hands together at chest level and state their 

incantation. The caster’s palms and fingers must touch throughout the duration of the spell and remain 

at chest level. The caster’s hands must be free of all items except for spell packets. If a creature or 

character asks if the player is currently using the spell, the caster must respond truthfully, yes or no. 

Divine Light applies the following conditions: Dazed, Invulnerable, Rooted and Silenced (see page 79. 

This spell cannot be dispelled with Dispel and the caster cannot end the spell at anytime.  This spell 

cannot be enchanted into an item per the High Magic Ritual Enchant Skill. At the end of the one (1) 

minute duration, the caster must state “Divine Light Down”.   

 

Healing Wave 
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Tier 3 

School: Essence 

Duration: Instantaneous 

Finishing Statement: Magic Healing Wave 40 

This spell will instantly heal forty (40) Health Points to a target or up to their maximum amount of 

Health Points, whichever is lower. 

 

Healing Storm 

Tier 3 

School: Essence 

Duration: Instantaneous 

Finishing Statement: Magic Healing Storm / Magic Healing Storm 5 

Upon successful casting of this spell, the Caster must state “Magic Healing Storm”, expend three (3) 

Mana, and plant their feet. While the Caster’s feet are planted, the Caster may cast a Healing Storm 5 

at no Mana cost after concentrating for five (5) seconds. Using other skills/fighting/taking damage/using 

defenses/etc. will interrupt the Caster’s concentration and the Caster will have to re-start their 

concentration. This spell can only be de-activated by the caster moving their feet, entering the Dying or 

Dead state, or by the spell Dispel. The combat call is “Magic Healing Storm 5.” This spell cannot be 

enchanted into an item, per the high magic ability Enchant Skill. 

 

Vitae Regeneration 

Tier 3 

School: Essence 

Duration:  Instantaneous 

Finishing Statement: Magic Vitae Regeneration 

This spell allows the targeted character or creature to heal all of their Health Points, up to their 

maximum, upon their next Short Rest. 

 

Vitae Restoration 

Tier 3 

School: Essence 

Duration:  Instantaneous 

Finishing Statement: Magic Vitae Restoration 

This spell will return a non-undead creature or 

character currently in the Dead State to the Alive 

State and heal 10 Health Points. 
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Prime Spell Descriptions 

Tier 1 

Elemental Fear 

Tier 1 

School: Prime 

Duration: Until Cured or Short Rest 

Finishing Statement: Magic <Prime Element> Feared 

This spell applies the Feared condition (see page 79) to the target.  

 

Elemental Hobble 

Tier 1 

School: Prime 

Duration: Until Cured or Short Rest 

Finishing Statement: Magic <Prime Element> Hobbled 

This spell applies the Hobbled condition (see page 79) to the target.   

 

Elemental Touch 

Tier 1 

School: Prime 

Duration: Instantaneous 

Finishing Statement: Magic <Prime Element> Touch 10 

This spell will cause ten (10) magical damage in the form of Flame, Ice, Lightning or Stone to the 

target. If this spell is Resisted by any means, the Mana used to cast this spell is returned to the 

caster’s Mana Pool. If this spell is blocked by any other defense, the Mana used to cast this spell is 

expended as normal. 

 

 

Elemental Weakness  

Tier 1 

School: Prime 

Duration: Until Cured or Short Rest 

Finishing Statement: Magic <Prime Element> Weakness 

This spell applies the Weakness condition (see page 79) to the target.  

 

Mana Bolt 

Tier 1 

School: Prime 

Duration: Instantaneous 

Finishing Statement: Magic Mana Bolt 20 

This spell will deal twenty (20) magical damage to the target. 
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Mana Focus 

Tier 1 

School: Prime 

Duration: Event 

Finishing Statement: Magic Mana Focus 

After casting this spell, the caster may cast any one (1) spell from the Prime School of Magic for only 

one (1) Mana. This spell will last the entire event or until used to cast a spell. This spell is self-only and 

cannot be enchanted into an item, per the High Magic Ritual Enchant Skill. 

 

Tier 2 

 

Elemental Breath 

Tier 2 

School: Prime 

Duration: Instantaneous 

Finishing Statement: Magic <Prime Element> Breath 30 

This spell will cause thirty (30) magical damage in the form of Flame, Ice, Lightning or Stone to the 

target. If this spell is Resisted by any means, the Mana used to cast this spell is returned to the 

caster’s Mana Pool. If this spell is blocked by any other defense, the Mana used to cast this spell is 

expended as normal. 

 

Elemental Delay 

Tier 2 

School: Prime 

Duration: Until Cured or Short Rest 

Finishing Statement: Magic <Prime Element> Delay 

This spell applies the Delay condition (see page 79) to the target. 

 

Elemental Infusion 

Tier 2 

School: Prime 

Duration: Until Recipient’s next short rest 

Finishing Statement: Magic <Prime Element> Infusion 

 

This spell will imbue the target with an elemental damage composition in the form of Flame, Ice, Stone 

or Lightning. The target will choose the hand in which to wield the elemental damage composition.   In 

the case of ranged weapons, the elemental damage composition applies to each ammunition or 

weapon thrown from that hand. For Great Melee Weapons, only one hand is required to be imbued 

with Elemental Infusion in order to use the elemental damage composition.  It is possible to have two 

instances of this spell active upon the target with two different elemental damage compositions.  A 

Great Melee Weapon wielder may use either elemental damage composition for the duration of the 

spell.  
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Elemental Vulnerable 

Tier 2 

School: Prime 

Duration: Until Cured or Short Rest 

Finishing Statement: Magic <Prime Element>Vulnerable 

This spell applies the Vulnerable condition (see page 79) to the target. 

 

Mana Ray 

Tier 2 

School: Prime 

Duration: Instantaneous 

Finishing Statement: Magic Mana Ray 40 

This spell will deal forty (40) magical damage to the target  

 

Tier 3 

 

Battle Focus 

Tier 3 

School: Prime 

Duration: Short Rest 

Finishing Statement: Magic Battle Focus 

For the duration of this spell, the caster’s incantations cannot be interrupted by damage. This spell 

lasts until the caster calls a defense, enters the Dying or Dead State, or takes a Short or Long Rest. 

This skill is self only. This spell cannot be enchanted into an item, per the High Magic Ritual Enchant 

Skill. 

 

Elemental Storm 

Tier 3 

School: Essence 

Duration: Instantaneous 

Finishing Statement: Magic <Prime Element> Storm / Magic <Prime Element> Storm 5 

Upon successful casting of this spell, the Caster must state “Magic <Prime Element> Storm”, expend 

three (3) Mana, and plant their feet. While the Caster’s feet are planted, the Caster may cast an <Prime 

Element> Storm 5 at no Mana cost after concentrating for five (5) seconds. Using other 

skills/fighting/taking damage/using defenses/etc. while concentrating will interrupt the Caster’s 

concentration and the Caster will have to re-start their concentration. This spell can only be de-activated 

by the caster moving their feet, entering the Dying or Dead state, or by the spell Dispel. The combat call 

is “Magic <Elemental> Storm 5.” If a <Prime Element> Storm 5 spell is resisted, the caster does not 

regain any Mana expended to cast it. This spell cannot be enchanted into an item, per the high magic 

ability Enchant Skill. 
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Elemental Wave 

Tier 3 

School: Prime 

Duration: Instantaneous 

Finishing Statement: Magic <Prime Element> Wave 40 

This spell will cause forty (40) magical damage in the form of Flame, Ice, Lightning or Stone to the 

target. If this spell is Resisted by any means, the Mana used to cast this spell is returned to the 

caster’s Mana Pool. If this spell is blocked by any other defense, the Mana used to cast this spell is 

expended as normal. 

 

Mana Beam 

Tier 3 

School: Prime 

Duration: Instantaneous 

Finishing Statement: Magic Mana Beam 60 

This spell will deal sixty (60) magical damage to the target. 

 

Primal Exile 

Tier 3 

School: Prime 

Duration: Instantaneous 

Finishing Statement: Magic Primal Exile 

This spell will exile an extra-realm creature to its native realm for the duration of the event.  This spell 

does not function on any realm except for Valara, and any Valaran is immune to this spell. 

 

Retaliation 

Tier 3 

School: Prime 

Duration: Event 

Finishing Statement: Magic Retaliation, Retaliation 100  

This spell provides the caster with a one use, 100 

point explosion of damage in the event the caster is 

killed by a Death Blow. When triggered by the Death 

Blow, the caster will state the combat call 

“Retaliation 100”. Only the character or creature 

who dealt the Death Blow is affected by this combat 

call. This damage cannot be blocked or avoided by 

any means except Dodge. This spell is self-only and 

may not be cast into an item or be the focus of any 

High Magic Ritual. This spell does not stack with the 

High Magic Invocation Retribution. 
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Wild Spell Descriptions 

 

Tier 1 

 

Animate Vitae 

Tier 1 

School: Wild 

Duration: One (1) Minute 

Finishing Statement: Magic Animate Vitae 

When this spell is used on a target in the Dead State, it will allow the caster to manipulate the target’s  

(creature or character) vitae, and raise it as a “creation”. A creation is not “undead” and does not receive 

any benefits or consequences of the Undead monster type.  The Creation has the same intelligence and 

ability to speak as it did prior to being created. 

 

The target’s death count is suspended upon successful casting.  The Creation will last for one minute 

and the Creation must follow all commands of the caster to the best of its ability. A command must be 

initiated by stating, “Creation…”. 

 

A creation has the target’s maximum health pool, although it can use no in-game skills other than 

attacking with a weapon at base damage or blocking with a shield.  Creations are immune to healing 

spells but can be healed by blood spells. A creation may only be raised once per Vitae Restoration/Dead 

State. At the end of the minute, the creation returns to the Dead State and resumes its death count. 

 

Blood Touch 

Tier 1 

School: Wild 

Duration: Instantaneous 

Finishing Statement: Magic Blood Touch 10 

This spell will heal any Undead creature or Creation for ten (10) Health Points, but will deal five (5) 

magical damage to the caster if the spell hits a valid target. If cast upon a Non-Undead creature or 

character, this spell will deal ten (10) magical damage to the target and will deal five (5) magical 

damage the caster if the spell hits a valid target. If the spell is negated by a valid defense, the caster 

still receives the damage. 

 

Consuming Fear 

Tier 1 

School: Wild 

Duration: Until Cured or Short Rest 

Finishing Statement: Magic Consuming Fear / Shield Clone 

This spell applies the Feared condition to the target (see page 79 for Conditions). A target is defined as a 

valid creature or character. The caster of this spell will receive a Shield Poison upon casting, that will 

occupy the Shield Clone position if the spell hits a valid target. If the spell is negated by a valid defense, 

the caster still receives a Shield Poison as described previously. 

 

The call for using a shield in the Shield Clone position is “Shield Clone”. A character may have one 

Shield Clone of each delivery type (physical, poison and magic) active at once, but may never have 
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multiple Shield Clones of the same delivery type active at once. This Shield Clone defense can stack 

with other defenses, and follows all of the same rules and restrictions as a “normal shield” as specified in 

the Shield <Delivery Type> spell description. 

• For reference, the following order of operations is used for “shield” defenses 

▪ Shadow Shield (first) - > Shield Clone (second) -> Shield <delivery type> (third) 

 

Consuming Touch 

Tier 1 

School: Wild 

Duration: Instantaneous 

Finishing Statement: Magic Consuming Touch 10 

This spell will deal ten (10) magical damage to any non-undead creature or character and will heal the 

caster for five (5) Health Points if the spell hits a valid target. If the spell is negated by a valid defense, 

the caster still receives the healing.  Undead are immune to this spell. 

 

Prolong Creation 

Tier 1 

School: Wild 

Duration: One (1) Minute 

Finishing Statement: Magic Prolong Creation 

This spell extends a Creation’s duration by one minute. A Creation can only receive the benefits of this 

spell once, regardless of the Caster of this spell. Upon successful casting, the Caster is afflicted with the 

Vulnerable condition at the time of casting. The Caster cannot call a defense against the Vulnerable 

condition inflicted by from this spell. 

 

Tier 2 

 

Blood Breath 

Tier 2 

School: Wild 

Duration: Instantaneous 

Finishing Statement: Magic Blood Touch 30 

This spell will heal any Undead creature or Creation for thirty (30) Health Points, but will deal fifteen 

(15) magical damage to the caster if the spell hits a valid target. If cast upon a Non-Undead creature 

or character, this spell will deal 30 (30) magical damage to the target and will deal fifteen (15) magical 

damage the caster if the spell hits a valid target. If the spell is negated by a valid defense, the caster 

still receives the damage. 

 

Consuming Breath 

Tier 2 

School: Wild 

Duration: Instantaneous 

Finishing Statement: Magic Consuming Breath 30 

This spell will deal thirty (30) magical damage to any non-undead creature or character and will heal 

the caster for fifteen (15) Health Points if the spell hits a valid target. If the spell is negated by a valid 

defense, the caster still receives the healing.  Undead are immune to this spell. 
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Consuming Root 

Tier 2 

School: Wild 

Duration: Until Cured or Short Rest 

Finishing Statement: Magic Consuming Root / Shield Clone 

This spell applies the Rooted condition to the target (see page 79 for Conditions). A target is defined as a 

valid creature or character. The caster of this spell will receive a Shield Physical upon casting, that will 

occupy the Shield Clone position if the spell hits a valid target. If the spell is negated by a valid defense, 

the caster still receives a Shield Physical as described previously. 

 

The call for using a shield in the Shield Clone position is “Shield Clone”. A character may have one 

Shield Clone of each delivery type (physical, poison and magic) active at once, but may never have 

multiple Shield Clones of the same delivery type active at once. This Shield Clone defense can stack 

with other defenses, and follows all of the same rules and restrictions as a “normal shield” as specified in 

the Shield <Delivery Type> spell description. 

• For reference, the following order of operations is used for “shield” defenses 

▪ Shadow Shield (first) - > Shield Clone (second) -> Shield <delivery type> (third) 

 

Consuming Silence 

Tier 2 

School: Wild 

Duration: Until Cured or Short Rest 

Finishing Statement: Magic Consuming Silence / Shield Clone 

This spell applies the Silenced condition to the target (see page 79 for Conditions). A target is defined as 

a valid creature or character. The caster of this spell will receive a Shield Magic upon casting, that will 

occupy the Shield Clone position if the spell hits a valid target. If the spell is negated by a valid defense, 

the caster still receives a Shield Magic as described previously. 

 

The call for using a shield in the Shield Clone position is “Shield Clone”. A character may have one 

Shield Clone of each delivery type (physical, poison and magic) active at once, but may never have 

multiple Shield Clones of the same delivery type active at once. This Shield Clone defense can stack 

with other defenses, and follows all of the same rules and restrictions as a “normal shield” as specified in 

the Shield <Delivery Type> spell description. 

• For reference, the following order of operations is used for “shield” defenses 

▪ Shadow Shield (first) - > Shield Clone (second) -> Shield <delivery type> (third) 

 

Rebound <Delivery Type> 

Tier 2 

School: Wild 

Duration: Short Rest 

Finishing Statement: Rebound <Physical / Poison / Magic> 

At the time of casting, the caster picks a <Delivery Type> (physical, poison or magic). This spell protects 

the Caster with a magical barrier which will stop an attack with the <Delivery Type> chosen and rebound 

the attack to the target which delivered the attack. The combat call is “Rebound <Delivery Type>”. 

This spell is self-only. Characters may only have one Rebound <Delivery Type> active per <Delivery 
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Type> at any given time. This rebound lasts until used or until the Caster’s next Short Rest. Upon 

successful casting, the Caster is afflicted with the Cursed condition at the time of casting. The Caster 

cannot call a defense against the Cursed condition inflicted by this spell. This Arcane Defense cannot be 

used against Dispel. 

 

Tier 3 

 

Blood Wave 

Tier 3 

School: Wild 

Duration: Instantaneous 

Finishing Statement: Magic Blood Wave 40 

This spell will heal any Undead creature or Creation for forty (40) Health Points, but will deal twenty 

(20) magical damage to the caster if the spell hits a valid target. If cast upon a Non-Undead creature 

or character, this spell will deal forty (40) magical damage to the target and will deal twenty (20) 

magical damage the caster if the spell hits a valid target. If the spell is negated by a valid defense, the 

caster still receives the damage. 

 

Chaos Storm 

Tier 3 

School: Wild 

Duration: Instantaneous 

Finishing Statement: Magic Chaos Storm / Magic Transfer <Condition> 

Upon successful casting of this spell, the Caster must state “Magic Chaos Storm”, expend three (3) 

Mana, and plant their feet. Upon successful casting, the Caster is afflicted with the Vulnerable 

condition at the time of casting. The Caster cannot call a defense against the Vulnerable condition 

inflicted by this spell. While the storm is active, the Caster cannot remove the Vulnerable condition. 

While the Caster’s feet are planted, the Caster may cast the Transfer <Condition> spell at no Mana 

cost after concentrating for five (5) seconds. Using other skills/fighting/taking damage/using 

defenses/etc. will interrupt the Caster’s concentration and the Caster will have to re-start their 

concentration. This spell can only be de-activated by the caster moving their feet, entering the Dying 

or Dead state, or by the spell Dispel. The combat call is “Magic Transfer <Condition>.” 

 

Consuming Wave 

Tier 3 

School: Wild 

Duration: Instantaneous 

Finishing Statement: Magic Consuming Wave 40 

This spell will deal forty (40) magical damage to any non-undead creature or character and will heal 

the caster for twenty (20) Health Points if the spell hits a valid target. If the spell is negated by a valid 

defense, the caster still receives the healing.  Undead are immune to this spell. 
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Corruption 

Tier 3 

School: Wild 

Duration: Until Cured or Short Rest 

Finishing Statement: Magic Corrupt 

This spell applies the Corrupted condition (See page 79). A target is defined as a valid creature or 

character. Upon successful casting, the Caster is afflicted with the Corrupted condition at the time of 

casting as well. The Caster cannot call a defense against the Corrupted condition inflicted by this spell. If 

the spell is negated by a valid defense, the caster is still afflicted with the Corrupted condition as 

described previously. 

 

Disrupt Vitae 

Tier 3 

School: Wild 

Duration: Instantaneous 

Finishing Statement: Magic Disrupt Vitae 

This spell will immediately return a Creation to the Dead State. The target will resume its death count 

from where it was stalled when the target was Created by the spell Animate Vitae. 

 

Transfer Condition 

Tier 3 

Schools: Wild 

Duration: Instantaneous 

Finishing Statement: Magic Transfer <Condition> 

With this spell, the caster may remove one of the following conditions from himself or herself and use 

it as an offensive spell:  Corrupted, Cursed, Delayed, Feared, Frailed, Hobbled, Maimed, Rooted, 

Vulnerable, Weakness. In order to use this spell, the caster must be afflicted by the condition and 

follow all rules of spellcasting. 

 

Note:  If the character or creature is able to cast while Silenced, (i.e. under the effects of Absolute 

Focus) they may use this spell to transfer the Silenced condition. The character or creature must still 

follow all rules of this spell and spellcasting.  
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Section 6:  High Magic 
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High Magic Rituals are established and ceremonial rites that produce magical effects far beyond the 

capabilities of Mana that a single caster can produce. These rituals are dangerous to perform and 

require time, patience, and materials to produce the desired effect. These rituals have three (3) 

components to them: Knowledge of the Ritual, Time to cast and form the effect, and Valara Crystals to 

fuel the ritual. Rituals are not guaranteed to succeed and most come with some amount of risk to the 

ritualist if they are not properly prepared. High Magic Rituals come in three types: Invocations, 

Thaumaturgies, and Enchantments. 

 

Invocations are quick rituals that can be performed almost anywhere. They always succeed and 

provide temporary benefits or effects. Thaumaturgies are powerful and broad rituals. However, the 

effects they create do not last and they are not necessarily guaranteed to succeed without assistance. 

Enchantments are the strongest rituals that can empower items with a variety of magical effects that 

can last for years. These rituals require many powerful components and carry the highest risk if not 

properly prepared. 

 

Each ritual has three (3) tiers of power. As a tier is learned by the character, the ritual gains access to 

more powerful options that provide more benefits and/or effects. 

 

All rituals come with a chance to Succeed, Fail, or Succeed with some sort of Mishap. The chance for 

each of these is determined by the type of ritual and the ritual itself. Some rituals are more dangerous 

than others. To determine whether a ritual has succeeded, failed, or mishapped the ritualist must 

make a draw from a bag that contains stones of different colors in the correct ratio as specified by the 

ritual. Crafted items can change the ratio of these stones. 

 

 

Mishaps 

Great magic can sometimes mean great risk; the greater the power of the ritual, the greater the 

chance that something might not go according to plan. All rituals have a chance for what is known as 

a Mishap. Drawing a Mishap Stone means that the ritual was successful (unless otherwise stated), but 

something in the magic was twisted, leaving a detrimental effect on the ritualist’s Soul. A ten (10) 

sided die must be rolled to determine the effect of the mishap. It is impossible to know what might or 

might not cause the ritual to mishap. The table below is the full list of Mishaps. Mishaps are afflictions 

that can only be cured by time, or Resurrection. Duplicate mishaps do not stack with one another 

(unless otherwise stated) and no mishap has a duration longer than the remainder of the event.  
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Roll Result Mishap 

1 
Ritual completes but requires two (2) more Valara Crystals. If the Ritualist fails to 

supply reagents, the ritual fails and all crystals are lost. 

2 Ritualist gains the Vulnerable condition for the duration of the event. 

3 Ritualist gains the Maimed condition (Primary Hand) for the duration of the event. 

4 
The Dead State of the Ritualist is decreased by two (2) minutes for the duration of 

the event. 

5 

Ritual completes, but requires two (2) more Valara Crystals. If the Ritualist fails to 

supply these reagents, the Ritual succeeds and the Ritualist loses ten (10) Health 

Points from their maximum Health Points for the duration of the event. This mishap 

can stack with itself. If the Ritualist’s Health Points Max drops to 0, they must seek 

Resurrection. 

6 Ritualist gains the Reduced effect to all healing for the duration of the event. 

7 
Ritualist is Immune to all magical healing for the duration of the event. Tonics and 

First Aid still function as normal. 

8 Ritualist is Susceptible to the Poison delivery type for the duration of the event. 

9 Ritualist is Susceptible to the Physical delivery type for the duration of the event. 

10 Ritualist is Susceptible to the Magic delivery type for the duration of the event. 

Table 6-1 

 

Invocations 

Invocations are the most straightforward of the three types of Rituals. As a character increases their 

knowledge of each Ritual, they may perform the ritual for longer amounts of time and gain more 

powerful benefits. Every Invocation requires the use of a Ritual Focus to cast and the character must 

Channel to harness the Ritual’s power. 

 

Ritual Focus 

A Ritual Focus can be any item chosen by the character, but it should be something unique and 

meaningful to the individual using it. All Ritual Foci used by the character must be approved at Check-

In at every Castle LARP event in the same way as a weapon or grimoire. 

 

Channeling 

Channeling is the ability to direct the magical energy of the Ritual through a Ritual Focus to perform 

an Invocation. The Ritualist is not required to remain in one place while Channeling and may move 

about during casting. However, the character may not move faster than a slow walk. 
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The act of Channeling is interrupted if the ritualist moves faster than a walk, takes damage or any in-

game effect, uses any defenses, carries on a conversation, or uses any other skill or ability other than 

performing the Invocation ritual. If Channeling is interrupted, the ritual fails and the Valara Crystals 

used in the Invocation are consumed. 

 

How to Cast an Invocation 

In order to cast an Invocation Ritual, the Ritualist must have their Ritual Focus in their hand along with 

a spell packet. Each Invocation has a combat call that must be stated before the Ritual may begin. 

Some Invocations may have additional combat calls as determined by the effect that the Ritual 

provides. Whether sitting still or moving at a slow walk, the casting of this type of Ritual should be 

accompanied by some sort of Roleplay in the form of appropriate gestures, movements, chanting, 

singing, etc.  

 

Upon completion, the Ritualist may either touch cast or throw the spell packet at the target of the 

Invocation. If the touch cast is denied or the spell packet misses the target, the effect of the Invocation 

fails and the Ritualist still expends the required reagents. A duplicate casting of any Invocation Ritual 

overrides the previous casting of that Invocation Ritual. After the completion of the Invocation Ritual, 

all Valara Crystals used for the Ritual must be deposited in the Crafting and Ritual Box as soon as 

possible. 

 

Invocation Description VC Cost Success Fail Mishap 

Condition Resist 
Gain one (1) Resist 

<Condition> 
2 10 0 0 

Destruction 
Destroy magical effects on a 

character or item 
3 10 0 0 

Recharge Item 
Returns charges to an 

enchanted item 
2 10 0 0 

Remove Hex 
Remove the effect of Hexes 

from targets 
1 10 0 0 

Retribution 

Grants a charge of energy that 

will strike out at the target 

upon receiving a Death Blow 

1 10 0 0 

Soul Recovery 
Removes all effects of Soul 

Sickness from a target 
1 10 0 0 

Tarry 

Prevent a target in the Dead 

State from entering the Spirit 

State 

2 10 0 0 

Table 6-2 
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Invocation Descriptions 

 

Condition Resistance 

Cost: Two (2) Valara Crystals 

Draw Bag (Success/Fail/Mishap): 10/0/0 

Duration: Event or Until Used 

 

This Ritual allows the Ritualist to imbue themselves with the ability to resist a specific condition. At the 

end of every one (1) minute spent Channeling, the Ritualist may grant themselves one (1) Resist 

<Condition>. This resist allows the character to resist a condition once (1) per event for each time the 

Ritualist imbues this ability, regardless of delivery type or method. The character may call “Resist 

<Condition>” and the attack will have no effect.  

 

The combat call to begin this ritual is “Beginning Condition Resistance.” At the end of each minute, 

the Ritualist must state “Grant <Condition> Resistance” 

 

Tier 1 – The Ritualist may channel for one (1) minute and grant one (1) Resist <Condition>. 

 

Tier 2 – The Ritualist may channel for up to three (3) minutes, granting a maximum of three (3) Resist 

<Condition>. The chosen <Condition> will apply to all charges. 

 

Tier 3 – The Ritualist may channel for up to five (5) minutes, granting a maximum of five (5) Resist 

<Condition>. The chosen <Condition> will apply to all charges. 
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Destruction 

Cost: Three (3) Valara Crystals 

Draw Bag (Success/Fail/Mishap): 10/0/0 

Duration: Instantaneous 

 

This Ritual is used to destroy magical effects on characters or items. Each one (1) minute spent 

Channeling increases the power of the effect and allows for more heavily enchanted items to be 

destroyed. The amount of power required to destroy a magical item not included in the list below will 

be determined by the Local Plot Team 

The combat call to begin this ritual is “Beginning Destruction”. The Ritualist must remain in contact 

with the target for the duration of the Channeling or the Ritual will fail and the Valara Crystals being 

used will be consumed. At the end of the Ritual, the Ritualist must make a finishing statement as 

noted below. 

 
Tier 1 – The Ritualist may channel for one (1) minute and remove the effects of a Generic Ritual at the 

discretion of the Local Plot Team. This should be plot specific or have no purpose other than extended 

roleplay. This Ritual will not grant any other benefits unless specified by the Local Plot Team 

 

Tier 2 – The Ritualist may channel for two (2) minutes and can remove all Hexes from a target. The 

Finishing Statement is, “Destruction of Hexes Complete.” 

 

Tier 2 – The Ritualist may channel for three (3) minutes and destroy a Ring of Energy. The Finishing 

Statement is “Destruction of Ring of Energy Complete.” 

 

Tier 3 – The Ritualist may channel for four (4) minutes and destroy a Barrier. The Finishing Statement 

is “Destruction of Barrier Complete.” 

 

Tier 3 – The Ritualist may channel for five (5) minutes and remove all magical enchantments and 

effects from an item. The item remains as a mundane, untagged item, but all magic is removed. The 

Finishing Statement is “Destruction of Enchantment Complete.” 
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Recharge Item 

Cost: Two (2) Valara Crystals 

Draw Bag (Success/Fail/Mishap): 10/0/0 

Duration: Until Used 

 

This Ritual returns charges to an enchanted item, one (1) charge at the end of each one (1) minute 

spent Channeling.  

The combat call to begin this Ritual is “Beginning Recharge”. The Ritualist must remain in contact 

with the target for the duration of this Ritual or the Ritual will fail and the Valara Crystals being used 

are consumed. At the end of the Ritual the Ritualist must make the finishing statement, “Recharge 

Complete.” 

Tier 1 – The Ritualist may channel for one (1) minute and return one (1) charge to an item. 

 

Tier 2 – The Ritualist may channel for up to three (3) minutes, returning a maximum of three (3) 

charges to an item. 

 

Tier 3 – The Ritualist may channel for up to five (5) minutes, returning a maximum of five (5) charges 

to an item. 

 

Remove Hex 

Cost: One (1) Valara Crystal 

Draw Bag (Success/Fail/Mishap): 10/0/0 

Duration: Instantaneous 

 

This Ritual allows a Ritualist to remove the effects of Hexes from one or multiple targets, one (1) Hex 

at the end of each one (1) minute spent Channeling. Each one (1) minute spent on this Ritual removes 

one (1) Hex from the same target or from a different target. 

The combat call to begin this Ritual is “Beginning Remove Hex.” At the end of each one (1) minute, 

the Ritualist must state “Remove Hex” 

Tier 1 – The Ritualist may channel for one (1) minute and remove one (1) Hex. 

 

Tier 2 – The Ritualist may channel for up to three (3) minutes, removing a maximum of three (3) 

Hexes. 

 

Tier 3 – The Ritualist may channel for up to five (5) minutes, removing a maximum of five (5) Hexes. 
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Retribution (Self Only) 

Cost: One (1) Valara Crystal 

Draw Bag (Success/Fail/Mishap): 10/0/0 

Duration: Event or Until Used 

 

This Ritual grants the Ritualist a charge of energy that triggers upon receiving a Death Blow.  At the 

end of each one (1) minute spent Channeling, the strength of the charge increases to include other 

benefits to the Ritualist including additional effects and/or increased damage dealt to the target that 

delivered the Death Blow. This damage has no delivery type and cannot be blocked, avoided, or 

defended against by any means. When triggered, only the Ritualist and the target that delivered the 

Death Blow are affected. This Invocation does not stack with the Prime Spell Retaliation. 

The combat call to begin this ritual is “Beginning Retribution”. At the end of the Ritual, The Ritualist 

must make the Finishing Statement “Retribution Complete”. 

Tier 1 – The Ritualist may channel for one (1) minute and provide a charge of energy that will deal 

one hundred fifty (150) points of damage to the target that delivered the Death Blow. Upon completion 

of the Death Blow, the Ritualist must state “Retribution 150”. The Ritualist still takes the Death Blow 

and enters the Dead State. 

Tier 2 – The Ritualist may channel for up to two (2) minutes and provide a charge of energy that will 

deal one hundred fifty (150) points of damage to the target that delivered the Death Blow and prevent 

the Ritualist from entering the Dead State. Upon completion of the Death Blow, the Ritualist must state 

“Retribution 150”. The Ritualist enters the Dying State. If the Ritualist was already in the Dying State, 

it will be as though the Ritualist had just entered that state with the full one (1) minute to receive 

healing. 

Tier 2 – The Ritualist may channel for up to three (3) minutes and provide a charge of energy that will 

deal two hundred (200) points of damage to the target that delivered the Death Blow and prevent the 

Ritualist from entering the Dead State. Upon completion of the Death Blow, the Ritualist must state 

“Retribution 200”. The Ritualist enters the Alive State with One (1) Health Point. 

Tier 3 – The Ritualist may channel for up to four (4) minutes and provide a charge of energy that will 

deal two hundred (200) points of damage to the target that delivered the Death Blow and prevent the 

Ritualist from entering the Dead State. Upon completion of the Death Blow, the Ritualist must state 

“Retribution 200”. The Ritualist enters the Alive State with their Maximum Health Points. 

Tier 3 – The Ritualist may channel for up to five (5) minutes and provide a charge of energy that will 

apply the Death effect (Per the Monster Ability Death pg. 159) to the target that delivered the Death 

Blow and prevent the Ritualist from entering the Dead State. Upon completion of the Death Blow, the 

Ritualist must state “Retribution Death”. This effect has no delivery type and cannot be blocked or 

avoided by any means unless the target is immune to the Death effect. The Ritualist enters the Alive 

State with their Maximum Health Points. 
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Soul Recovery 

Cost: One (1) Valara Crystal 

Draw Bag (Success/Fail/Mishap): 10/0/0 

Duration: Instantaneous 

This Ritual allows the Ritualist to remove all instances of Soul Sickness on a character or creature. At 

the end of every one (1) minute spent Channeling, the Ritualist may remove all instances of Soul 

Sickness on a character or creature.  

The combat call to begin this ritual is “Beginning Soul Recovery.” At the end of each one (1) minute, 

the Ritualist must state “Soul Recovery Complete” and touch the target creature or character.  

 
Tier 1 – The Ritualist may channel for one (1) minute and remove all instances of Soul Sickness from 

one (1) creature or character. 

 

Tier 2 – The Ritualist may channel for up to three (3) minutes and remove all instances of Soul 

Sickness from a maximum of three (3) creatures or characters. 

 

Tier 3 – The Ritualist may channel for up to five (5) minutes and remove all instances of Soul 

Sickness from a maximum of five (5) creatures or characters. 

 

Tarry  

Cost: One (2) Valara Crystals 

Draw Bag (Success/Fail/Mishap): 10/0/0 

Duration: Channel Duration 

 

This ritual allows the ritualist to prolong a target in the Dead state from entering the Spirit state.  Each 

minute spent channeling this ritual lengthens the time before the target enters the Spirit state and seeks 

Resurrection.  

The combat call to begin this ritual is "Tarry Death."  The ritualist must remain in contact with the target 

for the duration of the ritual or the ritual will fail and the Valara Crystals being used are consumed.  At the 

end of the ritual, the ritualist must make the finishing statement "Resume Death."  

 

Tier 1 – The ritualist may channel for one (1) minute.  

 

Tier 2 – The ritualist may channel for up to three (3) minutes.  

 

Tier 3 – The ritualist may channel for up to five (5) minutes.  
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Thaumaturgies 
 
Thaumaturgies are a broad category of Rituals that can produce powerful effects. Because of their 
complex and involved nature, the directed magic has the possibility to twist into a Mishap. As a 
character increases their knowledge of each Ritual, the power of the Ritual expands to provide 
increased benefits and/or effects. Thaumaturgies differ from Invocations in that they may not be 
performed while moving, but must instead be performed within the confines of a Runic Circle. 
 

Runic Circle 

A Runic Circle is an area marked by rope, lights, string, chalk, etc in a rough circle shape. This circle 

may be no smaller than two (2) feet in diameter and no larger than twelve (12) feet in diameter. 

Personalized runic designs or magical script must be drawn along the outer edge of the circle. 

 

How to Cast a Thaumaturgy 

In order to cast a Thaumaturgy Ritual, the Ritualist’s hands must remain within the confines of a Runic 
Circle for the duration of the casting. The required number of Valara Crystals must be either in the 
Ritualist’s hands or within the Runic Circle in some way. It is recommended that the Valara Crystals 
be a part of the appropriate roleplay. This roleplay can include arm / body movement, chanting, 
singing, spoken word, etc. Each Thaumaturgy Ritual has a combat call that must be stated before the 
Ritual may begin and a Finishing Statement once the Ritual is complete. The Runic Circle cannot be 
moved for the duration of the ritual. 
 

Thaumaturgy Rituals are interrupted if the Ritualist’s hands moves outside the Runic Circle, takes 

damage or any in-game effect, use any defenses, the circle moves or is destroyed, carries on a 

conversation, or uses any other skill or ability other than performing the Thaumaturgy Ritual.  If the 

Ritual is interrupted, the Ritual fails, but no Valara Crystals are consumed. If the ritual is completed, all 

Valara Crystals are consumed, even if it fails or mishaps.  After the completion of each Thaumaturgy 

Ritual, the used Valara Crystals should be deposited in the Crafting and Ritual Box as quickly as 

possible.  

 

Thaumaturgy Description VC Cost Success Fail Mishap 

Barrier 
Reinforces a structure to 

keep out unwanted intruders. 
1 10 0 0 

Divination 
Grant insight into a person, 

place, object, or event 
3 3 4 3 

Generic Ritual 

Allows the character to 

perform a generic ritual at 

Plot discretion 

X X X X 

Metamorphosis 
Alter the mind or body of a 

willing target 
7 0 5 5 

Ring of Energy 

Infuses a small area with 

energy that can be used to 

perform various effects 

3 5 0 5 

Safe Journey 

Anchors the ritualist and 

others to specific location for 

future teleportation 

5 1 6 3 

Transcendent 

Words 

Sends a telepathic message 

to a recipient on Valara 
1 5 0 5 
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Table 6-3 

 

Thaumaturgy Descriptions 

 

Barrier 

Cost: One (1) Valara Crystal 

Draw Bag (Success/Fail/Mishap): 10/0/0 

Minimum Ritual Time: Three (3) Minutes 

Duration: Event 

 

This Ritual reinforces a structure to keep out unwanted intruders. Upon the completion of this Ritual, a 

Barrier is constructed that is attuned to the Ritualist. This barrier prevents any other creatures or 

characters from entering unless specifically granted access by an individual attuned to the Barrier. A 

structure is defined as a permanent or semi-permanent building, tent or pavilion. Any other structure 

type that Barrier might be cast upon must be approved by the Local Plot Team.  

 

When casting this Ritual, the Runic Circle must be fully within the structure, touching the inside or 

outside wall of the structure, or have some part of the structure within the Runic Circle, such as a tent 

or pavilion leg. Once the Barrier is cast upon the structure, it cannot be moved, even if the structure 

itself could be. 

 

The combat call to begin this ritual is “Beginning Thaumaturgy: Barrier.” Upon completion of this 

Ritual, the Ritualist must state “Thaumaturgy Complete”. 

 

The basic function of the Barrier is to prevent physical entry by walking into the structure, climbing 

through a window, etc. To allow a creature or character that is not attuned to the Barrier to enter, an 

attuned individual must state “Access Granted”. Creatures or characters inside the Barrier are 

always free to exit the Barrier at any time and cannot be held there. 

Each Tier of this Ritual provides a “slot” to include an additional effect or benefit. The Ritualist must 

choose the additional effect or benefit at the time of casting and this may not be changed once the 

Ritual is completed. The optional effects are as follows: 

• Attune up to five (5) additional characters (this effect may be chosen multiple times.) 

• Prevent teleportation in or out of the Barrier by any creature or character not attuned to the Barrier 

(This must be marked with a “T” on the structure and Arbiter Notes) 

• Creatures or characters within the Barrier may not benefit from a Short or Long Rest unless they 

are attuned to the Barrier 

• A separate Barrier may be applied to a Safe. This Barrier does not grant any additional “slots” for 

effects listed in this section. The Safe must follow all the rules of the spell Ethereal Lock except 

being removed by the spell Dispel. The Barrier on the Safe is “linked” to the Barrier on the main 

structure.  

 

Note:  For the Invocation Destruction, if the Invocation is cast on the Structure Barrier or Safe 

Barrier, both barriers are destroyed. For the shadow skill Shadow Step, one must use the skill 

each time they wish to bypass a Structure Barrier or Safe Barrier. 
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A structure surrounded by a Barrier must indicate the presence of the Thaumaturgy by placing a “B”  

which is at least 6” x 6” at all entry locations. Arbiter notes should include the In-game and Out-of-

game name of the Caster and all attuned as well as the date and time of the casting. Without Arbiter 

Notes which are filled out completely and correctly, this Thaumaturgy will not be active.  

Only one Barrier may be present on a structure at a time. Additional Ritualists do not increase the 

number of slots provided by the Ritual. 

 

Tier 1 – Basic Protection plus one (1) slot. 

 

Tier 2 – Basic Protection plus two (2) slots. 

 

Tier 3 – Basic Protection plus three (3) slots. 

 

Divination 

Cost: Three (3) Valara Crystals 

Draw Bag (Success/Fail/Mishap): 2/5/3 

Minimum Ritual Time: Five (5) Minutes 

Duration: Instantaneous 

 

This Ritual grants the Ritualist a dream or vision that may grant answers or insight in regards to 

people, places, things, or occurrences. Upon completion of this Ritual, the Ritualist must deliver their 

question about a specific topic to the Local Plot Team. The Local Plot Team will review the question 

and provide a response some time during the course of the event. Each Tier of this Ritual provides a 

broader scope in which the Ritualist may seek information. The specific information, depth of 

information, and degree of vagueness or precision is entirely up to the Local Plot Team. The response 

a Ritualist receives may provide a direct answer or may be so vague that it may not seem helpful. 

The Ritual is entirely roleplay driven and at the discretion of the Local Plot Team. Attempts to use this 

Ritual to gain information about a PC will always fail. 

The combat call for this ritual to begin is “Beginning Thaumaturgy: Divination”. When this Ritual is 

completed, the Ritualist must state “Thaumaturgy Complete.” 

Tier 1 – The Ritualist may ask a question regarding past information as it pertains to a single object in 

the Ritualist’s possession or as it pertains to a location in which the Ritual is being performed. 

 

Tier 2 – The Ritualist may ask a question regarding past or present occurrences about a person, 

place, object, or event. The object does not need to be in the Ritualist’s possession and the Ritual 

need not be performed in the specific location being asked about. 

 

Tier 3 – The Ritualist may ask a question about future possibilities in regards to a person, place, 

object, or event. The object does not need to be in the Ritualist’s possession and the Ritual need not 

be performed in the specific location being asked about. 
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Generic Ritual 

Cost: Plot Discretion 

Draw Bag (Success/Fail/Mishap): Plot Discretion 

Minimum Ritual Time: Five (5) Minutes 

Duration: Instantaneous 

 

This Ritual allows the Ritualist to perform a “Generic Ritual” at the discretion of the Local Plot Team. 

The Valara Crystal Cost and Success / Fail / Mishap ratio is determined by the Local Plot Team. This 

ritual should be plot specific or have no purpose other than extended roleplay. This Ritual will not 

grant any other benefits unless specified by the Local Plot Team 

 

Metamorphosis 

Cost: Seven (7) Valara Crystals 

Draw Bag (Success/Fail/Mishap): 0/5/5 

Minimum Ritual Time: Five (5) Minutes 

Duration: Instantaneous 

 

This Ritual allows the Ritualist to alter the mind and/or body of a willing target. Upon completion of this 

Ritual, the target can change their race or re-spend a percentage of their Skill Points. These choices 

are made by the target, not the Ritualist, when the Ritual is completed. 

The combat call to begin this Ritual is “Beginning Thaumaturgy: Metamorphosis.” When the Ritual 

is completed, the Ritualist must state “Thaumaturgy Complete.” Each Tier of this Ritual allows for a 

greater percentage of Skill Points to be reallocated or for the target to change their race. 

Tier 1 – The target may re-spend up to 50% of their Skill Points but may not change their race. 

Tier 2 – The target may re-spend 100% of their Skill Points, including Archetypes, OR the target may 

change their race. 

Tier 3 – The target may re-spend 100% of their Skill Points, change their Archetypes, and change 

their race. This Tier may not be used to change one character into a completely different character; 

only alter the Skill Points, Archetypes, and Race. The character is still the same person they have 

always been. 
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Ring of Energy 

Cost: Three (3) Valara Crystals 

Draw Bag (Success/Fail/Mishap): 5/0/5 

Minimum Ritual Time: Ten (10) Minutes 

Duration: Event 

 

This Ritual allows the Ritualist to infuse a small area with energy that can be used to perform various 

effects. Upon completion of this Ritual, the Ritualist constructs an immobile ring attuned only to the 

Ritualist. 

The combat call to begin this Ritual is “Beginning Thaumaturgy: Ring of Energy.” Upon completion 

of the Ritual, the Ritualist must state, “Thaumaturgy Complete.” 

A Ring of Energy is a small area marked by rope, lights, string, chalk, etc. in the shape of a circle, no 

smaller than two (2) feet in diameter and no larger than four (4) feet in diameter. Multiple Ritualists 

may use the same representation of a Ring of Energy, each with their own special effects. These rings 

do not provide protection and any creature or character may pass through them at will. All Rings of 

Energy give the ability to identify enchanted items. The length of time required to identify these items 

is the time it takes to read the tag, or to get an explanation from the Local Plot Team. Only the 

Ritualists may use Rings of Energy to provide the specific benefits or effects as follows: 

• Magic Healing Breath 30 delivered via Touch 

• Magic Remove <Condition> delivered via Touch. The specific condition must be chosen at the 

time the Ring of Energy is created and it may not be changed once the Ritual is completed. 

• Resurrection. A character in the Spirit State may resurrect in a Ring of Energy that is capable 

of Resurrection. Spirits cannot sense these Rings of Energy. A Spirit only knows of such Rings 

of Energy if the character is aware of them. 

• Magic Shield <Delivery Type> delivered via Touch. The specific <Delivery Type> must be 

chosen at the time the Ring of Energy is created and it may not be changed once the Ritual is 

completed. 

To deliver these effects, the Ritualist must stand within their Ring of Energy and Channel for one (1) 

minute. At the end of each one (1) minute, the Ritualist may deliver the desired effect by touching the 

target and stating the effect. A Ritualist may only deliver one (1) effect at a time. Channeling in this 

way follows all the rules and requirements as described in Invocations. 

Tier 1 – The Ritualist may apply one (1) effect to the Ring of Energy 

 

Tier 2 – The Ritualist may apply up to two (2) effects to the Ring of Energy 

 

Tier 3 – The Ritualist may apply up to three (3) effects to the Ring of Energy 
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Safe Journey 

Cost: Three (3) Valara Crystals 

Draw Bag (Success/Fail/Mishap): 1/6/3 

Minimum Ritual Time: Ten (10) Minutes 

Duration: Event 

 

This Ritual allows the Ritualist to anchor their self and others to a specific location for future 

teleportation. Upon the completion of the Ritual, the location of the Ritual perfumed becomes a “Home 

Point” to which the targets of the Ritual may teleport to at a time of their choosing. 

The combat call to begin this ritual is “Beginning Thaumaturgy: Safe Journey.” Upon completion of 

the Ritual, the Ritualist must state “Thaumaturgy Complete.” 

To use the benefits of this ritual, once during the event in which the Ritual was performed, a target 

may choose to teleport out to their “Home Point” with the combat call “I Teleport One, I Teleport 

Two, I Teleport Three.” If they teleport successfully, they must then go out-of-game and return to the 

designated Home Point. If this count is interrupted, the teleport fails but it is not expended, and the 

target may try to teleport again. The character must be conscious to do this, but may be under the 

effects of Conditions or Hexes. If multiple characters were the targets of this Ritual, they are not 

required to teleport out together. They may go one at a time any time of their choosing. A character 

may only be affected by one instance of this Ritual and any new castings will overwrite the previous 

casting. 

Tier 1 – The Ritualist may only target their self 

 

Tier 2 – The Ritualist may target their self and up to one other character 

 

Tier 3 – The Ritualist may target their self and up to two other characters 
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Transcendent Words 

Cost: One (1) Valara Crystal 

Draw Bag (Success/Fail/Mishap): 5/0/5 

Minimum Ritual Time: Five (5) Minutes 

Duration: Instantaneous 

 

This Ritual allows the Ritualist to deliver one telepathic message to any one target who meets the 

following conditions: The target has a Spirit, the Ritualist has personally met the target, the target is 

not permanently dead, and the target is presently on Valara during the time of casting. 

The message will only reach the target recipient. The target may choose to ignore any Transcendent 

Words that come to them. The target automatically knows the identity of the message sender. Upon 

successful casting of this Ritual, the accompanying Arbiter becomes responsible for delivering the 

message. The time allowed for delivery of the message during the event is two (2) hours. This time 

limit is extendable at the Local Plot Team’s discretion, but must be concluded by the end of the event. 

If Transcendent Words is successful and the recipient receives the message, the target may reply with 

a one (1) word response. 

The combat call to begin this ritual is “Beginning Thaumaturgy: Transcendent Words.” Upon 

completion of the Ritual, the Ritualist must state “Thaumaturgy Complete.” 

 

Tier 1 – The Ritualist may send a message up to ten (10) words in length. 

 

Tier 2 – The Ritualist may send a message up to twenty (20) words in length. 

 

Tier 3 – The Ritualist may send a message up to thirty (30) words in length. 
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Enchantments 

Enchantments are among the most powerful types of Rituals with effects that last long after the Ritual 

has been completed. Because of the strength and complexity of this type of Ritual, the directed magic 

has the possibility to twist into a Mishap, no matter how careful a Ritualist might be during the 

performance of the Ritual. All Enchantment Rituals infuse one or multiple charges into a target item 

that can be used to produce specific effects. Increased knowledge of each Ritual allows for more 

charges to be infused into the target item. 

Like Thaumaturgy Rituals, Enchantment Rituals must be cast within a Runic Circle.  

 

Runic Circles 

A Runic Circle is an area marked by rope, lights, string, chalk, etc. in a rough circle shape, no smaller 
than two (2) feet in diameter and no larger than twelve (12) feet in diameter. Personalized runic 
designs or magical script must be drawn along the outer edge of the circle. 
 

Magic Item Tags 

Because Enchantments augment items beyond the duration of an event, the Ritualist must create a 
temporary tag in the way that Crafters create tags for their crafted items. All information relevant to the 
item must be on the tag: The date it was created, who created it, what the item is, and any special 
properties (i.e. Enchanter Archetype). One physical representation may only have one (1) tag and one 
(1) tag may only reference one (1) physical representation. 

These temporary tags must be turned in at Check-Out at the end of an event and a permanent tag will 

be printed for the character’s use at the next event. Enchanted Items are valid for six (6) Events 

before expiring. Logistics will assign an identification number to each Enchanted Item upon Check-

Out. Logistics will track the number of Events an Enchanted Item has been used. If an Enchanted Item 

is not turned in at Check-Out, the Enchanted Item will be assumed used at every subsequent event 

until it is turned in. 

If an Enchantment is cast upon a target that already has a tag, the new information may simply be 

added to the existing tag. This tag must also be turned in at Check-Out at the end of the event and a 

new permanent tag will be printed for the character’s use at the next event. 
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How to Cast an Enchantment 

Enchantment Rituals require the Ritualist’s hands to remain within the confines of a Runic Circle for 
the duration of the casting. The required number of Valara Crystals must be either in the Ritualists 
hands or in the Runic Circle in some way, though it is highly recommended that the Valara Crystals be 
part of the appropriate roleplay, which can include arm/body movement, chanting, singing, spoken 
word, etc. The Runic Circle cannot be moved for the duration of the ritual. 

Enchantment Rituals are interrupted if the Ritualist’s hands moves outside the Runic Circle, takes 

damage or any in-game effect, use any defenses, the circle moves or is destroyed, carries on a 

conversation, or uses any other skill or ability other than performing the Enchantment Ritual. If the 

Ritual is interrupted, the Ritual fails, but no Valara Crystals are consumed. If the Ritual is completed, 

but fails or mishaps, all Valara Crystals are consumed. After the completion of each Enchantment 

Ritual, the used Valara Crystals should be deposited in the Crafting and Ritual Box as quickly as 

possible. 

An item may only be the target of one Ritual at a time and can never have multiple of the same 

enchantment cast upon it. An item can only have a maximum of five (5) charges, regardless of the 

enchantments cast upon it. Example: An enchanted item can have two (2) charges of Enchant Skill 

<Parry Physical> and three (3) charges of Shroud <Mind>, but cannot have three (3) charges of 

Enchant Skill <Parry Physical> and two (2) charges of Enchant Skill <Vitae Restoration>. 

A character may never have more than three (3) items that have been altered by any Enchantment 

Ritual attuned at one (1) time. Valaran Artifacts count toward this limit. To attune an Enchanted Item, 

the character need only touch the item and the item is attuned immediately as long as the character is 

not at their maximum attuned items, and the item is not presently attuned to another character or 

creature. To de-attune an item, the character may do so at the end of a Short Rest. 

Charges on Enchanted Items are refreshed automatically at the start of an event, but do not regain 

charges during an event except via the Invocation Ritual Recharge Item. 

 

Ritual Description VC Cost Success Fail Mishap 

Aspect Resist Hexes 1-5 2 4 4 

Enchant 

Grimoire 

Use a script that has been 

imprinted on a grimoire 
1-5 2 4 4 

Enchant Skill 
Use a skill that has been imprinted 

on an item 
1-5 2 4 4 

Material 

Amplification 

Expend a charge from the 

enchantment instead of the crafted 

item 

1-5 2 4 4 

Regenerating 

Armor 

Restores armor to its maximum 

number of deflections after sixty 

(60) seconds. 

1-5 2 4 4 

Shroud 
Resist Mind / Body / Soul 

Conditions 
1-5 2 4 4 

Well of Power 
A small reserve of power to fuel 

spells, skills, and other abilities 
1-5 2 4 4 

Table 6-4 
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Enchantment Descriptions 

Aspect 

Cost: One (1) Valara Crystal per Charge 

Draw Bag (Success/Fail/Mishap): 2/4/4 

Minimum Ritual Time: Ten (10) Minutes 

Duration: Six (6) Events 

 

This Ritual applies an effect to a target item that will allow the user to resist a Hex by expending one 

(1) charge from the item. This effect may be used to resist any Hex which would normally affect the 

user. 

 

The combat call to begin this Ritual is “Beginning Enchantment: Aspect.” Upon completion of the 

Ritual, the Ritualist must state, “Enchantment Complete.” 

To use the benefits of the Enchanted Item, the user must state the combat call “Resist Hex”. Each 

Tier of this Ritual allows for more charges to be added to the item. 

Tier 1 – The Ritualist may imbue the target item with one (1) charge. 

 

Tier 2 – The Ritualist may imbue the target item with up to three (3) charges. 

 

Tier 3 – The Ritualist may imbue the target item with up to five (5) charges. 
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Enchant Grimoire 

Cost: One (1) Valara Crystal per Charge 

Draw Bag (Success/Fail/Mishap): 2/4/4 

Minimum Ritual Time: Ten (10) Minutes 

Duration: Six (6) Events 

 

This Ritual applies an effect to a target item that will allow the user to spend a charge and use a script 

that has been imprinted upon the grimoire. The Ritualist can choose between the following scripts: 

Anarchist, Elementalist, and Shielder. The effects of activating a charge will only apply to the 

creature or character that activated the charge while the enchanted grimoire is in the possession of 

the creature or character who activated the charge. 

The combat call to begin this Ritual is “Beginning Enchantment: Enchant Grimoire.” Upon 

completion of the Ritual, the Ritualist must state, “Enchantment Complete.” 

To use the benefits of the enchanted grimoire, the user must use the appropriate combat call for the 

script imbued into the grimoire. 

Anarchist: Upon activation of this script, the user will expend one (1) charge. The script allows the 

user to cast one (1) Magic Consuming Arc 5 at no additional Mana cost within three (3) seconds of 

casting a Wild Consuming Spell. The Consuming Arc 5 deals five (5) damage to a non-undead target 

and heals five (5) Health Points to the caster if the spell hits a valid target. If the spell is negated by a 

valid defense, the caster still receives the healing.  Undead are immune to this spell. This script can 

only be de-activated by the user entering the Dying or Dead State, or the user’s next Short Rest. The 

combat call is “Magic Consuming Arc 5”. 

Elementalist: Upon activation of this script, the user will expend one (1) charge. The script allows the 

user to cast one (1) Magic <Element> Arc 5 at no additional Mana cost within three (3) seconds of 

casting a Prime <Element> Spell. The <Element> of the Arc spell must be the same as the <Element> 

of the original Prime spell. This script can only be de-activated by the user entering the Dying or Dead 

State, or the user’s next Short Rest. The combat call is “Magic <Element> Arc 5.” 

Shielder: Upon activation of this script, the user will expend one (1) charge. The script allows the user 

to cast one (1) Magic Shield <Delivery Type> at no additional Mana cost within three (3) seconds of 

casting a Shield <Delivery Type> spell. The <Delivery Type> of the additional Shield spell must be the 

same as the <Delivery Type> of the original Shield spell. This script can only be de-activated by the 

user entering the Dying or Dead State, or the user’s next Short Rest. The combat call is “Magic 

Shield <Delivery Type>”. 

Tier 1 – The Ritualist may imbue the target grimoire with one (1) charge. 

 

Tier 2 – The Ritualist may imbue the target grimoire with up to three (3) charges. 

 

Tier 3 – The Ritualist may imbue the target grimoire with up to five (5) charges. 
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Enchant Skill 

Cost: One (1) Valara Crystal per Charge 

Draw Bag (Success/Fail/Mishap): 2/4/4 

Minimum Ritual Time: Ten (10) Minutes 

Duration: Six (6) Events 

 

This Ritual applies an effect to a target item that will allow the user to spend a charge and use a skill 

that has been imprinted on the item. The Ritualist may only imbue the target item with any resource 

pool-based skill or spell except for the following: Intrinsic Spells, Transfer Condition, Battle Focus, 

Divine Light, Elemental Storm, Healing Storm, and Chaos Storm. Archetype abilities also cannot be 

enchanted into an item. Enchanting an item with this Ritual requires the Ritualist to know the desired 

skill and expend the appropriate amount of their resource pool in order to imprint the skill onto the 

item. 

The combat call for this ritual to begin is “Beginning Enchantment: Enchant Skill”. When this Ritual 

is completed, the Ritualist must state “Enchantment Complete.” 

To use the benefits of the Enchanted Item, the user must use the appropriate combat call for the 

specific skill imbued in to the item. For Mana based spells, the user does not require an incantation 

and only needs to use the appropriate Finishing Statement for the spell. Using a skill from the item 

does not require the user of the item to expend the appropriate resource pool. Each Tier of this Ritual 

allows for more charges to be added to the item. 

Tier 1 – The Ritualist may imbue the target item with one (1) charge. 

 

Tier 2 – The Ritualist may imbue the target item with up to three (3) charges. 

 

Tier 3 – The Ritualist may imbue the target item with up to five (5) charges. 
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Material Amplification 

Cost: One (1) Valara Crystal per Charge 

Draw Bag (Success/Fail/Mishap): 2/4/4 

Minimum Ritual Time: Ten (10) Minutes 

Duration: Six (6) Events 

 

This Ritual applies an effect to a target Crafted Item that will allow the user to expend a charge from 

the Enchantment rather than using a charge from the Crafted Item itself. This allows for additional 

uses of the types of Crafted Items that have a number of charges and are not instant consumables.  

 

Certain items cannot be combined with Material Amplification: 

 

• Apothecary Recipes 

• Archetype Crafted Items 

• Runestones 

• Shield Treatments 

• Whetstones 

The combat call for this ritual to begin is “Enchantment: Material Amplification”. When this Ritual is 

completed, the Ritualist must state “Enchantment Complete.” 

To use the benefits of the Enchanted Item, the user must use the appropriate combat call for the 

specific item as normal. Each Tier of this Ritual allows for more charges to be added to the item. 

Tier 1 – The Ritualist may imbue the target item with one (1) charge. 

 

Tier 2 – The Ritualist may imbue the target item with up to three (3) charges. 

 

Tier 3 – The Ritualist may imbue the target item with up to five (5) charges. 
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Regenerating Armor 

Cost: One (1) Valara Crystal per Charge 

Draw Bag (Success/Fail/Mishap): 2/4/4 

Minimum Ritual Time: Ten (10) Minutes 

Duration: Six (6) Events 

 

This Ritual applies an effect to a target piece of armor that will allow the user to expend a charge and 

fully restore the suit of armor to its maximum number of deflections. 

The combat call for this ritual to begin is “Beginning Enchantment: Regenerating Armor”. When 

this Ritual is completed, the Ritualist must state “Enchantment Complete.” 

To use the benefits of the Enchanted Item, the user must concentrate for sixty (60) seconds. There is 

no designated combat call, but roleplay is highly encouraged. Each Tier of this Ritual allows for more 

charges to be added to the item. 

Tier 1 – The Ritualist may imbue the target item with one (1) charge. 

 

Tier 2 – The Ritualist may imbue the target item with up to three (3) charges. 

 

Tier 3 – The Ritualist may imbue the target item with up to five (5) charges. 
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Shroud 

Cost: One (1) Valara Crystal per Charge 

Draw Bag (Success/Fail/Mishap): 2/4/4 

Minimum Ritual Time: Ten (10) Minutes 

Duration: Six (6) Events 

 

This Ritual applies an effect to a target item that will allow the user to spend a charge to resist a 

particular group of conditions. The Ritualist must decide the group of conditions at the time of casting 

and it may not be changed after the ritual has been completed. The groups of conditions are 

categorized as Mind, Body, and Soul. The conditions that fall under these categories are: 

 

• Body – Delay, Hobble, Maim, Rooted, Frail 

• Mind – Berserk, Dazed, Feared, Silence, Sleep 

• Soul – Cursed, Weakness, Vulnerable, Paralyzed, Corrupted 

The combat call for this ritual to begin is “Beginning Enchantment: Shroud <Condition 

Category>”. When this Ritual is completed, the Ritualist must state “Enchantment Complete.” 

To use the benefits of the Enchanted Item, the user must use the combat call “Resist <Condition>” 

This resist allows a character to resist a condition once per event for each charge the Ritualist has 

imbued into the target, regardless of the delivery type or method. When used, the specified attack has 

no effect on the user.  

Each Tier of the Ritual allows for more charges to be added to the item. 

Tier 1 – The Ritualist may imbue the target item with one (1) charge. 

 

Tier 2 – The Ritualist may imbue the target item with up to three (3) charges. 

 

Tier 3 – The Ritualist may imbue the target item with up to five (5) charges. 
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Well of Power 

Cost: One (1) Valara Crystal per Charge 

Draw Bag (Success/Fail/Mishap): 2/4/4 

Minimum Ritual Time: Ten (10) Minutes 

Duration: Six (6) Events 

 

This Ritual applies an effect to a target item that grants the user a small reserve of power to fuel 

resource pool based spells and abilities. The item enchanted with this Ritual does not grant new 

abilities to the user and only fuels skill and abilities they already possess. Each charge allows a 

character to use a resource pool based skill or spell without expending the Tenacity, Finesse, Mana, 

or Expertise. The charge is considered the activation cost. The charges of this Ritual do not count as 

an expenditure of a Resource Pool in regards to the conditions and hexes Corrupted, Frailed, and 

Silenced. 

The combat call for this ritual to begin is “Enchantment: Well of Power”. When this Ritual is 

completed, the Ritualist must state “Enchantment Complete.” 

To use the benefits of the Enchanted Item, the user must use the appropriate combat call for the 

specific skill or ability as normal. Each Tier of this Ritual allows for more charges to be added to the 

item. 

Tier 1 – The Ritualist may imbue the target item with one (1) charge. 

 

Tier 2 – The Ritualist may imbue the target item with up to three (3) charges. 

 

Tier 3 – The Ritualist may imbue the target item with up to five (5) charges. 
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Section 7:  The Castle LARP 

Craft and Trade System 
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Tagged Items 

The tag is the game mechanic for specific types of items that exist within the world of Valara.  Castle 
LARP uses what is informally known as a “partially tagless system.” Only special or consumable items 
require a tag for their use within the game world.  Basic items and equipment (weapons, grimoires, 
armor, etc.) do not require tags. Items like rope, chalk, or a compass used for the purposes of 
extended roleplay also do not require tags.   
 
In the case of tagged items, all information relevant to the item will be on the tag:  the date it was 
created, the expiration date, who created it, what the item is, and any special properties. Each 
physical representation may only have one tag and each tag may only reference one physical 
representation. 

If a basic item or piece of equipment (non-tagged item) is affected by a Crumble spell or is destroyed 

through in-game means, that item must be taken to a craftsman who is able to repair items before it 

can be used again. 

 

Valara Crystals, Caps, and Recipes 

Castle LARP Crafting Recipes are divided into three (3) categories – Artisan, Apothecary and 
Smithing.  All Crafting Recipes have three costs: Time, Caps, and Valara Crystals. A Character may 
use their Expertise pool to replace up to half of the Cap cost of a recipe. For odd numbers, round 
down. 

These resources can be used according to crafting recipes to create a wide variety of consumable 

items. All crafted items require time to create. Crafting time can vary based on the type and complexity 

of the finished product.  The time required to craft an item should be spent in roleplay with the 

appropriate tools of the craftsman’s trade.  For example, a smith might work with a makeshift forge or 

anvil, an apothecary might work with mortar and pestle or vials of liquid, and an artisan might work 

with trinkets. 

In order to begin the creation of a crafted item, the craftsman will need to know the appropriate recipe.  

Recipes are purchased with skill points (see page 56 for skill point costs).  Improved versions of Tier 1 

recipes can also be purchased in order to make better and stronger items.  

 

Specialization 

Learning a craft requires time and training and a character is not able to learn every Recipe Valara 
has to offer.  When a character becomes a crafter, before they can purchase their first Recipe, they 
must determine their crafting disciplines as specializations:  Primary, Secondary, and Tertiary 
specializations. 

• A Crafter is able to craft Tier 1, Tier 2, and Tier 3 Recipes of any Recipe that falls under their 

chosen Primary <Specialization> 

• A Crafter is only able to craft Tier 1 and Tier 2 Recipes of any Recipe that falls under their 

chosen Secondary <Specialization> 

• A Crafter is only able to craft Tier 1 Recipes of any Recipe that falls under their chosen Tertiary 

<Specialization> 
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Below is a quick reference table for which Recipes below to which <Specialization> 

 

Smithing Apothecary Artisan 

Armor Enhancement Healing Tonic Artifices 

Item Reinforcement Liquid Heroism Elemental Rune 

Repair Item Mutagen Locks 

Shield Treatment Poison Coating Lock Picks 

Slayer’s Weight Skill Tonic Skill Stabilizer 

Whetstone Utility Tonic Runestones 

--------------------------- -------------------- Weapon Talisman 

Table 7-1 

The Process of Crafting 

When a craftsman is ready to sit down and create a crafted item, they should have the following items: 
the appropriate raw reagents for the recipe, a physical representation for the finished item, any props 
that the craftsman might need or want for roleplay, a Crafting Sheet and 3”x 5” index cards for the 
creation of temporary tags. 

The time required for a recipe must be spent in roleplay that is fitting to the type of item that is being 

created.  During this time, a crafter may use no other in-game skills.  Once the appropriate amount of 

time has passed and the item has been created, the crafter must fill out a Crafting Sheet (available 

from Logistics or the Castle LARP website) that will note the crafting player’s name, the crafting 

character’s name, the item that was created, the date it was crafted and a list of the raw reagents and 

coin (if applicable) that were consumed. 

The crafter will then use a 3”x 5” index card to create a temporary tag for the item.  This tag should 

include the name of the item, the name of the character that crafted the item, the date it was created 

and the date it will expire. All crafted items have duration of one (1) year or until used, whichever 

comes first. 

Some crafted items have effects that last until a Short Rest. The Short Rest needed is determined by 

the first character or creature that uses the effects of the crafted item. If the creature or character has 

used the effects of the crafted item and then gives the item to another creature or character, the 

applied effects immediately end. Creatures or characters can still apply crafted items and pass them 

to other creatures or characters. It is only once the crafted item is used in which that crafted item 

cannot be passed to another creature or character without ending the effects of the crafted item. 

Example: Player A activates a charge of a crafted item and passes it to Player B. The effects of the 

charge end immediately, once in possession of Player B. 

When the crafting has been completed, the crafter will deposit the reagent tags, any coin, and the 

Crafting Sheet in the Crafting Box which is normally located in the tavern. 
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Using a Crafted Item 

Any Recipe that applies an effect to an item (an application) requires sixty (60) seconds of roleplay to 

apply. For Recipes that are not applications (such as tonics), the effects are bestowed on a three 

count.  For example, “I drink one, I drink two, I drink three.” 

A Charge is defined as a use of a crafted item. Characters or creatures expend one (1) charge to use 

a crafted item. Once a crafted item has expended all of it’s charges, the character or creature must rip 

the tag in half and discard it. 

Note:  Only one skill which uses Expertise can be used per charge of an item. Example: a crafter 

applying a whetstone, cannot use Hasten and With Gusto at the same time for a charge of the 

whetstone. 

 

Crafting Recipe List 

Table 7-2 

Table 7-3 

  

Aptitude Recipe Name 
Time Required 

(minutes) 
Caps Valara Crystals 

Create Generic Item  Variable  Variable  Variable  

Archetype Recipe Name 
Time Required 

(minutes) 
Caps Valara Crystals 

Cure-All Tonic  15  30 3 

Armor Kit of the Indomitable  15  30  3  

Magical Amplifier  15  30 3 
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Table 7-4 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 7-5  

Artisan  Recipe Name 
Time Required 

(minutes) 
Caps Valara Crystals 

Artifice Tier 1 3 5 -- 
Artifice, Tier 2  5 10 -- 
Artifice, Tier 3  10 15 1 
Elemental Rune, Tier 1 3 5 -- 
Elemental Rune, Tier 2 5 10 -- 
Elemental Rune, Tier 3 10 15 1 
Lock, Tier 1  3 5 -- 
Lock, Tier 2  5 10 -- 
Lock, Tier 3  10 15 1 
Lock Picks, Tier 1 3 5 -- 
Lock Picks, Tier 2 5 10 -- 
Lock Picks, Tier 3 10 15 1 
Skill Stabilizer, Tier 1 3 5 -- 
Skill Stabilizer, Tier 2  5 10 -- 
Skill Stabilizer, Tier 3  10 15 1 
Runestones, Tier 1  3 5 -- 
Runestones, Tier 2  5 10 -- 
Runestones, Tier 3  10 15 1 
Weapon Talisman, Tier 1 3 5 -- 
Weapon Talisman, Tier 2 5 10 -- 
Weapon Talisman, Tier 3  10 15 1 

Apothecary Recipe Name 
Time Required 

(minutes) 
Caps Valara Crystals 

Healing Tonic, Tier 1 3 5 -- 
Healing Tonic, Tier 2  5 10 -- 
Healing Tonic, Tier 3  10 15 1 
Liquid Heroism, Tier 1 3 5 -- 
Liquid Heroism, Tier 2 5 10 -- 
Liquid Heroism, Tier 3 10 15 1 
Mutagen, Tier 1 3 5 -- 
Mutagen, Tier 2 5 10 -- 
Mutagen, Tier 3 10 15 1 
Poison Coating, Tier 1  3 5 -- 
Poison Coating, Tier 2 5 10 -- 
Poison Coating, Tier 3  10 15 1 
Skill Tonic, Tier 1 3 5 -- 
Skill Tonic, Tier 2  5 10 -- 
Skill Tonic, Tier 3  10 15 1 
Utility Tonics, Tier 1 3 5 -- 
Utility Tonics, Tier 2  5 10 -- 
Utility Tonics, Tier 3 10 15 1 
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Table 7-6 

  

Smithing Recipe Name 
Time Required 

(minutes) 
Caps Valara Crystals 

Armor Enhancement, Tier 1 3 5 -- 
Armor Enhancement, Tier 2 5 10 -- 
Armor Enhancement, Tier 3 10 15 1 
Item Reinforcement, Tier 1 3 5 -- 
Item Reinforcement, Tier 2 5 10 -- 
Item Reinforcement, Tier 3 10 15 1 
Repair, Tier 1 3 5 -- 
Repair, Tier 2  5 10 -- 
Repair, Tier 3 10 15 1 
Shield Treatment, Tier 1  3 5 -- 
Shield Treatment, Tier 2  5 10 -- 
Shield Treatment, Tier 3  10 15 1 
Slayer's Weight, Tier 1  3 5 -- 
Slayer's Weight, Tier 2  5 10 -- 
Slayer's Weight, Tier 3  10 15 1 
Whetstone, Tier 1  3 5 -- 
Whetstone, Tier 2 5 10 -- 
Whetstone, Tier 3  10 15 1 
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Recipe Descriptions 

General Recipes 

 

Create Generic Item 

Specialty: Aptitude 

Time to Create: Variable 

Cap Cost: Variable 

Valara Crystal Cost: Variable 

 
This Recipe is a generic recipe for creating mundane / basic items, for which a recipe does not 
already exist. These items should be plot determined or have no purpose other than extended 
roleplay. The costs and time to create for these items are entirely up to the Local Plot Team. These 
items will not grant any other benefits, unless specifically stated by the Local Plot Team. 

 

Archetype Recipes 

 

Armor Kit of the Indomitable 

Specialty: Archetype 

Time to Create: Fifteen (15) Minutes 

Cap Cost: Thirty (30) 

Valara Crystal Cost: Three (3) 

This recipe creates a kit that is applied to a suit of armor that provides five (5) charges of the “Armor 

Kit” combat call. This kit can only be applied to a suit of armor that includes torso coverage or at least 

four (4) locations covered. This kit will allow the wearer to deflect any damage or condition from all 

delivery types. This does not include Hexes. This effect ends when the kit expends all charges and/or 

the end of the event. 

 

Cure All Tonic 

Specialty: Archetype 

Time to Create: Fifteen (15) Minutes 

Cap Cost: Thirty (30) 

Valara Crystal Cost: Three (3) 

This Recipe brews a tonic that will grant the target a Vitae Restoration, Remove Ailment <Body>, 

Remove Ailment <Mind>, Remove Ailment <Soul>, as well as heal the recipient to their maximum 

health points. This tonic has one (1) charge. 
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Magical Amplifier 

Specialty: Archetype 

Time to Create: Fifteen (15) Minutes 

Cap Cost: Thirty (30) 

Valara Crystal Cost: Three (3) 

 

This recipe creates an item that reduces the cost of all non-intrinsic spells to one (1) Mana. The spells 

full Incantation must be used for this item’s effect to work. During the time that the item is active, the 

caster is susceptible to the Magic delivery type. The Magical Amplifier must be physically represented, 

have at least one dimension greater than 3”, and can be Crumbled. The item lasts until dismissed, a 

Short Rest, or the caster entering the Dead/Dying state. This amplifier has one (1) charge. 
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Apothecary Recipes 

 

Healing Tonic, Tier 1 

Specialty: Apothecary 

Time to Create: Three (3) Minutes 

Cap Cost: Five (5) 

Valara Crystal Cost: None 

This Recipe brews a tonic that will heal five (5) Health Points, but will not exceed a character or 

creature’s maximum Health Points. This tonic has one (1) charge. 

 

Healing Tonic, Tier 2 

Specialty: Apothecary 

Time to Create: Five (5) Minutes 

Cap Cost: Ten (10) 

Valara Crystal Cost: None 

This Recipe brews a tonic that will heal twenty-five (25) Health Points, but will not exceed a character 

or creature’s maximum Health Points. This tonic has one (1) charge. 

 

Healing Tonic, Tier 3 

Specialty: Apothecary 

Time to Create: Ten (10) Minutes 

Cap Cost: Fifteen (15) 

Valara Crystal Cost: One (1) 

This Recipe brews a tonic that will heal fifty (50) Health Points, but will not exceed a character or 

creature’s maximum Health Points. This tonic has one (1) charge. 

 

Liquid Heroism, Tier 1 

Specialty: Apothecary 

Time to Create: Three (3) Minutes 

Cap Cost: Five (5) 

Valara Crystal Cost: None 

This Recipe brews a tonic that will grant the target one (1) Resist Fear. The effects last until used, or 

until a Short Rest. This tonic has one (1) charge. 
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Liquid Heroism, Tier 2 

Specialty: Apothecary 

Time to Create: Five (5) Minutes 

Cap Cost: Ten (10) 

Valara Crystal Cost: None 

This Recipe brews a tonic that will grant the target three (3) Resist Fear. The effects last until used, or 

until a Short Rest. This tonic has one (1) charge. 

 

Liquid Heroism, Tier 3 

Specialty: Apothecary 

Time to Create: Ten (10) Minutes 

Cap Cost: Fifteen (15) 

Valara Crystal Cost: One (1) 

This Recipe brews a tonic that will grant the target five (5) Resist Fear. The effects last until used, or 

until a Short Rest. This tonic has one (1) charge. 

 

Mutagen, Tier 1 

Specialty: Apothecary 

Time to Create: Three (3) Minutes 

Cap Cost: Five (5) 

Valara Crystal Cost: None 

This Recipe concocts a vial of ichor that will grant the target one (1) Resist <Delivery Type> (Physical 

/ Poison / Magic). While under the effects of this item, the user is Susceptible to the Berserked 

condition. The effects of this item last until all Resists are used, or until a Short Rest. The Delivery 

Type is chosen at time of creation. A target can only be affected by one (1) Mutagen at a time. This 

vial has one (1) charge. 

 

Mutagen, Tier 2 

Specialty: Apothecary 

Time to Create: Five (5) Minutes 

Cap Cost: Ten (10) 

Valara Crystal Cost: None 

This Recipe concocts a vial of ichor that will grant the target three (3) Resist <Delivery Type> 

(Physical / Poison / Magic). While under the effects of this item, the user is Susceptible to the 

Berserked condition. The effects of this item last until all Resists are used, or until a Short Rest. The 

Delivery Type is chosen at time of creation. A target can only be affected by one (1) Mutagen at a 

time. This vial has one (1) charge. 
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Mutagen, Tier 3 

Specialty: Apothecary 

Time to Create: Ten (10) Minutes 

Cap Cost: Fifteen (15) 

Valara Crystal Cost: One (1) 

This Recipe concocts a vial of ichor that will grant the target five (5) Resist <Delivery Type> (Physical / 

Poison / Magic). While under the effects of this item, the user is Susceptible to the Berserked 

condition. The effects of this item last until all Resists are used, or until a Short Rest. The Delivery 

Type is chosen at time of creation. A target can only be affected by one (1) Mutagen at a time. This 

vial has one (1) charge. 

 

Poison Coating, Tier 1 

Specialty: Apothecary 

Time to Create: Three (3) Minutes 

Cap Cost: Five (5) 

Valara Crystal Cost: None 

This Recipe concocts a vial of fluid that changes the delivery type of a weapon to Poison until the next 

Short Rest. This item has one (1) charge. This Delivery Type cannot be switched back until the effects 

expire. 

 

Poison Coating, Tier 2 

Specialty: Apothecary 

Time to Create: Five (5) Minutes 

Cap Cost: Ten (10) 

Valara Crystal Cost: None 

This Recipe concocts a vial of fluid that changes the delivery type of a weapon to Poison until the next 

Short Rest. This item has three (3) charges. This Delivery Type cannot be switched back until the 

effects expire. 

 

Poison Coating, Tier 3 

Specialty: Apothecary 

Time to Create: Ten (10) Minutes 

Cap Cost: Fifteen (15) 

Valara Crystal Cost: One (1) 

This Recipe concocts a vial of fluid that changes the delivery type of a weapon to Poison until the next 

Short Rest. This item has five (5) charges. This Delivery Type cannot be switched back until the 

effects expire. 
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Skill Tonic, Tier 1 

Specialty: Apothecary 

Time to Create: Three (3) Minutes 

Cap Cost: Five (5) 

Valara Crystal Cost: None 

This Recipe creates a tonic that when used restores ten <10> resources to a Resource Pool 

(Tenacity, Finesse, Mana, Expertise). The Resource is chosen at time of creation. A target can only 

be affected by a Skill Tonic once per Long Rest, regardless of the Pool replenished. This tonic has 

one (1) charge. 

 

Skill Tonic, Tier 2 

Specialty: Apothecary 

Time to Create: Five (5) Minutes 

Cap Cost: Ten (10) 

Valara Crystal Cost: None 

This Recipe creates a tonic that when used restores twenty <20> resources to a Resource Pool 

(Tenacity, Finesse, Mana, Expertise). The Resource is chosen at time of creation. A target can only 

be affected by a Skill Tonic once per Long Rest, regardless of the Pool replenished. This tonic has 

one (1) charge. 

 

Skill Tonic, Tier 3 

Specialty: Apothecary 

Time to Create: Ten (10) Minutes 

Cap Cost: Fifteen (15) 

Valara Crystal Cost: One (1) 

This Recipe creates a tonic that when used restores thirty <30> to a Resource Pool (Tenacity, 

Finesse, Mana, Expertise). The Resource is chosen at time of creation. A target can only be affected 

by a Skill Tonic once per Long Rest, regardless of the Pool replenished. This tonic has one (1) charge. 

 

Utility Tonic, Tier 1 

Specialty: Apothecary 

Time to Create: Three (3) Minutes 

Cap Cost: Five (5) 

Valara Crystal Cost: None 

This Recipe brews one of the following tonics: Anti-Magic, Anti-Poison, or Stoneskin. This tonic grants 

the user one Shield of the appropriate Type (Magic, Poison, Physical respectively) until the defense is 

used or the user takes a Short Rest. This Shield  functions as the Shield <Delivery Type> spell. This 

tonic has one (1) charge. 
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Utility Tonic, Tier 2 

Specialty: Apothecary 

Time to Create: Five (5) Minutes 

Cap Cost: Ten (10) 

Valara Crystal Cost: None 

This Recipe brews one of the following tonics: Remove Mind, Remove Body, or Remove Soul. This 

tonic functions the same as the spell Remove Ailment. The <Condition Category> is chosen at time of 

creation.  This tonic has one (1) charge. 

 

Utility Tonic, Tier 3 

Specialty: Apothecary 

Time to Create: Ten (10) Minutes 

Cap Cost: Fifteen (15) 

Valara Crystal Cost: One (1) 

This Recipe brews the following tonic: Adrenaline Tonic. Adrenaline Tonic immediately grants the 

target the benefits of a Short Rest. Activated charges from crafted items or enchanted items, as well 

as spells, are not removed from using this tonic. A target can only benefit from this tonic once per 

Long Rest. This tonic has one (1) charge. 
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Artisan Recipes 

 

Artifice, Tier 1 

Specialty: Artisan 

Time to Create: Three (3) Minutes 

Cap Cost: Five (5) 

Valara Crystal Cost: None 

This Recipe creates an item that allows the user to throw a spell packet for “Magic <Element> 10” 

The element is chosen at time of item creation. Any item, tagged or not, can be made into an Artifice, 

as long as at least one dimension is greater than 3”. A user can only have five (5) Artifices attuned to 

them at once time, and a Short Rest is required to attune others. This item has one (1) charge. 

 

Artifice, Tier 2 

Specialty: Artisan 

Time to Create: Five (5) Minutes 

Cap Cost: Ten (10) 

Valara Crystal Cost: None 

 

This Recipe creates an item that allows the user to throw a spell packet for “Magic <Element> 10” 

The element is chosen at time of item creation. Any item, tagged or not, can be made into an Artifice, 

as long as at least one dimension is greater than 3”. A user can only have five (5) Artifices attuned to 

them at once time, and a Short Rest is required to attune others. This item has three (3) charges. 

 

Artifice, Tier 3 

Specialty: Artisan 

Time to Create: Ten (10) Minutes 

Cap Cost: Fifteen (15) 

Valara Crystal Cost: One (1) 

This Recipe creates an item that allows the user to throw a spell packet for “Magic <Element> 10” 

The element is chosen at time of item creation. Any item, tagged or not, can be made into an Artifice, 

as long as at least one dimension is greater than 3”. A user can only have five (5) Artifices attuned to 

them at once time, and a Short Rest is required to attune others. This item has five (5) charges. 

 

Elemental Rune, Tier 1 

Specialty: Artisan 

Time to Create: Three (3) Minutes 

Cap Cost: Five (5) 

Valara Crystal Cost: None 

This recipe allows the crafter to create a Rune that is applied to a weapon. The Rune is attuned to a 

single element chosen at time of creation and will add the element’s <composition> to the damage call 

of the weapon. The effect of the Rune lasts until the target takes a Short Rest. The <Composition> 

cannot be suppressed.  This item has one (1) charge. 
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Elemental Rune, Tier 2 

Specialty: Artisan 

Time to Create: Five (5) Minutes 

Cap Cost: Ten (10) 

Valara Crystal Cost: None 

This recipe allows the crafter to create a Rune that is applied to a weapon. The Rune is attuned to a 

single element chosen at time of creation and will add the element’s <composition> to the damage call 

of the weapon. The effect of the Rune lasts until the target takes a Short Rest. The <Composition> 

cannot be suppressed.  This item has three (3) charges. 

 

Elemental Rune, Tier 3 

Specialty: Artisan 

Time to Create: Ten (10) Minutes 

Cap Cost: Fifteen (15) 

Valara Crystal Cost: One (1) 

This recipe allows the crafter to create a Rune that is applied to a weapon. The Rune is attuned to a 

single element chosen at time of creation and will add the element’s <composition> to the damage call 

of the weapon. The effect of the Rune lasts until the target takes a Short Rest. The <Composition> 

cannot be suppressed.  This item has five (5) charges. 

 

Lock, Tier 1 

Specialty: Artisan 

Time to Create: Three (3) Minutes 

Cap Cost: Five (5) 

Valara Crystal Cost: None 

This Recipe creates a basic lock. The stones for picking this lock are: Six (6) White, Four (4) Black. 

This item requires a physical representation of a lock. This item requires the Pick Locks skill (or 

appropriate key) to unlock. 

 

Lock, Tier 2 

Specialty: Artisan 

Time to Create: Five (5) Minutes 

Cap Cost: Ten (10) 

Valara Crystal Cost: None 

This Recipe creates an improved lock. The stones for picking this lock are: Four (4) White, Six (6) 

Black. This item requires a physical representation of a lock. This item requires the Pick Locks skill (or 

appropriate key) to unlock. 
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Lock, Tier 3 

Specialty: Artisan 

Time to Create: Ten (10) Minutes 

Cap Cost: Fifteen (15) 

Valara Crystal Cost: One (1) 

This Recipe creates a superior lock. The stones for picking this lock are: Zero (0) White, Ten (10) 

Black. This item requires a physical representation of a lock. This item requires the Pick Locks skill (or 

appropriate key) to unlock. 

 

Lock Pick, Tier 1 

Specialty: Artisan 

Time to Create: Three (3) Minutes 

Cap Cost: Five (5) 

Valara Crystal Cost: None 

This Recipe creates a set of basic lock picks. This tool can be used to pick a lock. These tools 

crumble when the user fails to pick a lock with these tools. 

 

Lock Pick, Tier 2 

Specialty: Artisan 
Time to Create: Five (5) Minutes 
Cap Cost: Ten (10) 
Valara Crystal Cost: None 

This Recipe creates a set of improved lock picks. This tool can be used to pick a lock. The use of 

these tools will replace two (2) Black stones with two (2) White stones when attempting to pick a lock. 

These tools crumble when the user fails to pick a lock with these tools. 

 

Lock Pick, Tier 3 

Specialty: Artisan 

Time to Create: Ten (10) Minutes 

Cap Cost: Fifteen (15) 

Valara Crystal Cost: One (1) 

This Recipe creates a set of superior lock picks. This tool can be used to pick a lock. The use of these 

tools will replace four (4) Black stones with four (4) White stones when attempting to pick a lock. 

These tools do not crumble when the user fails to pick a lock with these tools. 
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Runestones, Tier 1 

Specialty: Artisan 

Time to Create: Three (3) Minutes 

Cap Cost: Five (5) 

Valara Crystal Cost: None 

This Recipe creates a set of basic runestones used for High Magic Rituals that will allow the Ritualist 

to change any two (2) stones in the draw bag to any other color(s). These runestones have one (1) 

charge. 

 

Runestones, Tier 2 

Specialty: Artisan 

Time to Create: Five (5) Minutes 

Cap Cost: Ten (10) 

Valara Crystal Cost: None 

This Recipe creates a set of improved runestones used for High Magic Rituals that will allow the 

Ritualist to change any four (4) stones in the draw bag to any other color(s). These runestones have 

one (1) charge. 

 

Runestones, Tier 3 

Specialty: Artisan 

Time to Create: Ten (10) Minutes 

Cap Cost: Fifteen (15) 

Valara Crystal Cost: One (1) 

This Recipe creates a set of improved runestones used for High Magic Rituals that will allow the 

Ritualist to change any ten (10) stones in the draw bag to any other color(s). These runestones have 

one (1) charge. 

 

Skill Stabilizer, Tier 1 

Specialty: Artisan 

Time to Create: Three (3) Minutes 

Cap Cost: Five (5) 

Valara Crystal Cost: None 

This Recipe creates an item that allows a character to do the following: Continue Channeling or 

maintain Concentration while taking Health Point damage that would otherwise interrupt these actions; 

Allow the character to move as fast as they’d like during Concentration and Channeling. The Skill 

Stabilizer must be physically represented by an object that has at least one dimension greater than 3”. 

This item can be crumbled. This item ends if the target enters the Dying or Dead State or until a Short 

Rest. This item has one (1) charge. 
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Skill Stabilizer, Tier 2 

Specialty: Artisan 

Time to Create: Five (5) Minutes 

Cap Cost: Ten (10) 

Valara Crystal Cost: None 

This Recipe creates an item that allows a character to do the following: Continue Channeling or 

maintain Concentration while taking Health Point damage that would otherwise interrupt these actions; 

Allow the character to move as fast as they’d like during Concentration and Channeling. The Skill 

Stabilizer must be physically represented by an object that has at least one dimension greater than 3”. 

This item can be crumbled. This item ends if the target enters the Dying or Dead State or until a Short 

Rest. This item has three (3) charges. 

 

Skill Stabilizer, Tier 3 

Specialty: Artisan 

Time to Create: Ten (10) Minutes 

Cap Cost: Fifteen (15) 

Valara Crystal Cost: One (1) 

This Recipe creates an item that allows a character to do the following: Continue Channeling or 

maintain Concentration while taking Health Point damage that would otherwise interrupt these actions; 

Allow the character to move as fast as they’d like during Concentration and Channeling. The Skill 

Stabilizer must be physically represented by an object that has at least one dimension greater than 3”. 

This item can be crumbled. This item ends if the target enters the Dying or Dead State or until a Short 

Rest. This item has five (5) charges. 

 

Weapon Talisman, Tier 1 

Specialty: Artisan 

Time to Create: Three (3) Minutes 

Cap Cost: Five (5) 

Valara Crystal Cost: None 

This Recipe creates a talisman that will add the <Iron, Silver, Gold> Composition to any weapon. This 

effect lasts until the user’s Short Rest. The Composition cannot be suppressed. This item has one (1) 

charge. 
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Weapon Talisman, Tier 2 

Specialty: Artisan 

Time to Create: Five (5) Minutes 

Cap Cost: Ten (10) 

Valara Crystal Cost: None 

This Recipe creates a talisman that will add the <Iron, Silver, Gold> Composition to any weapon. This 

effect lasts until the user’s Short Rest. The Composition cannot be suppressed. This item has three 

(3) charges. 

 

Weapon Talisman, Tier 3 

Specialty: Artisan 

Time to Create: Ten (10) Minutes 

Cap Cost: Fifteen (15) 

Valara Crystal Cost: One (1) 

This Recipe creates a talisman that will add the <Iron, Silver, Gold> Composition to any weapon. This 

effect lasts until the user’s Short Rest. The Composition cannot be suppressed. This item has five (5) 

charges. 
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Smithing Recipes 

 

Armor Enhancement, Tier 1 

Specialty: Smithing 

Time to Create: Three (3) Minutes 

Cap Cost: Five (5) 

Valara Crystal Cost: None 

This Recipe creates an item that can be applied to a suit of armor, increasing the number of 

Deflections by one (1) until used or the users next Short Rest. A suit of armor may only be affected by 

one Armor Enhancement per Short Rest. This item as one (1) charge. 

 

Armor Enhancement, Tier 2 

Specialty: Smithing 

Time to Create: Five (5) Minutes 

Cap Cost: Ten (10) 

Valara Crystal Cost: None 

This Recipe creates an item that can be applied to a suit of armor, increasing the number of 

Deflections by three (3) until used or the users next Short Rest. A suit of armor may only be affected 

by one Armor Enhancement per Short Rest. This item as one (1) charge. 

 

Armor Enhancement, Tier 3 

Specialty: Smithing 

Time to Create: Ten (10) Minutes 

Cap Cost: Fifteen (15) 

Valara Crystal Cost: One (1) 

This Recipe creates an item that can be applied to a suit of armor, increasing the number of 

Deflections by five (5) until used or the users next Short Rest. A suit of armor may only be affected by 

one Armor Enhancement per Short Rest. This item as one (1) charge. 

 

Item Reinforcement, Tier 1 

Specialty: Smithing 

Time to Create: Three (3) Minutes 

Cap Cost: Five (5) 

Valara Crystal Cost: None 

This Recipe creates a reinforcement that is applied to an item. This Reinforcement will give the item 

one (1) Resist Crumble that lasts until used and/or the end of the event. This reinforcement has one 

(1) charge. 
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Item Reinforcement, Tier 2 

Specialty: Smithing 

Time to Create: Five (5) Minutes 

Cap Cost: Ten (10) 

Valara Crystal Cost: None 

This Recipe creates a reinforcement that is applied to an item. This Reinforcement will give the item 

three (3) Resist Crumble that lasts until used and/or the end of the event. This reinforcement has one 

(1) charge. 

 

Item Reinforcement, Tier 3 

Specialty: Smithing 

Time to Create: Ten (10) Minutes 

Cap Cost: Fifteen (15) 

Valara Crystal Cost: One (1) 

This Recipe creates a reinforcement that is applied to an item. This Reinforcement will give the item 

five (5) Resist Crumble that lasts until used and/or the end of the event. This reinforcement has one 

(1) charge. 

 

Repair Item, Tier 1 

Specialty: Smithing 

Time to Create: Three (3) Minutes 

Cap Cost: Five (5) 

Valara Crystal Cost: None 

This Recipe allows a craftsman to repair one (1) crumbled item or restore one (1) Deflection to a suit 

of armor. Armor can only be affected by Repair Item (any tier) once per Short Rest. This requires sixty 

(60) seconds of roleplay. 

 

Repair Item, Tier 2 

Specialty: Smithing 

Time to Create: Five (5) Minutes 

Cap Cost: Ten (10) 

Valara Crystal Cost: None 

 

This Recipe creates a kit with one (1) charge that allows anyone to apply Repair Item Tier 1 to any 

crumbled item or a suit of armor. The kit requires a physical representation that should be no smaller 

than 3”x3”x1” in dimension. This Recipe can also be used to repair one (1) crumbled item and/or restore 

three (3) Deflections to a suit of armor. Armor can only be affected by Repair Item (any tier) once per 

Short Rest. This requires sixty (60) seconds of roleplay (for Kit or Repair).  
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Repair Item, Tier 3 

Specialty: Smithing 

Time to Create: Ten (10) Minutes 

Cap Cost: Fifteen (15) 

Valara Crystal Cost: One (1) 

 

This Recipe allows a craftsman to repair one (1) crumbled item and/or restore all Deflections to a suit of 

armor. This Repair restores enchantments and applied item effects that were on the item at the time it 

was crumbled. Armor can only be affected by Repair Item (any tier) once per Short Rest. This requires 

sixty (60) seconds of roleplay. 

 

Shield Treatment, Tier 1 

Specialty: Smithing 

Time to Create: Three (3) Minutes 

Cap Cost: Five (5) 

Valara Crystal Cost: None 

 

This Recipe creates an item that is applied to a shield. This item grants the wielder of the shield one (1) 

Resist <Delivery Type> (Physical, Poison, Magic) until used, or the wielder’s next Short Rest. A shield 

may only be affected by one (1) Shield Treatment at a time. This item has one (1) charge. 

 

Shield Treatment, Tier 2 

Specialty: Smithing 

Time to Create: Five (5) Minutes 

Cap Cost: Ten (10) 

Valara Crystal Cost: None 

 

This Recipe creates an item that is applied to a shield. This item grants the wielder of the shield three (3) 

Resist <Delivery Type> (Physical, Poison, Magic) until used, or the wielder’s next Short Rest. A shield 

may only be affected by one (1) Shield Treatment at a time. This item has one (1) charge. 

 

Shield Treatment, Tier 3 

Specialty: Smithing 

Time to Create: Ten (10) Minutes 

Cap Cost: Fifteen (15) 

Valara Crystal Cost: One (1) 

 

This Recipe creates an item that is applied to a shield. This item grants the wielder of the shield five (5) 

Resist <Delivery Type> (Physical, Poison, Magic) until used, or the wielder’s next Short Rest. A shield 

may only be affected by one (1) Shield Treatment at a time. This item has one (1) charge. 
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Slayer’s Weight, Tier 1 

Specialty: Smithing 

Time to Create: Three (3) Minutes 

Cap Cost: Five (5) 

Valara Crystal Cost: None 

This Recipe creates a weight that is applied to a weapon. This weight will allow the wielder of the 

weapon to double the damage of one (1) weapon-based attack with the Physical Delivery Type. This 

does not apply to Archetype abilities (i.e. Spellsword, Slayer, Backstabber, etc.). This item lasts until 

all charges are used, or until a Short Rest. This weight has one (1) charge. 

 

Slayer’s Weight, Tier 2 

Specialty: Smithing 

Time to Create: Five (5) Minutes 

Cap Cost: Ten (10) 

Valara Crystal Cost: None 

This Recipe creates a weight that is applied to a weapon. This weight will allow the wielder of the 

weapon to double the damage of one (1) weapon-based attack with the Physical Delivery Type. This 

does not apply to Archetype abilities (i.e. Spellsword, Slayer, Backstabber, etc.). This item lasts until 

all charges are used, or until a Short Rest. This weight has three (3) charges. 

 

Slayer’s Weight, Tier 3 

Specialty: Smithing 

Time to Create: Ten (10) Minutes 

Cap Cost: Fifteen (15) 

Valara Crystal Cost: One (1) 

This Recipe creates a weight that is applied to a weapon. This weight will allow the wielder of the 

weapon to double the damage of one (1) weapon-based attack with the Physical Delivery Type. This 

does not apply to Archetype abilities (i.e. Spellsword, Slayer, Backstabber, etc.). This item lasts until 

all charges are used, or until a Short Rest. This weight has five (5) charges. 

 

Whetstone, Tier 1 

Specialty: Smithing 

Time to Create: Three (3) Minutes 

Cap Cost: Five (5) 

Valara Crystal Cost: None 

This Recipe creates a whetstone that can be applied to sharpen any weapon. This whetstone adds 

two (2) additional points of damage to the wielder’s base damage. This item must be a stone or box 

with minimum dimensions of 3”x3”x1”. The effects last until Short Rest. This damage does not stack 

with the spell Divine Strength. This whetstone has one (1) charge. 
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Whetstone, Tier 2 

Specialty: Smithing 

Time to Create: Five (5) Minutes 

Cap Cost: Ten (10) 

Valara Crystal Cost: None 

This Recipe creates a whetstone that can be applied to sharpen any weapon. This whetstone adds 

two (2) additional points of damage to the wielder’s base damage. This item must be a stone or box 

with minimum dimensions of 3”x3”x1”. The effects last until Short Rest. This damage does not stack 

with the spell Divine Strength. This whetstone has three (3) charges. 

 

Whetstone, Tier 3 

Specialty: Smithing 

Time to Create: Ten (10) Minutes 

Cap Cost: Fifteen (15) 

Valara Crystal Cost: One (1) 

This Recipe creates a whetstone that can be applied to sharpen any weapon. This whetstone adds 

two (2) additional points of damage to the wielder’s base damage. This item must be a stone or box 

with minimum dimensions of 3”x3”x1”. The effects last until Short Rest. This damage does not stack 

with the spell Divine Strength. This whetstone has five (5) charges. 
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Tradeskills and Loreskills 

The world of Valara is a fantasy setting that your characters inhabit. Often your character may have a 

profession or skills and knowledge that you out-of-game may not possess or cannot possess (such as 

knowledge about fiends and magical beasts). While the combat rules in previous sections cover using 

abilities and battle tricks that your character may know, Loreskills and Tradeskills cover the knowledge 

and day-to-day skills. They also give you the ability to ask the Local Plot Team for details that your 

profession or studies may be able to give you regarding a particular situation. 

 

Tradeskill <Specialization> 

At some point in his or her adventuring career, a character may want to learn a profession.  He or she 
may be a miner, a cook, a midwife, a barrister; the possibilities are almost endless.  When purchasing 
the skill Tradeskill <Specialization>, the profession must be an actual trade with which the character 
could earn a living. 
 

Loreskill <Specialization> 

During the course of adventuring, a character may learn about or become an expert in any number of 
fields of study.  Undead Lore, Ereholme Studies, Valaran History; the list goes on!  When purchasing 
the skill Loreskill <Specialization>, the knowledge must be something that can be taught to others.  
The ability to teach what you have learned is also a way to make a living, much like a Tradeskill. 
 

Earning a Living 

There are in-game benefits to the skills Tradeskill <Specialization> and Loreskill <Specialization that 
supplement the added knowledge and roleplay.  A character will receive a number of Caps per game 
day based on the number of times a Tradeskill <Specialization> or Loreskill <Specialization has been 
purchased. 

 

Tradeskill or Loreskill Benefits 

Levels Benefits 

1-10 
One Cap Per Two Levels of Tradeskill <Specialization> or Loreskill <Specialization> per 

Game Day 

>11 
One Cap Per Level of Tradeskill <Specialization> or Loreskill <Specialization> per 

Game Day 

Table 7-7 
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Section 8:  Miscellaneous 

Rules and Policies 
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Weapon Construction Guidelines 

CASTLE uses PVC boffer and latex 

weapons which must pass a safety 

inspection. PVC boffer weapons are the 

easiest to use and least expensive to 

make. Players can find safety guidelines 

and step-by-step instructions/tutorials for 

weapon construction on the CASTLE 

website and YouTube page. 

Basic weapon guidelines are as follows:  

The only cores allowed for weapons are 

as follows: PVC Core or CPVC Core 

(Ultra-Lite Cores must pass inspection 

and follow strict guidelines).  

Latex are permitted from specific 

vendors. Please see the website for the 

current list of vendors. Homemade latex 

weapons are acceptable, but must be 

made to the same standards as retail 

latex.  

Weapons must look like weapons - 

Earth tone and metallic tapes should be 

used for weapon construction. White 

can never be a weapon color — that 

color represents claws. Daggers and 

swords must have a crossguard. 

Crossguards must be no larger than 10” 

in width or length and 5” in height. Maces and axes must have heads. The head of a weapon is 

defined as a physically distinct striking surface apart from the shaft of the weapon. Spears must have 

a distinctive head that flares outward outside of the shaft of the weapon. Two inch thrusting tips are 

mandatory on all boffer weapons. 
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Weapon Type 
Head 

Size 

Total 

Length 

Allowed Core 

Size(s) 

Grip 

Size 
Damage 

Mini Melee Weapons 

Dagger (Small) X <20” 1/2” 1”-7” 2 

Short Melee Weapons 

Short Sword X >20”-35” 1/2” 1”-8” 2 

Short Axe 6”-18” >20”-35” 1/2” 1”-8” 2 

Short Hammer 6”-18” >20”-35” 1/2” 1”-8” 2 

Short Mace 6”-18” >20”-35” 1/2” 1”-8” 2 

Long Melee Weapons 

Long Sword X >35”-50” 3/4” 1”-10” 2 

Long Axe 6”-18” >35”-50” 3/4” 1”-10” 2 

Long Mace 6”-18” >35”-50” 3/4” 1”-10” 2 

Long Spear 6”-12” >35”-50” 1/2” 10”-25” 2 

Great Melee 

Polearm 12”- 

24” 

>50”-75” 1” 1”-50” 4 

Sword X >50”-75” 1” 1”-14” 4 

Staff X >50”-75” 1” 0”-9” (x2) 4 

Thrown Weapons 

Javelin (Long) X >35”-50” NO CORE 1”-10” 2 

Throwing 

Weapons 

X <20” NO CORE 1”-7” 2 

Archery 

Bow X >20” – 75” 3/4” n/a 4 

Crossbow X >20” – 75” 3/4” n/a 4 

Slingshot X >20” – 75” 3/4” 1”-10” 4 

Table 8-1 
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Shield Construction Guidelines 

Shields may be constructed out of the following materials: plywood 

(1/4” or thicker), iron, steel, aluminum, or titanium.  All shields 

made from these materials must be padded for safety.  

Alternatively, fiberglass-core latex shields may be purchased from 

various LARP Supply Vendors.  Traditional ultra-lightweight LARP 

Shield materials, such as extruded polystyrene foamboard 

insulation, are also allowed.  

Shields have two size limitations:  First, non-round shields may not 

cover an area greater than the top of the user’s shoulders to the 

top of their kneecap, and may not be wider than the width of his or 

her shoulders.  Round shields may not have a diameter greater 

than from the top of the wielders kneecap to the top of the armpit, 

and may never be greater than 27” in diameter in any case.  

Shields cannot be longer or wider than 36” and may not have a 

surface area larger than 575 square inches. 

Shields may have any sort of grip and arm strap combination and 

may include a shoulder strap.  However, the shoulder strap must 

not extend beyond the rim of the shield while the shield is in use.  

A shield not being held in the hand and/or strapped to the arm has 

no in-game protective qualities whatsoever; damage will take effect 

through the shield. 

 

Weapon Base Damage 

All weapons in Castle LARP do some damage. The below table outlines the base damage a weapon 

does when wielded. 

 

Weapon Base Damage 

One Handed Weapons 

Daggers, Thrown, Short, Long Weapons 
2 

Two Handed Weapons 

Great Weapons, Bows 
4 

Table 8-2 
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A Valid Target 

Many abilities and spells use the term Target to define what they can affect. A Target is defined as a 

creature or character. A Target’s clothing is not considered a part of the creature or character, yet 

representations (horns, tail, wings, etc.) of the character or creature’s body are considered part of the 

Target. 

 

Attacks with No Delivery Type 

For attacks that have no delivery type (Hexes and the spell Mana Break), the attacks can not be 

defended by weapons, physical representations of shields, or any other means. Defense calls specific to 

a delivery type cannot be used. The only valid defense call is Dodge or the applicable high magic 

defenses and birth signs for Hexes. 

 

Concentration 

Some skills and abilities require a character to concentrate for a designated period of time before they 

can be utilized. A character is not required to remain in one place while concentrating, but may move 

as long as they move no faster than a walk. The act of concentrating is interrupted if the character 

moves faster than a walk, takes damage or any in-game effect, uses any defenses, carries on a 

conversation or uses any other skill or ability other than concentrating. If concentration is interrupted, 

the skill fails and the applicable resource pool used is consumed. 

 

Non-Standard Effects 

From time to time, to enhance the story, Plot Teams may employ mechanics that deviate from this 

rulebook. Most often, these mechanics will span no further than a single module or encounter. When 

such effects will be used, the Arbiter running the mod will make the players aware, and they will then 

have the option to excuse themselves from the encounter. Should the effect reach beyond these 

limits, it requires prior approval from World Plot to ensure that the overall experience of the game is 

not negatively impacted. The Arbiter will not specify the effect, only that it is non-standard.   

For example, the local Plot Team may construct “Tournament Circles” to allow players to compete in 

combat without spending all their resources or facing sure death situations.  While this is in no way the 

normal procedure, storytelling sometimes requires unique combinations of situational abilities.  

Players may encounter monsters with specialized combinations of effects to enhance the story and 

the players’ enjoyment and entertainment. 

 

What Do I See? 

There are many situations during an event in which a player may wish to know what type of creature 

they see in front of them. Players may ask, “What do I see?” as a way to learn what the costumed 

NPC is physically representing. This question is only valid when directed towards NPCs who are 
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representing creatures rather than mundane Valarans. Asking this question during the daytime should 

prompt an NPC to respond with some type of physical description of the creature they are 

representing. Valid answers may include, “A giant lizard” or “Green-skinned humanoid with tusks.” 

Asking “What do I see?” should be avoided in situations at night or when there is poor visibility. If it is 

dark out and there are no readily available light sources then asking “What do I see?” should not 

automatically grant the questioner a full description. A response such as, “You see a shadow” is 

perfectly acceptable. 

 

Hexes 

Hexes are a dangerous ability that are difficult to defend against or remove. Unlike other attacks and 

abilities, Hexes do not have a delivery type. Hexes can only be removed by the Remove Hex Ritual, 

the Destruction Ritual, a Cure All Tonic, Resurrection, or a Long Rest. The only valid defense call 

against a Hex are: Resist Hex, Birth Sign Resist, or Dodge. If a creature or character is already under 

the effect of the same applied condition, the hex will supersede / upgrade the condition to the Hex. 

Example: a character is currently affected by the condition Fear. The character is then hit with a Hex 

of Fear and can make no valid defense calls. The Hex of Fear will supersede/upgrade the condition of 

Fear to a Hex of Fear and must be removed as described above. 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Table 8-3 

Hex Combat Call Hex Condition 

Hex of Berserk Berserk 

Hex of Daze Dazed 

Hex of Fear Fear 

Hex of Silence Silenced 

Hex of Sleep Sleep 

Hex of Delay Delayed 

Hex of Hobble Hobbled 

Hex of Maim Maimed 

Hex of Root Rooted 

Hex of Frail Frailed 

Hex of Curse Cursed 

Hex of Weakness Weakness 

Hex of Vulnerable Vulnerable 

Hex of Paralyze Paralyzed 

Hex of Corruption Corrupted 
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Monster Abilities 

Some monsters and NPCs have abilities that player 

characters cannot purchase.  For simplicity and ease 

of game play, these abilities are listed here. 

 

Offensive Monster Abilities 

Control — This ability allows the caster to control a 

target.  The target will only have basic survival skills 

and will not attack unless told to by the caster.    The 

target will defend itself if attacked, but otherwise will 

take no action without the caster’s commands.  The 

target will never kill itself even if the caster commands 

it. The target will follow the caster’s commands to the 

best of its abilities otherwise. The command must be 

preceded with “Puppet...” to signify that the caster is 

addressing the controlled character or creature. The 

target can be cured by the spell Dispel or by entering 

the Dead state. 

Death — This ability will send a target to the Death State. 

Innate Abilities — Some creatures have the ability to mimic specific skills but do not need normal 

pre-requisites to do so. 

Innate Casting — For some creatures, magic is so ingrained into what they are that the creature 

does not need to use any incantation to cast a spell.  The combat call is “Magic <Finishing 

Statement>.”  This is an out-of-game statement and, as such, the creature may still cast even if 

under the effects of the Silenced condition.  Any character or creature who sees this casting will know 

what spell was cast.  Creatures who can cast innately cannot be interrupted by health point damage, 

but can be interrupted by the skill Mana Break if the creature is using a Mana pool for spell casting. 

Any spell delivered via innate casting can be defended against in the same way as any other ability 

delivered via Delivery Type Magic. 

Sleep — This ability will apply the Sleep condition to a target. 

A sleeping target may be picked up and carried, but he or she will not be able to maintain a grip on 

items held in their hands.  Any weapons or items that are not physically attached to the character must 

be left behind. The spell Remove Ailment will remove the conditions applied by the Sleep effect. 

Stagger – This ability allows a monster to deliver one stagger through a melee weapon or claw attack. 

A target struck by this ability must take two (2) steps backwards if they are able to do so safely. They 

cannot be forced off of cliffs or through obstacles. The combat call is “stagger”.  

Surge — Some creatures are able to cast spells in bursts. The creature may make one combat call of 

“Magic Surge <damage or spell>” and throw a handful of spell packets.  Each spell packet counts 

as an individual spell. 
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Verbal Command — Some creatures have the ability to control less powerful beings.  These lesser 

creatures will blindly follow commands to the best of their ability.  The combat call is “Verbal 

command <creature type><command>.” Any creature within hearing, subject to that level of 

control, would immediately respond by attempting to carry out the given command. This control does 

not grant the lesser creature any immunities, extra skills or abilities, or added intelligence. 

Unarmed Combat — Some creatures do not use weapons. They may fight with fists, claws or other 

natural appendages.  The physical representation for this type of attack will be short weapon in size 

and white in color. The white color serves as an immediate indicator that the character is using an 

appendage. If the creature is using a claw, please refer to more details on Claws, page 75. 

 

Defensive Monster Abilities 

Acidic Blood – A monster with this trait has blood that is corrosive and damaging to 

weapons. When the monster is subjected to a Death Blow, the monster gets a free Poison 

Strike Crumble against the target’s weapon. The combat call is “Poison Strike Crumble 

Weapon.” 

Enhanced Damage — Some creatures are vulnerable to certain types of attacks and take double 

the amount of damage that is delivered. The combat call is “Enhanced”. 

Harming — Various creatures are harmed by effects that are not usually considered damage. 

Creatures may take damage when struck by these effects, rather than taking the effect itself.  The 

combat call is “Harmed”. 

Healing — Various creatures are healed by effects that are not usually considered healing.  

Creatures may be healed when struck by these effects, rather than taking the effect itself.  Melee 

attacks, however, can never heal a creature. The combat call is “Healed”. 

Immunity — Some monsters are not affected by certain types of damages, effects, etc. The combat 

call for this ability is “Immune”. If the creature is Immune to any part of the ability / spell / combat call 

/ etc. then the creature is Immune to the entire ability. 

Minimal Damage — Certain types of damage will have very little effect on some creatures.  Only 

one (1) point of damage will be done, no matter how hard the creature is struck.  The combat call is 

“Minimal.” 

Recover — This ability lets a creature shake off certain effects with a three-count.  During this count, 

the creature can take no other action or use any other in-game skill; otherwise, the count must be 

started over again. The combat call is “I recover <condition> 1, I recover <condition> 2, I recover 

<condition> 3“. 

Redirect — Some creatures have the ability to catch and redirect damage and effects.  Melee or 

packet delivered effects can be redirected, but must be re-delivered in the same manner in which it 

struck the creature.  A melee strike cannot be redirected as a packet delivered attack.  The combat 

call is “Redirect: < delivery type> <damage/effect>” This skill may be used along with Innate 

Casting. 
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Reduced Damage — Certain types of damage will have less effect on some creatures.  Only half 

damage will be taken, no matter how hard the creature is struck.  The combat call is “Reduced.” 

Resistance — Similar to many races of Valara, some creatures have built up a tolerance to 

particular types of attacks.  It can be a broad category or a very specific attack.  The combat call is 

“Resist <X>” where X is the type of attack the creature is negating. 

Susceptible — Some monsters are especially susceptible to specific types of attacks.  Monsters 

with the trait Susceptible <effect> are unable to use any called defense versus the specified effect. 

 

Miscellaneous Monster Abilities 

Burrowing Ability — A number of creatures on Valara spend their lives in the safety of the 

underground and can burrow up out of the ground, or tunnel back down into it.  The NPC portraying 

such a creature will cross his or her weapons, claws, or hands — if no weapon is present — low 

across his or her body or legs to show when the creature is under ground and can only be seen as a 

moving mound of dirt.  A creature can still be damaged while burrowing.This creature will not be 

affected by any attacks while burrowed in this manner.  A burrowing creature can emerge from 

underground or return with the combat call “I burrow <up or down> one, I burrow <up or down> 

two, I burrow <up or down> three.” 

Engulf – A monster with this trait can swallow a body whole. A monster can only engulf one 

body at a time. It loses the ability to burrow or fly if it has a creature or character engulfed. 

Creatures or characters that are engulfed continue their Dying or Death counts and must 

follow the monster around with both hands touching the creature. 

Characters should try to move out of the way for backstab purposes if needed. Characters 

who are engulfed are immune to all damage and abilities until they are freed. Once the 

monster is in the Dying state, the engulfed character is immediately freed and able to be 

acted upon as normal. The combat call is, “I engulf one, I engulf two, I engulf three.” 

Feed – A monster with this trait can feed off of bodies to restore some of their abilities and 

heal. A body may only be fed on by a monster once to receive the effects of feed. After a sixty 

(60) second counted action, where the monster must remain touching the body, a monster 

heals all of their missing hit points and restores half of their monster resource pool. The 

combat call is, “I feed one, I feed two, etc.” 

Flying Ability — Many creatures on Valara have the ability to fly. The NPC portraying such a 

creature will circle their weapon, claw or hand — if no weapon is present — over his or her head to 

show when the creature is in flight.  Any creature that is in flight may not be hit with a melee attack.  

Ranged attacks may strike the target as normal.  Some flying creatures may also be able to use 

ranged attacks while in flight.   A flying creature may land with the combat call “I land one, I land two, 

I land three” or may take off in flight with the combat call “I fly one, I fly two, I fly three”. 

Teleportation — There are creatures that have the ability to instantaneously transport himself or 

herself from one place to another, including across Realms.  It is possible for these creatures to take 

other characters or creatures, even unwilling, by maintaining contact during the counted action.  The 
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creature may also refuse to include any other creature or character who attempts to be teleported with 

the creature.  The combat call is “I teleport one, I teleport two, I teleport three”. 

Undying — Certain types of Undead creatures can only be destroyed under a very specific set of 

circumstances. Greater Undead monsters may have a soul vessel that must be destroyed.  

Lyncanthropes may need a Death Blow delivered with a silver weapon.  This is by no means an 

exhaustive list — just know that if something doesn’t kill a creature right away, keep experimenting! 

 

Monstrous State Groupings 

Giant — an NPC with this grouping must wear a yellow-colored mantle over their tabard denoting the 

creature is larger than a single NPC can physically represent.  This signifies that the creature will be 

immune to Dazed, Rooted or Paralyzed conditions and will take half damage from all attacks. 

Immaterial — an NPC with this grouping must wear a white mantle denoting the creature lacks 

physical form (such as apparitions).  This signifies that the creature will be immune to the Rooted or 

Immobilized conditions, and will take half damage from all weapons.   

Tiny — an NPC with this grouping must wear a blue colored mantle over their tabard denoting the 

creature is much smaller than a single NPC can physically represent.  This signifies that the creature 

has the Dodge skill, will be enhanced to all lightning and fire-based attacks, and minimal to all melee 

weapons. 

 

Combat Call Phrases 

When a player is engaged in combat and is hit by a weapon swing, ranged attack, or spell, it is polite 

to acknowledge if the attack was successful or not. There are many ways to acknowledge a 

successful attack including saying, “Got it!”; “Ouch, that hurts!”; “Yes” or nod of the head. 

A player or NPC may sometimes respond with these call phrases as outlined in the Monster Abilities 

section: 

Enhanced – the targeted individual takes double points of damage from the attack  

Harmed – the targeted individual takes damage points from a particular effect, rather than the effect 

itself 

Healed – the targeted individual takes the attack but is healed by the effects of the attack 

Immune – the targeted individual acknowledges the attack but takes no damage or effect from the 

attack 

Minimal – the targeted individual only takes one (1) point of damage from the attack 

Reduced – the targeted individual takes half the amount of damage from the attack 
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Regenerate — A monster with this trait can recover from wounds and regenerate hit points at will. 

The monster must spend sixty (60) seconds fully concentrating  and performing no other actions. This 

concentration is broken if the monster takes damage or calls a defense. At the end of the 

concentration, the monster will be at full health points. The combat call is, “I regenerate one, I 

regenerate two, etc. Regeneration complete.” 

Resist – the targeted individual takes the attack but is able to resist the effects At no point is the call 

phrase “No Effect” a valid, legal acknowledgement. Even if an attack will not affect a targeted 

individual, the response should always be one of acceptance. This acknowledges that you received 

the attack or spell, even if it no way helps or harms you. For example: an individual who is under the 

effects of the Berserked condition receives a Remove Ailment spell from Caster A followed closely by 

a second Remove Ailment spell from Caster B. The player should respond “Got it” to both spells 

even though the second spell was no longer needed to remove the effect. 

  

Counted Actions 

Some actions in Castle LARP require a “counted action” to represent the time it takes to do 

something; for example, you may want to climb out of a window but for safety reasons that is not 

possible.  To represent this, the character would go to the window, and state “I climb out the window 

1, I climb out the window 2, I climb out the windows 3” to signify that he or she was performing 

this action.  In this example, the player would then put on an Out-Of-Game Headband, walk outside 

the window and then take the Out-Of-Game Headband off, signifying that he or she is now in-game 

outside of the window. 

Counted Actions are usually signified by a three (3) count, but it does not have to be a three (3) count; 

some actions can be as little as a one (1) count or as high as a sixty (60) count, depending on what 

action is being performed. If the action is not instantaneous, then a count would most likely be the way 

to perform this action. 

If a character receives Health Point damage while performing a counted action, the action is 

interrupted.  The character may call appropriate defenses, such as Shield <Delivery Type>, but may 

not perform any other in-game skill, such as using a shield to block a weapon blow to avoid taking 

damage. 

Note:  For counted actions that require entering the game, the creature or character becomes visible 

at the end of the counted action. For counted actions that require leaving the game, the creature or 

character is no longer visible at the end of the counted action. 

 

Possession of Items 

Any item that a player has on his or her person is considered to be in that players’ possession unless 

the item(s) is dropped and out of the players’ custody for at least three (3) seconds.  If an item is given 

to another, it is out of the giver’s possession and in the receiver’s possession immediately. 

This prevents dropping a weapon or shield  — or throwing it in the air and then catching it — to avoid 

taking the effects of any attack which normally targets that particular item. 
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Carrying a Body 

To move a character’s or creature’s body, both hands must be free of all weapons, shields, and other 

in-game items. A character must place both hands near the torso and use the combat call, “I pick you 

up one, I pick you up two, I pick you up three”.  The player who is being carried must then stand 

up. While moving a body, the player may only walk at a normal pace. If the body does not move with 

the player carrying it, then the body is not truly being carried. 

If the player removes one or both of his or her hands from the body being carried, then it has been 

dropped. If the player carrying the body receives any Health Point damage, the body must be 

dropped.   

A normal person can carry two tiny creatures, or one normal-sized person or creature. Three persons 

are required to carry a giant creature. 

 

The Who’s, What’s and Why’s of Arbiters 

Arbiters serve as judge and jury during game play and have final say on rulings related to actions 

taken during the game. Players must follow instructions and rulings from Arbiters. Failure to do so will 

subject the Player to the Castle LARP Behavior Policy. There are two types of Arbiters in Castle 

LARP: General and Weapons & Armor. Arbiters are trained by the branch which they represent and 

must pass a certification test. Passing the certification tests for one branch does not automatically 

qualify an individual to serve as an Arbiter in all Castle LARP branches. 

General Arbiter — Qualified to handle all questions related to rules interpretations and disputes 

which arise during game play. This Arbiter may not handle Weapons & Armor assessments or safety 

checks, unless they have passed the appropriate certification tests. 

Weapons & Armor Arbiter — Qualified to check weapons, shields, and armor for safety. This 

includes all aspects of construction and the use of weapons, shields, and armor during game play. 

This Arbiter may evaluate armor to assign deflection values. They will also perform Grimoire and 

Ritual Foci checks. This Arbiter may not handle General Rules disputes unless they have passed the 

appropriate certification tests. 

 

Game Days, Short Rests and Long Rests 

Castle Larp uses the concept of Game Days to award Skill Points, NPC Credits and any other earned 

credits when playing or working for the game. A Game Day is defined as 2:00 pm of one day until 2:00 

pm of the next day. A normal weekend event would consist of two Game Days – Game On Friday Night 

until 2:00 pm Saturday, then 2:00 pm Saturday until Game Off on Sunday morning.   

Resting is time spent voluntarily sitting, kneeling, or lying down, using no in-game skills and performing 

no strenuous actions. The above examples are illustrative and are not all-inclusive. The important thing 

to consider is that the Player is not performing strenuous activities. It is, after all, a period of rest. 

A Short Rest is five (5) minutes. A Short Rest will reset a certain number of Armor Deflections as 

defined on page 78, cure all conditions, and will restore one (1) “purchase” of a resource pool 

(Tenacity, Finesse, Mana or Expertise). Instead of restoring a “purchase” of a resource pool, the player 
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may choose to restore the amount of a resource pool gained from Martial Aptitude OR Shadow Aptitude 

OR Arcane Aptitude OR Crafting Aptitude.  For example, if a player has a resource pool that includes 

Tenacity, Finesse, Mana, and Expertise, after a short rest, the player will be able to restore either ten 

(10) Tenacity OR ten (10) Finesse OR ten (10) Mana OR ten (10) Expertise. A short rest does not 

remove the effects of Hexes. 

A long rest is a period of voluntary and uninterrupted rest (as defined above) that lasts for one (1) 

hour.  A long rest will restore all of a player’s resource pools, including health and Birth Sign Resist 

<Condition or Element>. Additionally, a long rest will restore any archetype abilities used by the player 

and grants all of the benefits of a short rest. A long rest will remove the effects of Hexes. 

If long rest is interrupted, the player may continue resting as long as they do so within five (5) minutes 

of the interruption. If the interruption lasts longer than five (5) minutes, all progress is lost. Short rests 

must be restarted if interrupted. 

 

How to be a “Proper” Thief 

If you’re brave enough to try your luck with thievery, also known as roguing, you’ll need to know the 

proper in-game and out-of-game way to go about it.   

First, you’ll need to know the difference between “Personal Area” and “Out in the Open.”   A Personal 

Area is a place where a player will store not only their in-game items, but also where they will store 

their out-of-game items, such as clothes, sleeping gear, and other personal belongings.  A cabin or 

tent are examples of a Personal Area.  Out in the Open is any place that is public and a common area 

to all players.  The tavern, out in a field, or out in the forest are all examples of Out in the Open.  

If you choose to attempt thieving in a Personal Area, the most important thing you MUST do is find a 

Rogue Arbiter to accompany you to the Personal Area from which you want to steal.  The Rogue 

Arbiter will check any Arbiter notes as well as any areas marked out-of-game and will let you know 

where you may search for steal-able items.  Under no circumstances may a player look under a bed 

or cot as this is always strictly an out-of-game area.  Remember, players are not to check Arbiter 

notes at any time.   

If you choose to try your hand at roguing in an Out in the Open area, you do not need a Rogue Arbiter.  

Just nimble fingers and some talent at sleight of hand.   

Please note that in order to steal an item, you must take the physical representation of the item, not 

the tag for the item.  The reason for this is that you cannot just stick a sword in your pocket like you 

could do with a tag.  If you’re going to sneak away from a freshly rogued cabin with all of your spoils of 

victory, then you must actually sneak away from the cabin with your arms, pockets, satchels and 

pouches full of said spoils.  

There are steps to be taken after you successfully steal an item or items from another character.  If 

you stole something from an Out in the Open area and did not have a Rogue Arbiter with you, you will 

need to bring the item to the plot shack within one hour of stealing it.  This is because the physical 

representation of what you have stolen is the out-of-game property of the player and must be 

returned.  A Rogue Arbiter will then find out to whom the item belongs and will go find the player to 

retrieve the tag for the item to give to you.  Be aware that this may take some time, but a Rogue 

Arbiter will get the proper tag(s) as soon as possible.   
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Once you have turned the physical representation over to a General Arbiter, you will be required to 

remain in-game for at least one (1) hour.  During this time, you may not leave site, nor may you go 

out-of-game (other than as needed during mods or using the restroom, of course).  This allows the 

burglarized player a fair chance to find their missing goods, if they can figure out who is the thief.   

 

Player Character (PC) or Non-Player Character (NPC)? 

Attending a Castle LARP event is a fun-filled experience, no matter what side you are on.  You can 

play your Player Character (PC) and acquire coin, treasure, and even magic items; or you can play a 

Non-Player Character (NPC) and play many characters and creatures during the course of the event.   

Playing an NPC has many benefits. First, you do not have to worry about your character dying at all! 

In fact, while playing an NPC the local Plot Team will expect you to die many, many times over the 

weekend as you take on different roles.  Second, you will gain benefits that you can redeem – Castle 

Coins and NPC Points.  Third, you will learn how to play multiple characters and monsters and have 

the opportunity to see the game from a whole new perspective.   NPCing is a great way to learn how 

to run the game – from staffing to plotting or even to running your own town! 

At Castle LARP, we use the C.H.E.K. system for our NPCs. C.H.E.K. stands for Communication, 

Honor, Entertainment, and Knowledge. 

Communication is a two-way street. The NPC and the local Plot Team need to talk to each other and 

make sure that information is passed along.  Plot needs to tell the NPC what needs to happen and the 

NPC needs to tell Plot what actually happened, since PCs can be unpredictable!  The responsibility for 

the creation of story lines and plot lies with the local plot and staff team. Therefore, as an NPC you 

should always consult with the local plot and staff team before presenting something to the PCs as 

“plot.” If you as an NPC become frustrated, then communicate with a plot or staff person. If this 

communication does not happen, there is the possibility and probability of confusion and conflicting 

story lines; this normally leads to unsatisfied players, unhappy NPCs and upset plot and staff teams. 

Honor is what allows us to play a functioning LARP. As an NPC, upholding honor and playing the 

game by the rules are extremely important. If you are hit with a spell, take the effect or call a defense.  

If you are hit with a weapon, take the damage or call a defense.  Play the game as it was meant to be 

played: with honor and in the spirit of fun.  

Entertainment is the golden component. Entertainment is the reason for NPCing, not only for the PCs 

but for yourself. If you are given a low-level monster card, have fun. If you are given a high-level 

monster card, have fun. Fear, anxiety, laughing, suspense and combat all create excitement and lead 

to wonderful recollections and stories.  It is a game, and we all need to have fun, but as an NPC you 

are the fun! 

Knowledge is simple. It is the understanding of what you are doing and what you are playing.  If you 

have a question, ask.  The plot and staff team will get busy, and there will be times that they may not 

have a chance to inform you totally about what is on your monster card. If something does not make 

sense to you, ask an Arbiter.  There may be times when you forget abilities or defenses on your 

monster card.  This happens, and don’t worry about it! If you do not know what something does or 

how it affects you, the safest route is to give the PC the advantage; take the effect or damage, and 

then check your monster card afterwards.  
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In-Game versus Out-of-Game 

One of the most important concepts that players need to understand is the notion of in-game versus 

out-of game.  In-game (IG) is simply defined as what your character learns by playing the game, 

reading the in-game information that is available to your character via the internet, or receiving 

information that the local Plot Team has passed on to your character through discussion, e-mail, etc.   

Out-of-game (OOG) is information that the player knows, but the character does not know. What you 

know may be different from what your character knows. If you have more than one character, what 

each of them knows is also separate as each character is a different persona.  

In Castle LARP, we try to keep in-game and out-of-game as separate as possible.  Not separating the 

two is known as meta-gaming, which is playing the game with more knowledge than your character 

should have. This is cheating and Castle LARP will not tolerate such behavior.  This is, after all, a 

game.  Please do not bring out-of-game issues into the game.  While we acknowledge that this is not 

always possible, continually abusing this rule is grounds for disciplinary action to the player. 

Players are encouraged to stay in-game as much as possible.  Going out-of-game randomly is 

strongly discouraged as it breaks the immersion of not only yourself, but other players as well. 

Castle LARP strives to ensure that all players are able to enjoy the game, but we also recognize that 

there are times when players need to take a short break and step away from the game world. At least 

one out-of-game area, when possible, should be set-up at an event to allow all players to step outside 

the game. This place could be a marked off area where players can feel free to go in order to hold out-

of-game conversations, make phone calls or even sleep.  Other areas that are specifically out-of-

game are anything under a player’s sleeping bed, any storage container or chest clearly marked with 

OOG, your transportation, and bathrooms or bath houses.  Players can never go from an in-game 

area to an out-of-game area to escape combat, or to hide from NPCs or other players.  Personal items 

are always out of-game, so please place these in out-of-game areas to prevent someone from rifling 

through your belongings. In-game items can never be placed in out-of-game areas and doing so can 

result in disciplinary actions. 

Castle LARP uses the concept of in-game religion to add another layer of role playing within the world 

of Valara. This should not in any way be confused with real world religions — Castle LARP strictly 

prohibits any kind of real-world religious symbols or religious paraphernalia within the game.  Do not 

bring these within the fictional world of Valara. 

 

New Player Policy 

Starting a new character in Castle LARP can be a fairly daunting experience, but one we want players 

to have fun with.  Sometimes the first character you make is not the one you have the most fun with as 

you learn more and more about the game.  In these instances, Castle LARP wants the players to have 

fun rather than be “stuck” with a character concept that is not enjoyable to play. 

If you are a brand new player who has never LARPed before or a new player to Castle LARP who 

has LARP experience, but is creating a brand new character within the Castle LARP game world 

without the benefit of transplanted game day credits, Castle LARP will reduce the event fee for the first 

event in which you play a PC to $5.00 per game day. However, if you are a new player to Castle 
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LARP who has LARP experience and are using transplanted game day credits to augment your 

starting skill point total in the creation of either a version of your transplanted character or a new 

character within the Castle LARP game world, you must pay the event fee for the first event in which 

you play your PC. 

After playing your character the first time, if you discover that you are not enjoying it, simply want to try 

another race or playstyle, or even if you just want to re-spend a few skill points to get your character 

where you want them to be, new players — both new to LARP and transplanted from other games — 

may re-write a character at any time and any number of times up to the start of your third event as a 

PC playing that character. After playing a third event as that character, the skill points are set and can 

only be altered by in-game methods. 

All new characters receive one free death that is used the first time a character resurrects regardless 

of the number of “free” event deaths determined before each event (see page 82 on Death and 

Resurrections). 

If you are a brand new player who has never LARP’d before, or a player new to Castle LARP who has 

LARP experience but is creating a brand new character within the Castle LARP game world without 

the benefit of transplanted game day credits, then you will receive an unlimited number of free 

deaths at your first PC event. 

 

Castle Coins 

Castle LARP uses Castle Coins to reward players for the donations of props, costuming, weaponry 

and other needed items.  Castle Coins can be awarded for pre-game and post-game activities, such 

as loading and unloading the van or truck, cutting tags, helping to clean up the storage areas, washing 

costuming and tabards, or various other necessary projects.  You can also get Castle Coins by 

NPCing, Staffing or Plotting.  Castle Coins are Castle LARP’s way of giving back to its players in the 

form of “coins” to buy specific items for your character(s). 

Castle Coin is transferrable to other players, although any free game days purchased with Castle 

Coin are nontransferable. 

Castle Coins cannot be converted to NPC Points. 
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Earning Castle Coins 

Below is a short list of ways to earn Castle Coins.  This list is not encompassing - you can earn Castle 

Coins for helping out the game in many ways; this is merely a guideline. 

NPCing (Game Day) - 150 Castle Coins 

NPCing (3-6 Hour Shift) - 50 Castle Coins 

NPCing (< 3 Hour Shift) - 25 Castle Coins 

Staff (Game Day) - 250 Castle Coins 

Plot (Game Day) - 300 Castle Coins 

Running Tavern (Game Day) - 500 Castle Coins 

Pre-Game Activities (Hour) - 25 Castle Coins 

Post-Game Activities (Hour) - 25 Castle Coins 

On-Site Medic (Game Day) - 100 Castle Coins  

Must be at least First-Aid certified, and have paperwork which has been supplied to Logistics for 

review. Credentials are noted to the character sheet along with expiration dates. 

Donations - Value is determined on a case-by-case basis, high demand items can be up to 2x or 3x 

base value. 

 

Spending Castle Coins 
 

1. Castle Coin Game Days (CCGD):  Individuals may spend 100 Castle Coin to add one additional 
game day of Skill Points to one of their character sheets. Individuals may add a CCGD to each of 
their character sheets once per calendar month. Example: Player A has 4 character sheets, and 300 
Castle Coin. Player A may spend 300 Castle Coin to use a CCGD on 3 of their 4 characters. Player A 
will then not be able to use a CCGD on those 3 characters until the next calendar 
month.                                                

2. Caps:  Individuals may spend 100 Castle Coin to add 50 caps to one of their character sheets. 
Individuals may add 50 caps to each of their character sheets once per calendar month. Example: 
Player A has 4 character sheets, and 300 Castle Coin. Player A may spend 300 Castle Coin to add 
50 caps to each bank for 3 of their 4 characters. Player A will then not be able to use Castle Coin to 
add caps to the bank of those same 3 characters until the next calendar 
month.                                                                       

3. Free Game Days:  Individuals may spend 3,000 Castle Coin to “purchase” a free game day for any 
Castle sponsored event. Individuals can only use Castle Coin to “purchase” free game days twice per 
calendar year. This discount cannot be combined with any other monetary reward or discount offered 

by Castle Larp LLC. 

 

NPC Points  

NPC Points are a reward denomination given out to Plot, Staff, and NPCs at Castle sponsored events 

only. NPC points can be used to purchase higher quality items for characters to use or for free game 

days at Castle sponsored events. 
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NPC points can be converted to Castle Coin at a 1:1 ratio. NPC points and any free game days 

purchased with NPC Points are nontransferable. 

 

Earning NPC Points  

NPCing (Game Day) - 150 NPC Points  

NPCing (6-hour shift ) - 50 NPC Points  

NPCing (3-hour shift ) - 25 NPC Points 

Staff (Game Day) - 250 NPC Points  

Plot (Game Day) - 300 NPC Points  

 

Spending NPC Points  

NPC Points may be redeemed for the below items at Castle sponsored events only. However, 

Logistics must be informed of your request no later than two days before the event. When spending 

NPC Points on any magic item, please note that the enchanted item cannot be the target of a 

destruction ritual, or combined with any Archetypes in the creation process. 

 

NPC Points Exchange 
 

NPC Points Reward 

1500 
 

Two (2) Free Game Days** 
 

1500 Fifteen (15) Valara Crystals 

1200 Enchanted Item with your choice of legal castings (up to 5 effects) 

800 One (1) Free Game Day* 

600 Enchanted Item with your choice of legal castings (up to 3 effects) 

600 
While NPCing, your character saved the life of, robbed, or killed a crafter. They will give you 
any five (5) Tier 1 crafted items, three (3) Tier 2 crafted items, five (5) Valara Crystals and 

ten (10) Marks. 

500 
 

One (1) Successful Thaumaturgy cast at the event of the player’s choice. Any tier. 
 

300 
While NPCing, your character saved the life of, robbed, or killed a crafter. They will give you 

any five (5) Tier 1 crafted items, three (3) Valara Crystals and five (5) marks. 
 

250 
 

Enchanted Item with your choice of legal castings (up to 1 effect) 
 

150 
While NPCing, your character saved the life of, robbed, or killed a crafter. They will give you 

any Tier 1 crafted items, one (1) Valara Crystal and one (1) Mark 

 
* Free Game Days:  Individuals may spend NPC Points to “purchase” free game day(s) for any Castle 

LLC sponsored event. This discount cannot be combined with any other monetary reward or discount 

offered by Castle LARP LLC. 
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**If an Individual uses 1500 NPC Points to “purchase” 2 free game days, they can use the 2 game 

days for the same event, but cannot “stack” this reward with any other monetary reward or discount 

offered by Castle LARP LLC. 

 

 

“Bonus” Skill Points for NPCing 

In addition to receiving Castle Coin, NPC Points, and other rewards and discounts described in this 

policy, individuals that NPC, Staff, or Plot events will receive the following amount of Skill Points added to 

one of their character sheets. Individuals may choose which character sheet the additional Skill Points 

are added to and the Individual must be the owner of that character sheet. These Skill Points are in 

addition to the established amount of Skill Points being awarded for the Castle sponsored event in which 

the individual is NPCing, Staffing or Plotting. 

Amounts are as follows: 

NPC an event – one (1) additional game day of Skill Points 
Staff an event – two (2) additional game days of Skill Points 
Plot an event – three (3) additional game days of Skill Points 
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